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As of this writing, we’re hearing dire
predictions of another brutally cold and long
winter across much of the United States. By
the time this issue is in your hands, you’ll
know if those prophecies have come true. One
thing I’m sure of is that the comfort of knitting
promises to keep us cozy all winter long, no
matter how cold it gets and how much snow
falls. We’d love to hear how your knitting
helped you weather the conditions. Drop us a
line to let us know how your projects provide
relief so you are able to endure anything that
Mother Nature throws your way.
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Dear TKGA Members,
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of the other happenings opens in February and will fill up in a snap so get ready.
Thanks to Zak’s Restaurant for hosting us for the photo shoot. Downtown
Zanesville, Ohio complimented the garments selected for this issue and again,
made for the perfect location for this shoot.
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WHAT’S
NEW.
WHAT’S
HOT.
BY PENNY SITLER

Out with the old, in with the new!

At TKGA, we want you to start out the new
year fresh. We’ve gathered a collection of new
items in a wide range of price points that will
be perfect additions to your old favorites.

North Light Fibers
North Light Fibers prides itself on the personal touch given to each skein of exotic
fibers produced on Block Island in Rhode Island while supporting the island
economically. They invite one and all to visit their farm and mill, take a class and
browse their yarns and other handmade fiber products. Shown are Peony, Winter
Ocean Blue and Lilac Forever Lace (80% baby alpaca, 20% bamboo; 310 yards, 50
grams) and Sunset Orange, White Cap and Kelp Green Beach Avenue (70% baby
alpaca, 30% fine merino worsted; 135 yards, about 4 ounces). The Aran Turtleneck
sample by Melissa Leapman in the August – October 2014 issue of Cast On was
knit with North Light Fibers Beach Ave. in Peony.

Universal Yarn
It’s hard to stop squeezing Ariana, Universal Yarn’s
soft polyamide encased in a bamboo mesh tube (63%
bamboo, 37% polyamide; 91 yards, 3.5 ounces). This
bulky, squishy fiber reminds me of ultra-soft tee shirt
material. Your stitches are sure to pop and will knit up
quickly for stunning results. Seven of the ten available
colors are shown.

Loom’s Silk Fibers
The Loom’s silk fibers are made in Thailand
using the owners’ 40 years of passion and
experience. Each yarn exhibits the soft yet
fibrous nature of silk. Fusilli-80 blends cotton
with silk in a thick-thin sport weight blend
similar in texture to homespun yarn with
marbleized coloring (80% silk, 20% cotton;
150-180 meters, 25 grams). Speck is yet another
sport weight yarn of 100% silk with a rustic
texture (150-180 meters, 25 grams). Risoni is
lace weight but has thickening slubs at intervals
(100% silk; 130-150 meters, 25 grams).
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PRODUCT REVIEW

Neighborhood Fiber Co.
Co-owner Karida Collins created Neighborhood
Fiber Co. to “provide the world with handdyed yarns inspired by and named to reflect
the natural beauty and diverse neighborhoods
throughout the nation’s capital” and has since
incorporated inspiration from other urban
landscapes. The vibrant colors are named
after neighborhoods. Skeins shown are Rustic
Fingering (475 yards/4 ounces in 100%
Superwash merino) in Ward Circle (turquoise),
Mondawmin (raspberry) and Belair (lime).

The Mirasol Project
The Mirasol Project supports local communities in Peru through the sale of luxurious
yarns, including the lovely Paqu Pura (100% alpaca; 329 yards, 100 grams). The fiber
comes from animals tended by shepherds in the Peruvian Highlands as part of a rich
textile heritage. Using this yarn in your projects will make you feel good in more ways
than one.

Manos Del Uruguay
Manos Del Uruguay means “hands of
Uruguay” and you will appreciate the fine
work done by the hands of women in rural
Uruguay who work as part of cooperatives
to bring this luscious fiber to the market.
Franca is a super bulky yarn of luxuriously
soft 100% superwash merino (114 yards,
150 grams). Free patterns that highlight
Franca are available on the website. Manos
Del Uruguay is a proud member of the
World Fair Trade Organization.

Knitting Needles Plus LLC
Carolyn Marx of Knitting Needles Plus LLC provided Knitter’s
Pride MARBLZ Collection of interchangeable needles. Created
out of a satiny smooth acrylic material, each size tip is a different
marbleized color in packaging reminiscent of a painter’s palette,
appealing to senses of sight and touch. Four supple non-kinking
cords are included with needle sizes 4 through 11.

Fiberlady Fine Bamboo Fibers & Yarns
Fiberlady Fine Bamboo Fibers & Yarns shared a skein of
Metake (100% rayon bamboo; 184 yards, 4 ounces) in
Raspberry with us. It has a sheen and softness specific
to bamboo yarn. Its seven plies are distinct so beware of
splitting but the drape will be lovely and the fabric soft
with antibacterial properties to boot.

BACK TO
CONTENTS
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BOOK
LOVERS
UNITE.

Here’s what
we’ve been reading:
Sock Art: Bold, Graphic Knits for Your Feet
by Edelgard Janssen and Ute Lismann
Trafalgar Square Books 2013 > ISBN 978-1-57076-557-5
Inspired by color master Kaffe Fassett, Edelgard Janssen and Ute Lismann enjoy the challenge
of exploring color when creating sock designs. Many knitters have grown accustomed to letting
fibers do the work for them with the advent of self-striping yarns. These designers get back to
the classic thrill of putting colors together themselves with an array of truly spectacular designs.
Using the jacquard method, a two-color stranded knitting technique, they present designs in
four categories. Flowers include violets; Peruvian cats stand out against a black background in
Animals; Stars appear in every imaginable color combination; and Geometric Shapes include
circles, stripes and arcs. “With just a little practice and imagination, you can create wonderful
little works of wearable art!”

				>

Knitting Rugs: 39 traditional, contemporary, innovative designs
by Nola A. Heidbreder and Linda Pietz
Stackpole Books 2014 > ISBN 978-0-8117-1251-4
“The Rug Sisters”, Nola Heidbreder and Linda Pietz, have assembled a delightful collection of
hand knit rug designs that promise to be fun to knit and to display in your home. They explore
so many innovative techniques including modular and mosaic knitting, and their designs range
from easy to challenging. They hope to alleviate “mindless knitting” by keeping the designs fresh
and unique. Forest Floor is a splendid example of modular construction, created by piecing
together individual leaves into a mat resembling fallen autumn leaves. Hit-and-Miss Rug is a
stash buster created by randomly knitting yarns with no regard for coordinating color. Using a
variety of materials, including repurposed t-shirts and jeans in addition to standard workhorse
wools, Heidbreder and Pietz offer stunning rugs that will stop your houseguests in their tracks.

				>
Floral Knits: 25 Contemporary Flower-Inspired Designs
by Martin Storey
St. Martin’s Press 2014 > ISBN 978-1-250-04983-4
The vibrant, lively colors found in flowers abound in these designs by Martin Storey. Having
“gained something of a reputation for creating highly textured knits in subtle combinations
of color, pattern, and stitch”, Storey is able to use “color with greater abandon” than usual
in this collection. He incorporates the delicate form of nature’s most graceful elements into
garments, accessories and home décor pieces. Some of the designs use textured knitting, such
as the monochromatic Herbaceous Pillow and Throw, while others exhibit artful colorwork via
embroidery, embellishments and Fairisle knitting. The Blossom Sweater, Blossom Socks and
Blossom Fingerless Gloves trio combine a pretty cable pattern with delicate flowers embroidered
strategically along the edges of each piece. Bring the garden into your knitting and liven up your
wardrobe and home.
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STITCH ANATOMY

SHORT
ROWS
THE LONG VERSION
BY SUZANNE BRYAN

All articles in the Stitch Anatomy Series
discuss the stitch pattern in detail,
potential problems in working with it,
and tips for improving the appearance.
For those interested, the included patterns
outline the steps involved in designing
with the stitch pattern.
Short row techniques are good to have in your
repertoire of knitting skills. They are as useful
in shaping fabrics lengthwise as increases and
decreases are in shaping fabrics widthwise.
Description
So what are short rows? They are simply
incomplete rows of knitting. Instead of a row
starting at one edge and ending at the other
edge, a short row will stop and turn at some

point between the two edges of the fabric.
This creates extra length (rows) in the fabric
where the short row was worked.
When short rows are worked within the body
of the fabric without reaching either edge they
increase the row count in the central portion of
the fabric without increasing the row count at
the edges. This creates a bulge in the fabric as
you would see on a short row heel of a sock or
in bust shaping on a pullover.
When worked from an edge to an area within
the central portion of the fabric the short rows
will create a wedge shape with that edge having
more rows. You can see this effect on shoulder
shaping, collars, bust shaping on cardigans or
modular knitting.

Turn Methods
All of the short row methods are exactly the
same with the exception of the “turn” style. We
will start exploring these turn methods with the
simplest, moving to the more involved turns as
we go along.
Turn Only:
This method involves working the short row
to the intended turn spot and then simply
turning the fabric and working back.
Garter stitch borders and button bands are
an excellent example of when this technique is
useful.

continued on page 10
When two fabrics with differing row gauges
are worked in the same rows, short rows can
be used to compensate in the fabric with the
tighter row gauge as in Garter stitch button
bands and borders.
There are many methods for working the
turns of the short rows and this article will
explore several different types along with
giving examples of when and where to use each
method.

FRONT #1

BACK TO
CONTENTS

Following this article, there are two pillow
patterns that use two of these short row
turn techniques so that you can try them for
yourself. The Undulance Sock pattern uses two
more techniques for you to try.

BACK #1
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STITCH ANATOMY

FRONT #2

IMAGE 1

continued from page 9

Image #1 shows a swatch with a Stockinette
stitch central panel bordered by two Garter
stitch edges. Note that the left edge is pulling
the fabric up from the bottom and down
from the top. That is because Garter stitch has
a much tighter row gauge than Stockinette
stitch and pulls the rows in at both ends to
compensate.
You may have noticed this happening when
bordering a blanket or when working buttonhole or button bands in Garter stitch next to
a Stockinette or other similar row gauge stitch
10 Cast On I February – April 2015
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pattern fabric. Now look at the right edge of the
same swatch. Notice how the fabric transitions
smoothly and evenly from the Stockinette
portion to the Garter stitch border without any
pulling. That is because there were short rows
added to the Garter stitch portion.
In Image #2 you can see that the fabric has
been stretched from side to side to reveal the
short row turns. You can see that as the Garter
stitch was being worked, at even intervals
determined by the difference in row gauge
between the Stockinette stitch fabric and the
Garter stitch fabric, there were short rows
of garter stitch added with the “turn only”
technique. When the fabric is relaxed as in
BACK TO
CONTENTS

STITCH ANATOMY

IMAGE 2

be virtually invisible when working in Garter
stitch.
Image #3 shows three wrapped stitches in
Stockinette stitch and Image #4 shows three
wrapped stitches in Garter stitch. You can see
that it is difficult to see the wraps in the Garter
stitch.

This is also a good example of how shoulder
shaping can be worked with short rows in place
of a stair step bind off. Bust shaping would look
very similar.

IMAGE 5

IMAGE 3

Image #1, these turns are invisible. Anytime you
are working two stitch patterns simultaneously
next to each other you may encounter
differences in row gauge. The “turn only”
method is very useful for evening up the fabrics
to account for the differences in row gauge.
Wrap and Turn (W&T):
The wrap and turn method is probably the
best known method of working a short row
turn. It involves wrapping the working yarn
around the base of the stitch that is next in line
after the turning point. In other words, at the
point where you want to turn and work back,
just before you turn the fabric you will wrap
the working yarn around the base of the next
stitch, and then you will turn the fabric and
work back.
There are differing opinions on how the yarn
is wrapped around that stitch. The end results
of the two ways are very similar and it is just a
personal preference on which way you would
like to wrap the stitch.
Work to the turning point –
Method 1 – slip the next stitch (the one after
the turning point) from the left needle to the
right needle purlwise, move the working yarn
to the opposite side, slip the stitch back to
the left needle, move the working yarn to its
original position, and then turn the fabric.
Method 2 – move the working yarn to the
opposite side, slip the stitch from the left needle
to the right needle purlwise, move the yarn
back to its original side, slip the stitch back to
the left needle.

IMAGE 4

Yarn Over Short Row Turns
On the knit side, work to the point of the turn,
turn the work, bring the yarn over the top of
the right needle from the back to the front and
then purl into the next stitch and continue
across the row. On the purl side, work to the
point of the turn, turn the work, make a yarn
over and then continue knitting across the row.

W&T with the Wrap Concealed:
As you can see in Image #3 with the wraps
visible on Stockinette stitch, concealing would
be preferable.
How do you conceal the wraps?
To pick up the wraps on the knit side - knit up
to but not including the wrapped stitch. Using
the tip of the right needle, go under the wrap
and then through the first stitch on the left
needle as if to knit and knit the two together.

The directions for both methods work for
making W&Ts on RS as well as WS rows.

On the purl side, purl up to but not including
the wrapped stitch. With the tip of the right
needle go under the wrap from the knit side,
lift it onto the left needle and then purl the two
stitches together.

The wraps will be visible on the RS of the fabric
when working in Stockinette stitch, but will

Image #5 is a sample showing how the short
row turns look when the wraps are concealed.

BACK TO
CONTENTS

The next three types of short row turns
produce the same results as a W&T when
it is concealed. Some knitters find that they
prefer one method over another. It is good
to know them all, as you may find that in
some circumstances one will work better than
another.

To conceal the turns – on the knit side, knit
until you reach the yarn over, adjust the stitch
mount so that the forward leg (leg facing you)
of the yarn over is closest to the tip of the left
needle, then knit the yarn over together with
the next stitch on the left needle. On the purl
side, purl until you reach the yarn over, slip the
yarn over as if to knit, slip the next purl as if
to knit, then purl the two together through the
back loops (ssp).
Japanese Short Row Turns:
These are worked the same as Turn Only short
rows above except that you will place a pin over
the working yarn just before turning, snugging
the pin up to the work before working the next
stitch.

continued on page 12
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STITCH ANATOMY
continued from page 11

IMAGE 6

When you return to conceal the turns you will
use the pin to pull the turning point up onto
the left needle and either make a k2tog (knit
side) or ssp (purl side) with the next stitch.
German Short Row Turns:
Work to the point of the short row turn, turn
the work. Keeping the yarn forward, slip the
last worked stitch to the right needle purlwise.
Lift the working yarn up and over the right
needle to the back and downward while pulling
snuggly on the just slipped stitch.
Both legs of the just slipped stitch should now
be stretched up and over the right needle and
it will look like two stitches. Even though this
now looks like two stitches it is just one. A
funny looking stitch, but just one stitch. This is
called a Double Stitch. The short row maneuver
is the same for both knit rows and purl rows.

If on the other hand you choose to space the
short row turns with differing numbers of
stitches between the turns, you can create
shapes with curves rather than with straight
lines like Pillow #1 included with this article.
You can see from Image #9 how the curved
shapes are created for Pillow #1.

IMAGE 9

IMAGE 7

To conceal the short row turns on a return row,
simply knit (knit side) or purl (purl side) both
legs of the stretched stitch together as one.

You can see from this lesson that short rows are
easy to create and can be very useful and fun to
use for creating shaped fabrics.

Short Row Effects
Depending on how the short rows are placed,
you can create several different effects.
Decreasing short rows – when you start with
the longest short row first and then evenly
decrease the subsequent rows by 1 or more
stitches you create a shape with the longest
point at the bottom and the narrowest at the
top. If the short row turns are evenly spaced,
this will produce a triangular shape.
Increasing short rows – when you start with
the shortest short row first and progress to
the longest you will produce a mirror image
of the decreasing short rows with the triangle
appearing instead with the shortest side at the
bottom and the longest side at the top.

All of the short rows are worked from the
same edge. The first triangle is worked with
decreasing rows and the second is worked with
increasing rows and so forth around the pillow
top. See Image #8 for an example of the work
in progress. This is one method for creating
modular knitting.

IMAGE 8

If you work the short row sections from
opposite edges you can create fabrics that
maintain the row count throughout the fabric.
Image #7 is an example of this type of short
row placement. This can be outstanding when
worked with yarns that have long color repeats.

SHORT ROW PILLOW #1
BY SUZANNE BRYAN

Finished Size: 12" X 12"
Materials:
Schoppel Wolle ZAUBERBALL STÄRKE 6
(5.25oz/150g, 437yds/398m, 75% Superwash
Wool, 25% Nylon): 1 skein #2204
Size 4 (3.5mm) needles or size needed to obtain
correct gauge
Tapestry needle
20 stitch markers
Pillow form 12" X 12"
Gauge:
In St st, 23 sts & 29 rows = 4"/10 cm. To save
time, take time to check gauge.

On the other hand, if you work from the same
edge and create the short rows from shortest to
longest and then from longest to shortest, the
short row area will still be triangular shaped.
Image #6 is a good example of this effect.

DESIGNER NOTES: The Zauberball Stärke 6 yarn
has very long and unpredictable color repeats
making it perfect for showing off the curvaceous
short row design of this pillow.

In the Pillow #2 with this article you can see
that the short rows create mirroring triangles.

Both the pillow front and pillow back finished
measurements are 11.5" (29cm) square. This
allows them to be stretched slightly over the
pillow form to create a nice firm pillow.
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Special Abbreviations:
W&T = slip one stitch from the left needle
to the right needle p-wise, move the working
yarn to the opposite side, slip the stitch back to
the left needle, return the yarn to its original
position.
SM = slip marker
Marker = marker
Picking up wraps = on RS slip right needle
under wrap and through the wrapped stitch on
left needle and knit them together as one st, on
WS with right needle pick up the back loop of
wrap and place on left needle, purl wrap and
stitch together as one.
Pillow Top Directions
CO 66 sts.
Purl 1 row.
1st Tier
Row 1 (RS): K 30, w&t, pm.
Row 2: P 26, w&t, pm.
Row 3: K 23.
Row 4: P 20.
Row 5: K 18.
Row 6: P 16.
Row 7: K 14.
Row 8: P 12.
Row 9: K 9.
Row 10: P 6.
K until 4 sts rem picking up wraps as you come
to them, w&t, pm.
Rep Rows 2-10.
K to end of row picking up wraps.
P 1 row picking up wraps.
TECHNICAL TIP: Number markers on the RS
starting from the right edge. As you work the
short row, slip the markers as necessary.
2nd Tier:
Row 1: K to 1st marker, sm, w&t.
Row 2: P to end.
Row 3: K to 2nd m (picking up wrap from 1st
m), sm, w&t.
Row 4: P to end.
Row 5: K to 3rd m, picking up wrap, sm, w&t.
Row 6: P to end.
Row 7: K to 4th m, sm, w&t.
Row 8: P to end
Row 9: K to 5th m, sm, w&t.
Row 10: P to end.
Row 11: K to 3 sts past 5th m, w&t.
Row 12: P to end.
Row 13: K to 5th m, sm, w&t.
Row 14: P to end.
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Row 15: K to 4th m, sm, w&t.
Row 16: Purl.
Row 17: K to 3rd m, sm, w&t.
Row 18: Purl.
Row 19: K to 2nd m, sm, w&t.
Row 20: Purl.
Row 21: K to 1st m, sm, w&t.
Row 22: Purl.
Row 23: K to 11th m picking up wraps, sm,
w&t.
Row 24: P to 10th m, w&t.
Row 25: K to 12th m, picking up wraps, w&t.
Row 26: P to 9th m, w&t
Row 27: K to 13th m, w&t.
Row 28: P to 8th m, w&t.
Row 29: K to 14th m, w&t.
Row 30: P to 7th m, w&t.
Row 31: K to 15th m, w&t.
Row 32: P to 6th m, w&t.
Row 33: K to 3 sts past 15th m, w&t.
Row 34: P to 3 sts past 6th m, w&t.
Row 35: K to 15th m, w&t,
Row 36: P to 6th m, w&t.
Row 37: K to 14th m, w&t.
Row 38: P to 7th m, w&t.
Row 39: K to 13th m, w&t.
Row 40: P to 8th m, (the 4 wraps on the
unworked wy st.)
Row 41: K to 12th m, w&t.
Row 42: P to 9th m, w&t.
Row 43: K to 11th m, w&t.
Row 44: P to 10th m, w&t.
Row 45: K to end.
Row 46: P to 20th m, w&t.
Row 47: K to end.
Row 48: P to 19th m, w&t.
Row 49: K to end.
Row 50: P to 18th m, w&t.
Row 51: K to end.
Row 52: P to 17th m, w&t.
Row 53: K to end.
Row 54: P to 16th m, w&t.
Row 55: K to end.
Row 56: P to 3 sts past 16th m, w&t.
Row 57: K to end.
Row 58: P to 16th m, w&t.
Row 59: Knit.
Row 60: P to 17th m, w&t.
Row 61: Knit.
Row 62: P to 18th m, w&t.
Row 63: Knit.
Row 64: P to 19th m, w&t.
Row 65: Knit.
Row 66: P to 20th m, w&t.
Row 67: Knit.

Purl 1 row picking up wraps.
3rd Tier – 1st half
Row 1: K to 6th m, w&t.
Row 2: P to 5th m, w&t.
Row 3: K to 7th, m, w&t.
Row 4: P to 4th m, w&t.
Row 5: K to 8th m, w&t.
Row 6: P to 3rd m, w&t.
Row 7: K to 9th m, w&t.
Row 8: P to 2nd m, w&t.
Row 9: K to 10th m, w&t.
Row 10: P to 1st m, w&t.
Row 11: K to 3rd st past 10th m, w&t.
Row 12: P to end.
Row 13: K to 10th m, w&t.
Row 14: P to 1st m, w&t.
Row 15: K to 9th m, w&t.
Row 16: P to 2nd m, w&t.
Row 17: K to 8th m, w&t.
Row 18: P to 3rd m, w&t.
Row 19: K to 7th m, w&t.
Row 20: P to 4th m, w&t.
Row 21: K to 6th m, w&t.
Row 22: P to 5th m, w&t.
3rd Tier – 2nd half
Treating markers 11-20 the same as markers
1-10.
Rep Rows 1-22.
Substitute for Row 11: K to end.
Substitute for Row 12: P to 3rd st past 1st m,
w&t.
Knit to end.
Purl one row.
Repeat Tier 2
Repeat Tier 3
Repeat Tier 2
Final Tier
Work Rows 1-10 of 3rd Tier.
K to 16th m, w&t.
Work Rows 1-10 on second half of sts, treating
markers 11-20 as markers 1-10.
Knit to end.
Purl 1 row removing markers.
BO all sts. Break yarn, weave in ends and block.
Pillow Back Directions
CO 66 sts and work in St st for 11.5". BO, weave
in ends and block.
Assemble Pillow:
With Wrong Sides of the pillow top and back
facing each other, seam three sides. Insert
pillow form and seam the 4th side. Conceal
ends within the pillow form.

Pattern #2 can be found in the Cast On
extras section at TKGA.com.
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SHORT ROW
BABY BLANKET
BY SUZANNE BRYAN

Row 4: Knit.
Cont to work in this manner dec 2 sts on ea RS
short row until 2 sts rem.

BEYOND THE PATTERN: This is a fun
blanket for practicing short rows in garter
stitch. The added garter stitch lace border
gives the simple design a little pizazz.

Finished Size: 38" diameter
Materials:
Stonehenge Fiber Mill SHEPHERD’S WOOL
YARN SUPERWASH (4oz/113g, 250yds/
227.5m, 100% Superwash Wool): 5 skeins
Size 7 (4.5mm) needles or size needed to
obtain correct gauge
Waste yarn (wy) 2 yds
Tapestry needle
Gauge:
In Garter St Pattern, 20 sts & 38 rows = 4"/10
cm. To save time, take time to check gauge.

Increasing Short Rows:
Row 1 (RS): Knit 3, w&t.
Row 2 (WS): Knit.
Row 3: Knit 5, w&t.
Row 4: Knit.
Cont in this manner inc 2 sts on ea RS short
row until all but 1 st has been wrapped (the wy
st rems).
Rep from * 6 more times, end after a RS
row and 1 st rems unwrapped – (7 sections
completed.)
Break yarn leaving a tail 2 yards long.
Thread the tail on tapestry needle and carefully
thread working yarn through wraps that are
around the wy st.
Carefully remove wy from first row of central
panel, placing live sts on a second needle. You
now have the first worked row on one needle
and the last worked row on a second needle.

There will be one fewer st on the needle
holding the first worked row.
Hold work so that the needles are pointing to
the right and the WSs of fabric are facing ea
other. Work a Garter Stitch Kitchener Graft,
starting with the back needle.
With working yarn and starting at outer edge
of the Central Panel, pick up 1 st in ea edge st.
At the corners, (pick up 1 st, yo) twice on first
six corners and three times on the last corner.
Total sts picked up – 540.
Border
With wy CO 18 sts. With working yarn follow
Border Chart to attach Border to the Central
Panel beg with Row 1 and rep Chart a total of
18 times. End on Row 29 of the 18th rep.
Rep Garter Stitch grafting instructions from the
Central Panel. Break yarn, weave in ends and
block.

The chart for this pattern can be found in the
Cast On extras section at TKGA.com.

TECHNICAL TIP: When using waste yarn for
this project, it is best to use a smooth, light,
contrasting color of a similar weight as the
working yarn.
Directions
Using wy, CO 75 sts. Change to working yarn.
TECHNICAL TIP: At beginning of every RS row,
WYIF, slip the first stitch p-wise.
*Decreasing Short Rows:
Row 1 (RS): K74 sts, w&t (the wrapped st is a
wy st).
Row 2 (WS): Knit.
Row 3: Knit 72 sts, w&t.

VIDEO LINKS
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CENTRAL PANEL BABY BLANKET
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MAY DAY
FLOWER SOCKS
BY HEATHER STORTA

shaped flower baskets hung on doorknobs
in May, or sometimes carried by brides
and bridesmaids in weddings.

BEYOND THE PATTERN: This pretty lace
pattern reminded me of the dainty cone-

I decided the lace needed a picot cast on
edge to match its feminine look, and short
row heels and toes seemed the perfect fit
as well. The lace is very stretchy due to
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the ribbing, so it will fit a wide range of
ankle sizes. Directions for a smaller child
size as well as an adult size are provided.
Only part of the lace motif travels down
onto the foot to keep the fabric smooth and
snug while wearing shoes. These would
be very pretty peeking out of a pair of Mary
Janes, don’t you think?
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Sizes: Child (Adult)
Finished Measurements: 6-7" circ (8-9" circ)
Materials:
A Hundred Ravens IACHOS (3.52oz/100g,
400yds/365.7m; 100% Merino Wool,
Superwash, 2 ply); 1 (2) skeins Rose Tyler
Size 0 (2.00mm) needles (set of 5 double
pointed, or one long circular) or size needed to
obtain correct gauge
Stitch markers
Stitch holders (SHs)
Tapestry needle
DESIGNER NOTE: In the adult size, if you have
smaller feet – 10" length or less – then 1 skein
should be enough. Longer foot lengths will most
likely require a second skein. If in doubt, buy a
second skein.
Gauge:
In May Day Flowers pattern, 38 sts & 52 rows
= 4"/10 cm.
In Stockinette st, 36 sts & 50 rows = 4"/10 cm.
To save time, take time to check gauge.
Abbreviations:
DS = Double Stitch. See Technical Tip at Heel
for instructions.
Cuff
CO 54 (72) sts using picot cast on method.
TECHNICAL TIP: Picot Cast On: Using the knitted
cast on method, make a slip knot and then *
cast on 4 sts. Knit 2 sts, bind off one, then knit
one more and bind one more off. Place the
stitch back on the left needle and repeat from
*. This cast on produces an odd number of
cast on stitches. Cast on one more stitch using
the knitted cast on to get the required even
number of stitches. If you’ve never done a picot
cast on before, I’ve written a blog post with an
accompanying video to demonstrate the Picot
Cast On that might help.
Working flat, work one row of 1x1 rib. Then
join to work in the round, and place a marker
at the beginning of the round. Work 3 more
rows of 1x1 rib.
Work one row of St st.
Begin working May Day Flowers Cuff chart.
Work May Day Flowers Cuff chart rows 1-28,
two (three) times.
DESIGNER NOTE: The May Day Flowers pattern
has a changing stitch count throughout. You
will need to ‘read’ your knitting in order to
determine if your stitch count is correct.

Child Size Only: Knit next 5 sts onto right
needle. Place next 27 sts onto a SH or separate
needle –27 sts are now on the sole needle, and
27 sts on instep needle.
Adult Size Only: Knit next st onto right needle,
place next 35 sts on a SH or separate needle –
37 sts are now on the sole needle, and 35 sts on
instep needle.
DESIGNER NOTE: This centers the flower motif
on the instep. If using one long circular, it
is helpful to now place markers at each side
between the sole and instep prior to moving to
the heel.
Heel
TECHNICAL TIP: German Short Rows will be
used to knit the heel. These short rows use no
wraps.
To create a Double Stitch (DS) on the purl side:
with yarn in front, slip the stitch p-wise, then
bring the yarn over the needle to the back of the
work. Tug slightly and bring the yarn forward
underneath the needle, ready to purl the next
stitch. This creates a stitch with a tight yarn
over, pulling the stitch up making it appear to
be a DS.
To create a Double Stitch (DS) on the knit side:
with yarn in front, slip the stitch p-wise to the
right needle, then bring the working yarn over
the needle to the back, tugging slightly to lift the
stitch up.
When working the DS on a later row, you will
knit the stitch and its yarnover together, treating
the two as a single stitch.
DESIGNER NOTE: View Arenda’s video
demonstrating German Short Rows. They sound
very complicated when written out, but they are
really quite easy!
Turn work to wrong side.
Row 1 (WS): DS first purl st, then p26 (36).
Turn work.
Row 2 (RS): DS first knit st, then k25 (35). Turn
work.
Row 3: DS first st, then p24 (34). Turn work.
Row 4: DS first st, then k23 (33). Turn work.
Cont in this manner, reducing number of knit
or purl sts after DS by one, until you end with
the following WS row:
(WS): DS first st, then p10 (14). Turn work.
You should have 8 (11) DS on left side of heel
(right side of your needle) and 9 (12) DS on

right side of heel (left side of your needle).
Work one more row as follows to finish the first
half of the heel:
(RS): DS first st, then knit 18 (25) across to end
of heel/sole, working ea DS as one st (knit the
st together with the accompanying yo.) Do not
turn.
Move to instep needle and, working in the rnd
again, work the instep sts as follows:
Knit 4 (8), pm. Work Row 1 of May Day
Flowers – Instep Chart, pm. Knit 4 (8) to end
of instep sts.
Now move to heel/sole sts again and knit across
all 27 (37) sts, working first 9 (12) DS each as
one st.
Knit 4 (8), then work Row 2 of instep chart,
knit 4 (8). Then, once again on the heel/sole sts,
knit 19 (26). Turn work. You will be working
flat once more.
Row 1 (WS): DS first purl st, then p10 (14).
Turn work.
Row 2 (RS): DS first knit st, then k11 (15)
(working next to last st – a DS – as you come to
it as one st) Turn work.
Row 3: DS first purl st, then p12 (16) (working
DS as you come to it as one st.) Turn work.
Row 4: DS first knit st, then k13 (17) (working
DS as you come to it as one st.) Turn work.
Repeat these last two rows, increasing number
of knits or purls after DS by one, until all sts on
the sole have been worked. The last row should
be as follows:
(RS): DS, k26 (36) sts. Do not turn.
Begin working in the round again, and work
across instep in pat as est (you are now on
Row 3 of the Instep chart). Then on sole sts
once again, work DS as one st, then k12 (17)
sts to center of bottom of foot. Place marker to
indicate new center of round.
DESIGNER NOTE: Decreases will now be made
on the sole side in order to eliminate the extra
heel stitches. Stitch markers on either side
of the sole stitches will help at this point,
especially if you are not using double pointed
needles to keep the sole stitches separated
from the instep stitches.
Rnd 1: Knit to 2 sts before end of sole, k2tog.
K4 (8), then work Instep Chart, k4 (8), then
ssk, and knit to beg of rnd.
Rnd 2: Knit to end of sole sts, k4 (8), work
Instep Chart, k4 (8), then knit to end of rnd.
Rep these 2 rnds once (twice) more, until there
are 23 (31) sole sts.

VIDEO LINKS
continued on page 18
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continued from page 17

Instep:
Now knit the sole sts in St st, while continuing
to knit Instep Chart over center instep sts
between the sm.
Child Size: Work Rows 1-14 of Instep Chart.
Then work in plain ST st until foot meas 1.5"
less than desired foot length.
Adult Size: Work Rows 1-28 of the Instep
Chart. Work Rows 1-14 once more. Then
work in plain St st until foot meas 2" less than
desired foot length.
Knit next 12 (16) sts to side of foot.
Toe
DESIGNER NOTE: The toe is completed in much
the same manner as the heel, except the instep
stitches will not be worked.
Begin short row toe as follows: Place top 23
(31) instep sts on a sh or separate needle. The
toe will be worked from bottom of foot up.
Turn work to WS.
Working on the 23 (31) sole sts,

Row 1: (WScp22 (30), turn work.
Row 2 (RS): DS, k21 (29), turn work.
Row 3: DS, p20 (28), turn work.
Cont in this manner, decreasing number of
knits or purls by one, until you have 7 (10) DSs
on each side – ending with a RS row, worked as
follows:
(RS): DS, knit across 16 (21) sts to end of sole,
working each DS as one st as you come to
them. Turn work.
End the first half of the toe as follows:
(WS): Sl first st, p across 22 (30), working ea
Double St as one st as you come to them. Turn
work.
Now you’ll finish top half of the toe. Still
working on just the 23 (31) sole sts, proceed as
follows:
Row 1 (RS): Sl the first st, k16 (21), turn work.
Row 2 (WS): DS, p10 (12), turn work.
Row 3: DS, k11 (13), working next to last st, a
DS, as one st, turn work.
Row 4: DS, p12 (14), working next to last st, a
DS, as one st, turn work.
Cont in this manner, inc number of knits or
purls by one, and working each DS towards
end of rows as one st, until you complete the
following right side row:
(RS): DS, k21 (29), working the DS as one st,
turn work.
Work one more row as follows:

(WS) Sl1, p22 (30), working next to last st, a
DS, as one st.
Cut a long tail, and graft 23 (31) sole st to 23
(31) instep st using Kitchener Stitch.
Knit a second sock as the first.
Weave in ends and block.
DESIGNER NOTE: When blocking, stretch the
sock vertically a bit to open up the lace. DO NOT
stretch the sock width wise – this sock has quite
a bit of stretch in the width due to the ribbing,
and this stretch needs to be maintained.
Therefore, sock blockers are not recommended
in this case, as it is best to keep the ribbing in
the lace pattern unstretched for the best fit.
References
Walker, Barbara. A Second Treasury of Knitting
Patterns. Pittsville, WI: Schoolhouse Press, 2010.
‘Bell Lace’, page 291.
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MY
KNITTING

Everything I needed to know about knitting, and much about life, was
learned from my grandmother, Ann Davalla. She taught me to knit when
I was six years old. Snuggled close together, Grandma’s care worn hands
guided my little fingers through each step. I can still hear her words, “Into the
stitch, wrap the yarn, pull it through and off you go.” She patiently repeated
her mantra over and over again as I fumbled clumsily with the needles.
While I learned to knit at an early age, I was no child prodigy. This tomboy
much preferred baseball and climbing trees over anything indoors, except
knitting at Grandma’s house. The outdoor pursuits paled in comparison to
sharing Grandma’s passion. She would pull out her current project and I
was instantly drawn to her side. I would need a refresher course each time
we knit together, but she never minded. Her needles flew like magic while
I worked on the same mistake ridden doll scarf. She reassured me that
mistakes are just opportunities to learn. Her philosophy was that knitting is
a human process because, “only a machine knits perfectly”. Her sage advice
gave me the permission to move at my own pace and embrace my missteps.
Over the years in our little knitting sessions, I eventually learned to purl,
cast on, and bind off independently. Not a giant step in skills, but Grandma
laid the foundation for my future career. While knitting together, we talked
companionably about our projects, but also about everything else going
on in our lives from school to family and friends. Our chats were peppered
with casual instruction and warm encouragement. Grandma cranked out
baby sweaters, hats, and blankets at record speed. I’m sure I never completed
a project in those early years, but I discovered that knitting was more than
completing a garment. At Grandma’s knee, I learned that knitting was really
about fellowship and education.
I lost interest in knitting in my teenage years in favor of the usual high school
activities. It was in college where I renewed my interest in the craft. The girls
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HERO

b

BY MICHELLE HUNTER

in my dorm would often knit to pass the time between classes and I wanted
to join in the fun. So, once again, I was at Grandma’s side for another
refresher course. I brought her lessons back to my friends and we enjoyed
many hours of knitting and laughter. I even finished a few projects while
rediscovering the joys of learning and creating in the company of people
you care about. I was now hooked for life!
My husband and I moved around a bit in the early years of our marriage.
In every new city, I followed Grandma’s example and joined a local knitting
guild. Each guild introduced me to new knitters and techniques. It was the
perfect way to make friends and expand my burgeoning skills. By now, my
visits with Grandma were infrequent but they always included knitting. We
loved sharing our latest projects as we stitched in tandem.
We settled down and raised our daughters in Ohio where I continued
working as a schoolteacher. I also began teaching classes in a yarn shop
located in a very transient area. Knitters new to the area shuffled in,
delighted to find new friends and quality knitting instruction. As it often
happens, many of these transplanted knitters reluctantly moved on to
other locations. Just as Grandma taught me, I also recommended that they
join the local knitting guild in their new city.
I eventually left the classroom for a full-time knitting career when I realized
that I could combine my two passions, knitting and education. As I traveled
to teach around the country, I sent Grandma a postcard from each city to
maintain our knitting connection.
As Grandma aged, her projects simplified, but her love of knitting continued.
Proving that you are never too old to learn, she mastered the “newfangled”
ssk stitch at age 95 while working as a test knitter for my first book, Building
Blocks. At 97, she moved to a nursing home where she was an active member
of their knitting group. I write this article as I mourn the loss of my knitting
hero, just two short weeks ago. Grandma lived and knit to the ripe age of 98.
My heart is heavy, but I am grateful for her gift of knitting. With each class
I teach, I am reminded of the joy she found learning and communing with
other knitters.
I am proud to be a member of TKGA, the organization that best embodies
Grandma’s values of knitting education and community. Their commitment
to these goals on both the local and national level is unparalleled. TKGA
unites local guilds through Swatches, their e-newsletter. TKGA members are
also able to receive Cast On magazine, which is chock-full of expert advice,
gorgeous patterns and loads of inspiration. The annual Knit and Crochet
Show attracts knitters from all over the world for expert instruction and a
rousing good time.
In our busy world, take the time to grow your craft and connect with
other knitters. With TKGA, maybe you will be a knitting hero for the next
generation!
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WESTRAY VEST
BY CARLA PERA

rows = 2.75" (7cm) x 1.75" (4.5cm). To save
time, take time to check gauge.

BEYOND THE PATTERN: The Westray
Vest is named for a beautiful but tiny
Orkney Island, from which my maternal
great-grandparents emigrated to the
wild prairies of Canada at the turn of
the twentieth century. I designed it for
my Level 2 project of the Master Hand
Knitting program. I wanted to stretch my
design skills a bit and use cables and
short rows to create a little fitted vest
with a slightly Renaissance flair. Because
the Masters Program does not require
multiple sizes, this pattern is for one size
only.

Size: Women’s Medium
Finished Measurements:
Chest: 38" (97cm)
Length: 16.5" (42cm)
Materials:
Cascade Yarns VENEZIA SPORT (3.5oz/100g,
307.5yds/281.25m, 70% Merino Wool, 30%
Silk): 3 skeins #177 Orchid Haze
Size 5 (3.75mm) needles or size needed to
obtain correct gauge
Size 5 (3.75mm) 16" (40cm) circular needle
or size needed to obtain correct gauge (for
armbands)
Size D-3 (3.25mm) crochet hook
Cable needle
Stitch holder
Stitch markers
Tapestry needle
Gauge:
In Stockinette St, 25 sts & 33 rows = 4"/10cm.
One repeat of Saxon Braid Chart, 28 sts & 16

Special Abbreviations:
C3BP = Slip 1 st to cn and hold at back of
work. Knit next 2 sts, purl 1 st from cn.
C3FP = Slip 2 sts to cn and hold at front of
work. Purl next st, knit 2 sts from cn.
C4B = Slip 2 sts to cn and hold at back of work.
Knit next 2 sts, knit 2 sts from cn.
C4F = Slip 2 sts to cn and hold at front of work.
Knit next 2 sts, knit 2 sts from cn.
C4BP = Slip 2 sts to cn and hold at back of
work. Knit next 2 sts, purl 2 sts from cn.
C4FP = Slip 2 sts to cn and hold at front of
work. Purl next 2 sts, knit 2 sts from cn.
LLI = Left Lifted Increase: Insert tip of LH
needle into left side of the st 2 rows below st on
the RH needle; knit new st through the back
loop.
RLI = Right Lifted Increase: Insert tip of the
RH needle into right side of the st in the row
below the next st and lift onto the LH needle;
knit the new st.
w&t = wrap and turn
DESIGNER NOTE: Front and back are worked
separately from bottom up; the shoulders and
sides are seamed. Stitches for the neckband
are picked up onto a circ needle and knit in the
round. Armhole bands are then picked up onto
a circ needle and knit in the round; short rows
are used to shape armhole bands. One selvedge
stitch is used on all seamed and picked up edges.
Back
CO 122 sts. Beg 4x4 ribbing as follows:
Row 1 (WS): K3, *p4, k4; rep from * to last 7
sts, p4, k3.
Row 2 (RS): P3, *k4, p4; rep from * to last 7 sts,
k4, p3.

Next Row (RS): K10, RLI, k21, (RLI, k20) twice,
LLI, k20, LLI, k21, LLI, k10. – 128 sts. Work
even in St st until piece meas 6.75" from beg,
end with WS row.
Shape Armholes: BO 5 sts beg of next 2 rows.
BO 4 sts beg of next 2 rows. BO 3 sts beg of
next 4 rows. BO 2 sts beg of next 2 rows, then
BO 1 st beg of next 2 rows – 92 sts. Work even
in St st until piece meas 15.5", end with WS
row.
Shape Neck and Shoulder: BO 4 sts beg next 2
rows – 84 sts.
Next Row: BO 3, k16, BO 46, k to end – 35 sts.
Work Left Side:
Row 1 (WS): BO 3 sts at armhole edge, purl to
end.
Row 2 (RS): BO 5 sts at neck edge, knit to end.
Row 3: BO 3 sts at armhole edge, purl to end.
Row 4: BO 4 sts at neck edge, knit to end.
Row 5: BO last 4 sts.
Work Right Side:
With WS facing, attach yarn to neck edge of
right shoulder.
Row 1 (WS): BO 5 sts at neck edge, purl to end.
Row 2 (RS): BO 3 sts at armhole edge knit to
end.
Row 3: BO 4 sts at neck edge, purl to end.
Row 4: BO last 4 sts.
DESIGNER NOTE: Four Stitch Cable is worked in
rows for the ribbing at lower edge; chart should
be read as shown. For the neckband ribbing,
it is worked in the round; chart should be read
from right to left for all rounds.
Front
CO 122 sts.

TECHNICAL TIP: First and last 3 stitches are set
up to carry ribbing pattern across seam.
Work ribbing as est for 38 more rows, end with
WS row.
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sts, then 3 sts twice, then last 4 sts.
Finishing
Join shoulders and seam sides.
Neckband:
With right side facing, circular needle and beg
at left shoulder seam, pick up and k45 sts along
left front neck; break off yarn. Slip center 34 sts
onto needle from st holder, attach yarn, pick up
and k45 sts along right front neck, 60 sts from
back – 184 sts; pm and beg to work in the rnd
as follows:
Rnds 1-11: (P4, k4) six times; p4, work Four
Stitch Cable Chart three times beg with rnd 1,
*k4, p4; rep from * to last 4 sts, k4. BO in Pat.
TECHNICAL TIP: To reinforce center panel at
neckline, with WS facing, using crochet hook,
attach yarn and work a row of single crochet into
the “smiles” of the purl sts and the right leg of
knit sts that were held on stitch holder. Break off
yarn, weave in ends.

continued from page 20

Row 1 (WS): K3, (p4, k4) five times, p4, work
row 1 of Four Stitch Cable Chart three times
over the next 24 sts, (k4, p4) six times, k3.
Work as est until Chart has been worked 5
times, end with row 4 of Chart.
DESIGNER NOTE: In the transition section, the
outer ribbing gradually transitions to St st, the
center cables transition into the Saxon Braid,
and six stitches are incrementally added.
Work Transition Section as Follows:
Row 1 (WS): P7, (k4, p4) five times, work Row
1 of Four Stitch Cable Chart three times, (k4,
p4) five times, k4, p7.
Row 2 (RS): K6, RLI, k3, p2, k4, (p4, k4) four
times, work Row 2 of Four Stitch Cable Chart
three times, (k4, p4) four times, k4, p2, k3, LLI,
k6 – 124 sts.
Row 3: P16, (k4, p4) four times, work Row 3
of Four Stitch Cable Chart three times, k4, (p4,
k4) four times, p16.
Row 4: K18, p2, (k4, p4) four times, work Row
4 of Four Stitch Cable Chart three times, (k4,
p4) three times, k4, p2, k18.
Row 5: P24, (k4, p4) three times, work Row 1
of Four Stitch Cable Chart three times, k4, (p4,
k4) three times, p24.
Row 6: K23, RLI, k3, p2, (k4, p4) three times,
work Row 2 of Four Stitch Cable Chart three
times, (k4, p4) twice, k4, p2, k3, LLI, k23 – 126
sts.
Row 7: P33, (k4, p4) twice, work Row 3 of Four

Stitch Cable Chart three times, (k4, p4) twice,
k4, p33.
Row 8: K32, RLI, k3, p2, (k4, p4) twice, work
Row 4 of Four Stitch Cable Chart three times,
k4, p4, k4, p2, k3, LLI, k32 – 128 sts.
Row 9: P42, k4, p4, pm, work Row 1 of Saxon
Braid Chart, pm, p4, k4, p42.
Row 10: K44, p2, k4 work Row 2 of Saxon Braid
Chart, k4, p2, k44.
Row 11: Purl to marker, work Row 3 of Saxon
Braid Chart, sm, purl to end.
Cont as est, work right and left sections in St st
and Saxon Braid Chart over center panel until
piece meas 6.75", end with WS row.
Shape Armholes as For Back:
Cont as est until piece meas 10.25" at center
front, end with Row 16 of Saxon Braid Chart.
DESIGNER NOTE: Center panel sts are placed on
holder while neck is shaped then slipped back
onto needles and worked in Four Stitch Cable
Rib as part of neckband.
Shape Neck:
Next Row: P29, place center 34 sts on holder,
attach 2nd ball of yarn, p29.
Work both sides at once, cont to shape as
follows: At ea neck edge, BO 5 sts, then 4 sts,
then 3 sts, then 2 sts, then 1 st – 14 sts rem on
ea side.
Cont to work both sides even at once, until
piece meas 15.5", end with WS row.
Shape Shoulders: Work both sides at once, cont
to shape as follows: At ea armhole edge, BO 4
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Armbands:
With right side facing, beg at side seam with
circular needle, pick up 128 sts. PM and beg to
work in the rnd as follows:
Rnd 1: P2, *k4, p4; rep from * to last 6 sts, k4,
p2.
Rnd 2: P2, *C4B, p4; rep from * to last 6 sts,
C4B, p2.
Rnd 3: Rep Rnd 1.
Begin Short Row Shaping:
Row 1 (RS): P2, (k4, p4) ten times, k4, p1, w&t.
Row 2 (WS): K1, (p4, k4) five times, p4, k1,
w&t.
Row 3: P1, (C4B, p4) five times, w&t.
Row 4: (K4, P4) four times, k4, w&t.
Row 5: (P4, K4) four times, w&t.
Row 6: (P4, K4) three times, p4, w&t.
Row 7: (C4B, P4) three times, w&t.
Row 8: (K4, P4) twice, k4, w&t.
For the next row and rnd, pick up all wraps as
you come to them, using either a k2tog for k sts
or a p2tog for p sts.
Row 9: (P4, K4) twice, p4, C4B, p4, C4B, (p4,
k4) five times, p2.
Beg to work in the rnd:
Rnd 5: P2, (k4, p4) fifteen times, k4, p2.
Rnd 6: P2, (C4B, p4) five times, (k4, p4) twice,
(C4B, p4) twice, (k4, p4) twice, (C4B, p4) four
times, C4B, p2.
Rnd 7: Rep Rnd 5.
BO in Pat, cont cable Pattern in the BO row for
the 6th, 7th, 10th and 11th cables.
Weave in ends and block to measurements,
being careful not to flatten cables.

The chart for this pattern can be found in the
Cast On extras section at TKGA.com.
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MAGGIE
PRESCOTT
JACKET
BY ARENDA HOLLADAY

BEYOND THE PATTERN: The 1957 movie
Funny Face inspired this jacket. I wanted
to design something Maggie Prescott,
the magazine editor, might wear. Short
rows are used to make the back longer
than the front and the waist is shaped by
the cables. The collar folds over the front
and is lined. For more information about
the design process for this garment, visit
TKGA.com.

Size: S (M, L, 1X, 2X)
Finished Measurements:
Chest: 36 (38, 40, 42, 44)"
Length: 26 (26, 27, 27, 28)"
Materials:
Classic Elite MAGNOLIA (1.76oz/50g,
120yds/109.7m, 70% Merino, 30% Silk):
10 (11, 12, 13, 14) skeins #5415 Pale Teal
Size 7 (4.5mm) needle or size to obtain correct
gauge (a circular needle is recommended)
Stitch markers
Gauge:
In Stockinette st, 20 sts & 28 rows = 4"/10cm.
To save time, take time to check gauge.
Abbreviations:
SSP = Slip next two stitches knitwise, one at a
time to the RH needle; pass them back to the
LH needle, place the RH needle behind these
two stitches and purl them together through
the back loop.

continued on page 24
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continued from page 23

Cable Pattern – See Chart

LIVE LOOK

DESIGNER NOTE: There is not a band at the
bottom of the jacket or on sleeves. Stitches are
Cast On using a Provisional Cast On. During
finishing, these stitches will be bound off to
produce a chain at the bottom. If you have
never worked a Provisional Cast On, you can
find videos for the techniques in my blog
(www.arendaholladay.com). In the index you
will find links to two techniques.
Short rows are used to shape the back. In my
blog you will find videos for four short rows.
The Wrap and Turn method is specified in the
pattern but you can use any technique you
prefer.
Jacket Back
Using a Provisional Cast On technique, CO 102
(108, 114, 120, 126) sts. Purl next row.
*Next Row: Knit to last 5 sts. Sl next st p-wise
to RH needle. Bring yarn to front around the st
you just slipped. Sl st back to LH needle. Bring
yarn to back of work. Turn.
Next Row: Purl to last 5 sts. Sl next st p-wise
to RH needle. Bring yarn to the back around
the st you just slipped. Sl st back to RH needle.
Turn. Bring yarn to back. Rep from * until you
have worked 16 short rows (8 on the RS and 8
on the WS).
Working the Short Rows: *Knit to the wrapped
st. Insert RH needle into both the wrap and
the stitch, knit them tog. Rep from * until all
wrapped sts on RS have been worked. Turn.
*Purl to wrapped st. Lift wrap from back to left
needle. Purl wrap and next st tog. Rep from *
until all wrapped sts on WS have been worked.
Work in St st until piece meas 5 (5, 5.5, 5.5, 6)"
from selvedge edge, end on a WS.
DESIGNER NOTE: The cables pull in the fabric
to shape the waist as each column of cables are
completed, a decrease is made for a total of 10
stitches.
Waist Shaping
K21 (24, 27, 30, 33). Work Row 1 from Cable
Chart. Work to end of row. Work Pat as est
until 64 rows of Cable Chart are worked – 92
(98, 104, 110, 116) sts rem. Work St st until
piece meas 17 (17, 17.5, 17.5, 18)" from
selvedge edge.
Armhole Shaping
Shape Armholes: BO 5 sts beg next 2 rows, 3 sts
beg next 2 rows, dec 1 at ea edge 2 times – 72
(78, 84, 90, 96) sts rem. Work Pat as est until
piece meas 6 (6, 6.5, 6.5, 7)".
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Shoulder Shaping
Work three short rows ea edge at 5 st
increments as for the jacket bottom. Work Pat
as est until armhole meas 8 (8, 8.5, 8.5, 9)". BO
all sts.

stitches are increases at the neckline curve and
at two places in back. Another increase is made
on the fourth row from the last increase. When
the collar is turned, it is necessary to make
matching decreases.

TECHNICAL TIP: Seaming fronts to the back
will be much easier if you work the same
number of rows to the armhole shaping. Before
proceeding, count the rows on the back from the
selvedge to the armhole. Note this number and
count rows as you work the fronts.

When lapels and collar meas 1.75", the next
WS row is knit. This provides a turning row for
the collar. One less row is worked on the lining.
This allows you to fold it over and baste into
place.

Left Front
Using a Provisional Cast On technique, CO 47
(50, 53, 56, 59) sts. Work St st until piece meas
17 (17, 17.5, 17.5, 18)" from selvedge edge.
DESIGNER NOTE: The neckline is shaped by
making decreases on both the RS and WS. The
P2tog decrease matches a K2tog decrease.
The SSP decrease matches the SSK decrease.
On the left front you will use K2tog and P2tog
decreases. On the right front, you will use SSK
and SSP decreases.
Armhole and Neckline Shaping
Shape Armholes: BO 5 sts at armhole edge,
then 3 sts, then dec 1 at armhole edge 2 times
– 37 (40, 43, 46, 49) sts rem. Work pat as est
until piece meas 4.5 (4.5, 5, 5, 5.5)" end on WS.
*Work as est to last 4 sts, k2tog, k2.
Next Row: P2, p2tog, work Pat to end of row.
Rep from * 10 more times – 26 (29, 32, 35, 38)
st. Work as est until the piece meas 6 (6, 6.5,
6.5, 7)".
Shoulder Shaping
Work three short rows at armhole edge as for
the back. Work in pat as est until armhole meas
8 (8, 8.5, 8.5, 9)". BO all sts.
Right Front
Work as for Left Front reversing all shapings
and using SSK and SSP decs to shape the
neckline.
Sleeves (Make 2)
Using a Provisional Cast On technique, CO 40
(40, 45, 45, 50) sts. Work 1" in St st. Inc 1 st ea
edge every 4th row 4 times, every 6th row 16
times – 80 (80, 85, 85, 90) sts. Work in pat until
piece meas 17 (17, 17.5, 17.5, 18)".
Shape Sleeve Cap: BO 5 sts beg next 2 rows.
BO 3 sts beg next 2 rows. Dec 1 st every RS row
11 (11, 13, 13, 15) times. At ea edge, BO 2 sts 3
times. BO 3 sts, 3 times – 12 (12, 13, 13, 14) sts
rem. BO all sts.
DESIGNER NOTE: Stitches for the lapels and
collar are picked up along the right front, back
neck and left front. The number of stitches to
pick up is not specified. Since the lapel and
collar will be folded over, the next row (on the
WS of garment), will be knit. The collar must be
shaped in two places so that it will lay in place
properly. When the collar measures 0.75",
BACK TO
CONTENTS

Finishing
Block all pieces. Sew the shoulder seams.
Lapels and Collar
On Right Front with RS facing, pick up sts 9"
from bottom edge using the ratio of 3 sts for
every 5 rows. Pick up sts on the neck back. Pick
up sts on left front to match right front.
Next Row (WS of garment): Knit all sts. Work
St st until band meas 0.75", end on WS.
Inc Row: Knit to curve of the neck shaping, M1,
knit to shoulder seam, knit 10 sts, M1, knit up
to 10 sts from the other shoulder seam, dec 1,
knit to curve of neck shaping, M1, knit to end
of row. Work 3 rows in pat as est. Rep Inc Row.
Work Pat until piece meas 1.75", end on WS.
Next Row: Knit all sts. Work 4 rows.
Dec Row: Knit to curve of the neck shaping,
dec 1, knit to shoulder seam, knit 10 sts, dec 1,
knit up to 10 sts from the other shoulder seam,
dec 1, knit to curve of neck shaping, dec 1, knit
to end of row. Work 3 rows in Pat as est. Rep
Dec Row. Work Pat until facing is 1 row shorter
than front of lapel. BO all sts. Fold collar and
lapels. Baste in place.
DESIGNER NOTE: For front edges, you will
pick up stitches and bind off on the next row
purlwise. This provides a simple chain stitch
on the edge. For bottom edges of the jacket and
sleeve, stitches from the provisional cast on are
transferred to needle and are then bound off.
Front Edgings
On Right Front, pick up sts from the bottom
edge to bottom of the label. BO all sts purlwise.
On Left Front, pick up sts from the bottom
of the lapel to the bottom edge. BO all sts
purlwise.
Bottom Edges of Jacket and Sleeves
Transfer sts from the Provisional Cast On to a
circular needle and bind off all sts.
Weave in all yarn tails. You may want to tack
the bottom of the lapels to the garment fronts.

The chart for this pattern and additional
detail images can be found in the Cast On
extras section at TKGA.com.
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LACY BOAT NECK
SWEATER
BY ELLEN LIGUORI

BEYOND THE PATTERN: Spring and Lace
seem to go together and that’s what
inspired me to create this lovely lace
top. The top features a boat neck with the
lower portion in an Amphoro Lace stitch
pattern, and the top a textured Granite
stitch, both of which are highlighted by
Mrs. Crosby “Loves to Play” yarn. A
simple pattern consisting of only 2 pieces,
a front and back with attached sleeves.

Size: S (M, L, XL, 2X)
Finished Measurements:
Chest: 36 (40, 44, 48, 52)"
Length: 21.5 (23, 24, 25, 26)"
Materials:
Mrs. Crosby LOVES TO PLAY (3.52oz/100g,
317yds/289.9m, 75% Superwash Merino Wool,
15% Silk, 10% Cashmere): 4 (5, 5, 6, 6) balls
Wild Huckleberry
Size US 2, 4 & 5 (2.75, 3.5 & 3.75mm) needles
or sizes needed to obtain correct gauge
Stitch markers
Tapestry needle
Gauge:
In Stockinette st, size 5 needles, 24 sts & 30
rows = 4"/10cm sq.
In Amphoro Lace st, size 5 needles, 26 sts & 34
rows = 4"/10cm sq.
In Granite st on size 4 needles, 19 sts & 38 rows
= 4"/10cm sq.
To save time, take time to check gauge.
Stitch Patterns
Base – Amphoro Lace: (Mult 12 + 1)
Row 1: (RS) *P1, sl1, k1, psso, k3, yo, k1, yo, k3,
k2tog; rep from * to last st, p1.
Row 2 & all alt rows: K1, * purl to last st, k1.
Row 3: *P1, sl1, k1, psso, k2, yo, k3, yo, k2,
BACK TO
CONTENTS

k2tog; rep from * to last st, p1.
Row 5: *P1, sl1, k1, psso, k1, yo, k5, yo, k1, k2to;
rep from * to last st, p1.
Row 7: *P1, yo, k3, k2tog, k1, sl1, k1, psso, k3,
yo; rep from * to last st, p1.
Row 9: *P1, k1, yo, k2, k2tog, k1, sl1, k1, psso,
k2, yo, k1; rep from * to last st, p1.
Row 11: *P1, k2, yo, k1, k2tog, k1, sl1, k1, psso,
k1, yo, k2; rep from * to last st, p1.
Row 12: Rep Row 2.
Granite Stitch: (Mult any number sts) (only
count sts after Row 4)
Row 1: P1, * [k1, p1]; rep from * to last st, p1.
Row 2: K1, purl to last st, k1.
Row 3: P1, knit to last st, p1.
Row 4: K1, * k2tog; rep from * to last st, k1.
Seed Stitch: (Even number of sts)
Row 1: *K1, P1; rep from *.
Row 2: *P1, K1; rep from *.
Back and Front
Make 2 pieces.
DESIGNER NOTE: I recommend placing a
marker on either side of neck.
With size 5 needles, CO 121 (133, 145, 157,
169) sts, work 2 rows Seed st.
Beg Amphoro Lace St Pat even until piece meas
13 (14, 14.5, 15, 15.5)", end with a Row 5 or 11.
Work Row 6 or 12, dec 20 (22, 22, 24, 24) sts
evenly spaced across last purl row.

traditional bind off was needed. Place a marker
to indicate the first and last 24 stitches. This
will make the bind off much easier.
BO 12 sts, k12 sts, then work Row 1 of Granite
Sts to last 24 sts, knit 24; next row BO 12 sts,
purl 12 sts to last 2 sts, k2tog (this counts as 1st
BO st of next row).
K2tog (counts as 2nd BO st); BO rem 10 sts
(for a total of 12 sts); k to last 2 sts, k2tog (this
counts as 1st BO st of next row); K2tog (counts
as 2nd BO st); then BO rem 10 sts (for a total of
12 sts); work Row 4 of Granite st.
DESIGNER NOTE: Decreasing in this way gives
you a smoother edge along the shoulder.
Work Seed St (cont to BO in above manner),
BO 10 sts beg next 2 rows. BO 5 sts beg
following 2 rows. Then BO all rem sts.
Finishing
Block pieces to finished measurements. Sew
shoulders together between your two stitch
markers. Then with wrong side facing and
size 2 (2.75mm) needles pick up stitches
along sleeve opening and work 2 rows of Seed
stitches, then bind off all stitches in pattern.
Repeat on other side. Sew sides together and
finally weave in all loose ends.

The schematic for this pattern can be found
in the Cast On extras section at TKGA.com.

DESIGNER NOTE: Due to the nature of the
Granite Stitch – doubling all stitches across
each row one – it was necessary to reduce the
number of stitches so the upper portion of the
top gauge was comparable to the bottom gauge.
Change to size 4 needles, knit next row casting
on 8 sts at beg and end of this row; then work
Row 2 of Granite st. Work Rows 1 through 4 of
Granite st evenly until sleeve opening meas 8
(8.5, 9, 9.5, 10)", end with Row 4.
DESIGNER NOTE: Although I really like using a
3-needle bind off, for this top I felt that a more
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FOUNTAIN
LACE TANK
BY MARY FORTE

BEYOND THE PATTERN: This slightly
A-line tank top is worked in Stockinette
stitch with a lace inset at the center front
and back. Linen yarn allows the garment
to drape and swing. The DK weight helps
keep the garment light.

Size: S (M, L, 1X, 2X, 3X)
Finished Measurements:
Chest: 33 (37, 41, 45, 49, 53)"
Length: 21 (22, 23, 24, 25, 26)"
DESIGNER NOTE: Linen may feel stiff at first,
but after a few washings it softens up.
Materials:
Rowan PURE LINEN (176oz/50g,142yds/
130m, 100% Linen): 3 (3, 4, 4, 4, 5) skeins
Atacama #392
Size 6 (4.0mm) 32" (80cm) circular needles or
size needed to obtain correct gauge
Extra needle same size or smaller for 3-Needle
BO (dpn recommended)
Stitch holders or waste yarn (wy)
Tapestry needle
Gauge:
In Stockinette st, 21 sts & 28 rows = 4"/10cm.
To save time, take time to check gauge.
Abbreviations:
tbl = through back loop
sk2p = sl1, k2tog, pass sl st over k2tog
TECHNICAL TIP – MATCHING INCREASES: SSKS
are often larger than k2togs. To make them
match better, work the ssks gently and close to
tips of the needles, avoiding stretching as much
as possible.
Fountain Lace Stitch Pattern (panel of 17 sts)

Row 1 (RS): SSK, yo, k2, k2tog, yo, k1, yo, sk2p,
yo, k1, yo, ssk, k2, yo, k2tog.
Rows 2, 4, 6, 8: (WS) Purl.
Row 3: SSK, k3, yo, k2tog, yo, k3, yo, ssk, yo, k3,
k2tog.
Row 5: SSK, (k2, yo) twice, k2tog, k1, ssk, (yo,
k2) twice, k2tog.
Row 7: SSK, k1, yo, k3, yo, k2tog, k1, ssk, yo, k3,
yo, k1, k2tog.
Rep these 8 rows for Pat.

Armhole Shaping:
Cont St st, BO 5 (5, 5, 6, 6, 6) sts beg next 4
rows, BO 0 (0, 3, 3, 3, 3) sts beg next 2 (2, 2,
2, 2, 4) rows. Then dec EOR 6 (7, 7, 8, 12, 15)
times as follows:
(RS): K1, k2tog, work est Pat to last 3 sts, ssk,
k1.
AT THE SAME TIME, when piece meas approx
16.5 (17, 17.5, 18, 18.5, 19)" end with a Row 8
of Fountain Lace, beg neck shaping.

TECHNICAL TIP – REDUCING TAIL WEAVES:
To reduce the number of tails you need to weave
in later, leave an extra long yarn tail, about 1.5
times the length of your side seam.

Neck Shaping:
Cont St st, work to 9 (11, 12, 13, 13, 14) sts
before Fountain Lace panel, BO in pat next 35
(39, 41, 43, 43, 45) sts, work to end, check that
you have the same number of sts rem on ea
shoulder.
Next Row (WS): Purl to neck opening, join new
ball of yarn to other side of neck opening, p to
end.
Cont St st and remember to work any rem
armhole decs; work ea side of neck separately,
dec EOR 5 (7, 7, 7, 8, 7) times as follows:
(RS) Work, to last 3 sts before neck opening,
ssk, k1. On other edge of neck opening, k1,
k2tog, work to end.

Back
TECHNICAL TIP – MATCHING PATTERNS:
To make ribbing appear continuous over the
seams, the single rib starts with a purl on one
piece and ends with a knit on the other. This
pattern calls for full-fashioned decreases, but if
you prefer the look of blended decreases, work
the ssk on the right edge and k2tog on the left
edge.
CO 103 (113, 125, 135, 145, 157) sts.
Rows 1-3: Work p1, k1 rib. (Be sure to start and
end with a purl st.)
** Next Row (RS): K43 (48, 54, 59, 64, 70) sts,
work Fountain Lace Pat over next 17 sts, k to
end.
Next Row (WS): Purl to end.
Cont St st and Lace Pat as est, AT THE SAME
TIME, dec every 12th row 5 (7, 5, 6, 8, 9) times,
then every 10th row 3 (1, 4, 3, 1, 0) times as
follows:
(RS) K1, k2tog, work est Pat to last 3 sts, ssk, k1
– 87 (97, 107, 117, 127, 139) sts rem. Work even
until piece meas approx 13 (13.5, 14, 14.5, 15,
15.5)", end with WS row.
TECHNICAL TIP – BINDING OFF IN PATTERN:
Binding off in pattern (BO in pat) means that you
work a stitch as if you were working a regular
pattern row, then you bind it off. Binding off in
pattern in this tank top allows lace to go all the
way up to the band.
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After all decs are completed, work shoulder
straps even until piece meas 21 (22, 23, 24, 25,
26)", 5 (5, 6, 7, 7, 7) sts rem on ea shoulder.
Place shoulder strap sts on st holder or wy.
DESIGNER NOTE: The back and front are the
same shape except that the front neckline is
lower.
Front
CO 103 (113, 125, 135, 145, 157) sts (same as
back).
Rows 1-3: Work k1, p1 rib. (Be sure to start
and end with a knit st.) Work same as Back,
matching shaping, until piece meas approx 14
(14.5, 15, 15.5, 16, 16.5)", end with a Row 8 of
Fountain Lace Pat.

continued on page 30
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FOUNTAIN LACE TANK
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continued from page 28

Work Neck Shaping as for Back and cont to
work even until Back meas same as front. Do
not bind off yet.
Finishing
TECHNICAL TIP – 3 NEEDLE BIND OFF:
The 3-needle BO is a nice sturdy seam for the
shoulders, which must be able to bear the
weight of the garment. Work 3-needle BO as
follows:
1. Place sts from holders or waste yarn on spare
needle.
2. Match up wrong sides of pieces to be seamed
with needle tips pointing to right.
3. *Insert free needle tip (project size needle)
knit-wise into first st on closer needle, then first
st on farther needle, and knit these two together
as one st. Repeat from *.
4. Pull first stitch on right-hand needle over
second – just like a regular BO, and continue on
in this way.
Join shoulder seams using 3-Needle BO.
TECHNICAL TIP – PICKING UP STITCHES:
When picking up stitches, avoid picking up into
“holes” (enlarged stitches) at edges of bound
off stairsteps and where the edge changes from
horizontal to vertical. Picking up into “holes”
enlarges them further, but picking up to each
side of a “hole” will minimize it.
Armhole Bands: With RS facing, pick up and
knit along armhole edge as follows: 1 st out of
ea BO st, 2 sts out of every 3 rows, making sure
to pick up an even number of sts. Work k1, p1
rib for 3 rows, BO loosely in pat. Rep for other
armhole. Join side seams.
TECHNICAL TIP – PICKING UP STITCHES FOR
THE NECK BAND: You can start picking up
stitches for the neck band anywhere along
the neckline. The model started the pick up a
couple of inches past the shoulder seam on
the back. This way, the tail weaves from the
shoulder seam weren’t competing for space.
Neck Band
With RS facing, pick up and knit around
neckline as follows: 1 st out of each BO st, 2
sts out of every 3 rows, making sure to pick up
an even number of sts. Working in the round,
work k1, p1 rib for 3 rows, BO loosely in pat.
Weave in ends. Block.
Note: The Fountain Lace stitch is one of the
many lovely stitch patterns found in Barbara G.
Walker’s A Second Treasury of Knitting Patterns.

The chart and schematic for this pattern can
be found in the Cast On extras section at
TKGA.com.
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WEDDING
SHOWER GIFTS
BY ARENDA HOLLADAY

BEYOND THE PATTERN: My experience
has been that most knitters like to make
gifts. I know when I started to knit at least
half of what I made was for someone else.
For wedding shower or house warming
gifts, I like to make linen or cotton hand
towels, packaged with a soap dish and

BACK TO
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pretty soap, for the powder room or dish
clothes packaged with wooden spoons.
I determined these projects would work
well for this series.

continued on page 32
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Since new knitters are often intimidated
by charts I decided to do two designs,
one with a simple eyelet pattern and
the other a simple monogram in reverse
stockinette.
The dish cloths and towels use the
same basic design. They are worked in
stockinette bordered by garter stitch.
This is a good opportunity to learn some
stitch anatomy as well. Even experienced
knitters do not have an understanding of
basic stitch anatomy which makes fixing
mistakes or finishing more difficult. I’ve
included information on stitch anatomy
with the videos I made for this pattern.
I selected Quince & Co. Kestrel which is a
linen tape. This makes it ideal for the dish
cloths. Linen is a very strong fiber and it
dries very quickly. The texture of the tape
when knit up makes it ideal for a cloth.
The colors listed in the pattern are for
the samples. I discovered as I knit these
cloths that one skein makes two clothes
BARELY. If you are worried about having
enough yarn or your gauge is larger, you
can omit two rows of the border on the
top and bottom. I also selected KnitPicks
CotLin, a linen and cotton blend for the
towels. One skein makes one towel. The
video links are provided in the pattern
for the Double Eyelet Dish Cloth but they
apply to the patterns for the Monogram
Dish Cloth and the towels as well. Refer
to the instructional information for the first
pattern as you work the other patterns.

DOUBLE EYELET DISH CLOTH
Finished Measurements*:
Width: 7"
Length: 7"

*These apply to the Monogram Dish Cloth as
well and are not repeated in that pattern.
Double Eyelet Pattern: See Double Eyelet Chart
(There is a video which shows how to read the
chart and another showing how to work the
double eyelet.)
Abbreviations
Double Yarnover – Bring the yarn forward and
wrap it around the needle twice.
DESIGNER NOTES: Since dish cloths do not
have to conform to a certain size, calculating
your gauge is not critical. You may want to do
a small gauge swatch to determine if you like
the drape but if your cloth is a bit smaller or
larger it really isn’t a problem.
For projects which will not be seamed, you
may want to use a selvedge edge treatment. For
the cloths and towels the first stitch is slipped
purlwise. To see how to do this and what it
looks like, watch the following video: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=QECq27899l0.
This video also shows the long tail cast on,
different sides of the cast on and how this is
important for this project.
TECHNICAL TIP: It takes two knit rows to create
one garter stitch ridge. The bottom border is
three ridges. The cast on provides the first row.
You then knit 4 more rows.
Dish Cloth
Bottom Border: Using the Long Tail Cast oOn,
CO 34 sts. *K to end of row. Rep from * 3 more
times, ending on WS. (Remember to slip the
first stitch of each row purlwise).
DESIGNER NOTE: If you haven’t used a chart
before, the following video describes the
process: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
CGs42BsQtuY

MONOGRAMMED DISH CLOTH
See the pattern for the Double Eyelet Dish
Cloth for Finished Measurements, Materials,
Gauge Statement and Designer Notes and
Technical Tips.
Monogram Pattern – See the Alphabet Charts
to select the letter of the alphabet you want.
DESIGNER NOTE: Each letter of the alphabet
is charted. It takes 28 rows to complete the
letter. Most of the letters are 14 stitches wide
but some are 13 or 15 sts wide. The pattern
describes how to center the letter from top
to bottom. The process to center the letter
from side to side will vary for each letter. The
following video describes this process: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=lbxN6chN-iA. There
are 28 stitches in the center of each cloth so you
must determine the center for each letter. For
the majority of the letters, this means that you
work seven stitches before beginning the chart.
Bottom Border: Using the Long Tail Cast On,
CO 34 sts. *K to end of row. Rep from * 3 more
times, ending on WS. (Remember to slip the
first stitch of each row purlwise).
*Row 1: Knit.
Row 2: K3, purl to last three stitches, k3. Rep
from * one more time. Using the chart for
the letter of the alphabet you have selected,
knit to the stitch you have determined for
beginning the chart. Complete 28 rows of chart,
maintaining the border sts and the sts before
and after the chart. When the chart is complete,
work 4 more rows before the border.
Top Border: K5 rows ending on RS. BO
knitwise.
Finishing
Block and weave in yarn tails.

K3, work columns 1-8 of Double Eyelet Chart
three times, then columns 1-4 one time, k3.
Work in pat as est working Rows 1-12 three
times then Rows 1-2 once.

Materials*:
Quince & Co. S. KESTREL (50g/1.76oz, 76yds/
69.49m, 100% Organic Linen): Color A: 1 skein
DESIGNER NOTE: The following video shows
Senza #500, Color B: 1 skein Porpoise #502,
how to work the top border: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=uzIZre0hLKI
Color C: 1 skein Sand #501
Size 8 (5mm) needles or size to obtain gauge
Tapestry needle				Top Border: K5 rows ending on RS. BO
knitwise.
		
Gauge*:
Finishing
In Stockinette Stitch 18 sts & 26 rows = 4"/10
Block and weave in yarn tails.
cm. To save time, take time to check gauge.

VIDEO LINKS
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DOUBLE EYELET HAND TOWELS
Finished Measurements*:
Width: 6.75"
Length: 18.5"
Materials*:
KnitPicks CotLin (50g/1.76oz, 123yds/112.47m,
70% Tanguis Cotton, 30% Linen): Color A:
1 skein Swan #U044, Color B: 1 skein Celery
#U335, Color C: 1 skein Black #50

BACK TO
CONTENTS

1-12 ten times then Rows 1-10 once.
Size 5 (3.75mm) needles or size to obtain gauge
Tapestry needle				Top Border: K5 rows ending on RS. BO kwise.
		
Finishing
Gauge*:
Block and weave in yarn tails.
In Stockinette Stitch 22 sts and 30 rows = 4"/10
cm. To save time, take time to check gauge.
MONOGRAMMED HAND TOWEL
See the pattern for the Double Eyelet Hand
*These apply to the Monogram Hand Towel as
Towel for Finished Measurements, Materials,
well and are not repeated in that pattern. Refer
Gauge Statement. See the pattern for the Dish
to the pattern for the Dish Cloth for video links
Cloths for Designer Notes and Technical Tips.
and Designer Notes.
Double Eyelet Pattern: See Double Eyelet Chart
Abbreviations
Double Yarnover – Bring the yarn forward and
wrap it around the needle twice.
Hand Towel
Bottom Border: Using the Long Tail Cast On,
CO 38 sts. *K to end of row. Rep from * 3 more
times, ending on WS. (Remember to slip the
first stitch of each row purlwise).
K3, work columns 1-8 of Double Eyelet Chart
four times, k3. Work in pat as est. Rep rows
BACK TO
CONTENTS

Monogram Pattern – See the Alphabet Charts
to select the letter of the alphabet you want.

Bottom Border: Using the Long Tail Cast On,
CO 38 sts. *K to end of row. Rep from * 3 more
times, ending on WS. (Remember to slip the
first stitch of each row purlwise).
*Row 1: Knit.
Row 2: K3, purl to last three stitches, k3. Rep
from * one more time. Using the chart for
the letter of the alphabet you have selected,
knit to the stitch you have determined for
beginning the chart. Complete 28 rows of chart,
maintaining the border sts and the sts before
and after the chart. When the chart is complete,
work until the towel meas 17.75".
Top Border: K5 rows ending on RS. BO kwise.

DESIGNER NOTE: Each letter of the alphabet is
charted. It takes 28 rows to complete the letter.
Most of the letters are 14 stitches wide but
some are 13 or 15 sts wide. The letter should be
centered from side to side. The center portion
of the towel is 32 stitches. For the letters which
are 14 or 15 stitches wide, work 9 stitches
before beginning the chart. For the letters which
are 13 stitches wide, work 10 stitches before
beginning the chart.

Finishing
Block and weave in yarn tails.

Charts for these patterns can be found in the
Cast On extras section at TKGA.com.
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TWO FACED SHELL

G E T TO
THE

POINT!
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TWO FACED SHELL
BY PATTY LYONS

back under horizontal strand between last
st worked and next st on LH needle, k lifted
strand through back loop – 1 stitch increased.

BEYOND THE PATTERN: This two-toned
spring topper is chock-full of techniques.
Casting on with a provisional cast on,
the body is worked in short row intarsia
at the same time as the chest shaping is
done. The stitches from the provisional
cast on are picked back up to work an
asymmetrical hem with use of sloped bind
offs. Finally, the cap sleeves are created
with top down in the round, short row
shaping.

Size: S (M, L, 1X)
Finished Measurements:
Chest at Underarm: 34 (38, 42, 46)"
Length: 21.5 (22, 23, 23.5)"
Materials:
Classic Elite CLASSIC SILK (1.75oz/50g,
136yds/125m, 50% cotton, 30% silk, 20%
nylon): 4 (5, 5, 6) skeins #6905 (A) & 2 (3, 3, 4)
skeins #6916 (B)
Sizes 5 & 6 (3.75mm & 4.0mm), 24" (60cm)
circular needles or sizes needed to obtain
correct gauge
Sizes 6 & 7 (4.0mm & 4.5mm) straight needles
or sizes needed to obtain correct gauge
Size G (4.0mm) crochet hook
Stitch markers
Tapestry needle
Smooth waste yarn (wy)
Gauge:
In Stockinette st, 20 sts & 28 rows = 4"/10cm on
Size 6 (4.0mm) needles. To save time, take time
to check gauge.
Abbreviations:
W&T = Wrap and Turn
M1 = Insert tip of LH needle from front to
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Techniques:
Sloped BO
Work first pair of bind offs normally, then one
row before the next bind off row, work to the
last stitch of the row. Do not work this stitch.
Turn the work. With yarn in back, slip the
first stitch from the left needle pwise, and pass
unworked stitch of the previous row over the
slipped stitch. The first stitch is bound off. Bind
off desired number of stitches for that row.
Work to end of the row.
Wrap and Turn (w&t)
Slip next stitch pwise from left to right needle.
Move yarn to opposite side of work (in front
if you are knitting, in back if you are purling),
slip stitch pwise back to the left needle. Return
yarn to original side of work (in back if you are
knitting, in front if you are purling. Turn.

DESIGNER NOTE – SHAPING INSTRUCTIONS:
All decreased shaping is done by K2, SSK, work
to last four stitches, K2TOG, K2. All increased
shaping is done by K2, M1, work to last two
stitches, M1, K2.
TECHNICAL TIP: SSK and K2tog decreases
should mirror each other. One way to make the
SSK lie flatter: try slipping just the first stitch
as if to knit, transfer it back to the left hand
needle and then knit 2tog through the back loop.
This will twist the bottom stitch and make it
lay flatter, while keeping the top stitch open by
reversing its stitch mount.
Back
Using size 7 needle and color B, CO 93 (103,
113, 123) sts.
Beg with WS, work two rows Seed St (see
pattern sts).

continued on page 36

Hiding Wraps
(WS) Right Front: Insert tip of the right needle
from behind, to lift up the wrap onto the left
needle. Purl it together with the wrapped stitch.
(RS) Insert the right needle from the bottom
to the top, front to back into the wrap and
through the stitch on your needle. Knit the
wrap and the stitch on your needle together.
Pattern Stitches:
Seed Stitch flat (odd number)
(Back) Every Row: *K1, p1*; rep from * to * to
last st, k1.
(Front) Every Row: *P1, k1*; rep from * to * to
last st, p1.
Seed Stitch in the round (even number)
Rnd 1: *K1, P1*; rep from * to end of round.
Rnd 2: Purl the knits, knit the purls.
DESIGNER NOTE: There is an extra stockinette
stitch placed on either side for seaming. This
stitch is not represented in the schematic
measurements. The schematic measurement
for the front is without the picked up seed stitch
final edge.
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(WS): Purl across, dec 1 st in middle of row –
92 (102, 112, 122) sts.
Change to size 6 needle and (A), work
Stockinette st (knit on RS, purl on WS) for 4
more rows end with a WS row.
Waist Shaping:
(RS): Dec one st ea side following shaping
instructions – 90 (100, 110, 120) sts. Every 4th
row, 4 (4, 3, 3) times – 82 (92, 104, 114) sts.
Every 6th row, 2 (2, 3, 3) times – 78 (88, 98,
108) sts.
Work straight until piece meas 6.25 (6.25, 6.5,
6.5)" from cast on, end with RS row.
Chest Shaping:
(RS): Inc one st ea side following shaping
instructions – 80 (90, 100, 110) sts.
Rep Inc Row every 6th row, 4 more times – 88
(98, 108, 118) sts.
Work straight until back meas 10.25 (10.25,
10.5, 10.5)" from cast on.
DESIGNER NOTE – ARMHOLE SHAPING:
Armhole shaping is created so all the shaping is
finished in the first 2-2.5" of the overall armhole
depth for better fit.

Armhole Shaping:
BO 4 (4, 5, 6) sts beg of next 2 rows – 80 (90,
98, 106) sts.
BO 0 (2, 2, 4) st beg of next 2 rows – 80 (86, 94,
98) sts
(RS): K2, ssk, k to last 4 sts, k2tog, k2 – 78 (84,
92, 96) sts
Rep last dec row every RS row 6 (6, 7, 7) more
times – 66 (72, 78, 82) sts
Work straight until armhole meas 7.5 (8, 8.5,
9)" end on WS row.

smooth wy and Crochet Provisional Cast On,
CO 92 (102, 112, 122) sts.
(RS): Join Color A and Knit.
Work in Stockinette (knit on RS, purl on WS)
for 3 more rows, end with WS row.

TECHNICAL TIP: For a smoother shoulder
shaping, use the sloped bind off.

Waist Shaping:
(RS): Dec one st ea side following shaping
instructions – 90 (100, 110, 120) sts. Every 4th
row 4 (4, 3, 3) times – 82 (92, 104, 114) sts.
Every 6th row 2 (2, 3, 3) times – 78 (88, 98,
108) sts.
Work straight until piece meas 5 (5, 5.25, 5.25)"
from cast on, end with RS row.

Shoulder Shaping:
(RS): BO 3 (4, 5, 6) sts beg next 2 rows – 60 (64,
68, 70) sts.
BO 3 (4, 5, 5) sts beg next 2 rows – 54 (56, 58,
60) sts.
BO 2 (3, 4, 5) sts beg next 2 rows – 50 (50, 50,
50) sts.
Put rem 50 back neck sts on holder.

DESIGNER NOTE – SHORT ROW SHAPING:
Short row shaping is done at the same time as
one half of the chest increases. Because of this,
the pattern will indicate the total number of
stitches that have to be worked in a row before
each w&t. When shaping in short rows from
long to short, all stitches will be wrapped and
then you will have one row to close them.

TECHNICAL TIP: Watch the tutorial video on
the online pattern for a demo of the crochet
provisional cast on. Make sure to use a smooth,
non fuzzy yarn for this cast on.

TECHNICAL TIP: Watch the tutorial video on
the online pattern for a demo of the short row
shaping.

Front
With crochet hook, and size 6 needle, using
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Lower Short Row Shaping and Chest Shaping:
(WS): Purl 73 (85, 93, 103) sts, w&t.
(RS): Every non shaping RS row, knit to end
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of row.
Purl 69 (80, 88, 96) sts, w&t.
Purl 65 (75, 83, 89) sts, w&t.
Purl 61 (70, 78, 82) sts, w&t.
(RS): K to last two sts, m1, K2 – 79 (89, 99, 109)
sts.
Purl 58 (66, 74, 76) sts, w&t.
Purl 54 (61, 69, 69) sts, w&t.
Purl 50 (56, 64, 62) sts, w&t.
(RS): K to last two sts, m1, K2 – 80 (90, 100,
110) sts.
Purl 47 (52, 60, 56) sts, w&t.
Purl 43 (47, 55, 49) sts, w&t.
Purl 38 (41, 50, 42) sts, w&t.
(RS): K to last two sts, m1, K2 – 81 (91, 101,
111) sts.
Purl 34 (36, 45, 38) sts, w&t.
Purl 29 (30, 39, 33) sts, w&t.
Purl 24 (24, 33, 28) sts, w&t.
(RS): K to last two sts, m1, K2 – 82 (92, 102,
112) sts.
Purl 20 (19, 28, 24) sts, w&t.
Purl 15 (13, 22, 19) sts, w&t.
Purl 10 (7, 16, 14) sts, w&t.
(RS): K to last two sts, m1, K2 – 83 (93, 103,
113) sts.
Purl 6 (2, 11, 10) sts, w&t.
Purl 0 (0, 5, 5) sts, w&t.
(WS): Purl across 83 (93, 103, 113) sts, closing
all wraps as you come to them.
DESIGNER NOTE – SHORT ROW SHAPING: Short
row shaping is done at the same time as 1/2 of
the chest increases. Because of this, the pattern
will indicate the total number of stitches that
have to be worked in a row after an increase
and before each w&t.
TECHNICAL TIP: When shaping in short rows
from short to long, you will close each wrap
before working to the next w&t. Watch the
tutorial video on the online pattern for a demo
of the short row shaping.
Upper Short Row Shaping and Chest Shaping:
(RS): Change to color B, knit 5 (3, 5, 5) sts,
w&t.
(WS): All WS rows, purl to end of row.
(RS): All RS rows you will hide the wraps as
you come to them.
(RS): K9 (8, 10, 12) sts, w&t.
(RS): K13 (13, 15, 19) sts, w&t.
(RS): K2, m1, k15 (16, 18, 24) more sts, w&t –
84 (94, 104, 114) sts.
(RS): K22 (24, 26, 34) sts, w&t.
(RS): K26 (29, 31, 41) sts, w&t.
(RS): K2, m1, k28 (32, 34, 46) more sts, w&t –
85 (95, 105, 115) sts.
(RS): K35 (40, 42, 56) sts, w&t.
(RS): K39 (45, 47, 63) sts, w&t.
(RS): K2, m1, k42 (49, 50, 68) more sts, w&t –
86 (96, 106, 116) sts.
(RS): K50 (58, 59, 76) sts, w&t.
(RS): K55 (64, 65, 81) sts, w&t.
(RS): K2, m1, k58 (68, 69, 84) more sts, w&t –
87 (97, 107, 117) sts.
(RS): K66 (77, 78, 92) sts, w&t.
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(RS): K71 (83, 84, 97) sts, w&t.
(RS): K2, m1, k74 (87, 88, 100) more sts, w&t –
88 (98, 108, 118) sts.
(RS): K82 (96, 97, 108) sts, w&t.
(RS): K0 (0, 103, 113) sts, w&t.
(RS): K across 88 (98, 108, 118) sts, closing final
wrap as you come to it.
Work straight until piece meas 10 (10, 10.25,
10.25)" from cast on, end with WS row.
Armhole Shaping:
Work armhole shaping same as Back, until
armhole meas approx 3.5 (4, 4.5, 5)" end with
WS row – 66 (72, 78, 82) sts.
TECHNICAL TIP: For a smoother shoulder and
neck shaping, use the sloped bind off.
Front Neck Shaping:
(RS): Work Pat for 24 (27, 30, 32) sts, join a
second ball of yarn and BO center 18 sts, work
to end of row.
Over the next four rows, BO 3 sts at ea neck
edge once, BO 2 sts at ea neck edge once, 19
(22, 25, 27) sts ea side.
(WS): Work Pat across both sides.
(RS): First ball: work to last 3 sts, K2tog, K1;
second ball: K1, ssk, work to end of row – 18
(21, 24, 26) sts ea side.
(WS): Work Pat across both sides.
Rep last two rows ten more times – 8 (11, 14,
16) sts ea side.
Work straight until armhole meas 7.5 (8, 8.5,
9)" end WS row.
Shoulder Shaping:
Work same as Front.
TECHNICAL TIP: When you remove the
provisional cast on you will lose 1/2 a stitch on
either side. Use sloped BO when shaping hem.
Hem
Remove Provisional Cast On and place 91 (101,
111, 121) sts on size 6 needle.
(RS): Attach color A and BO 7 (7, 8, 8) sts beg
of row – 84 (94, 103, 113) sts.
(WS): BO 3 (4, 4, 4) sts beg of row – 81 (90, 99,
109) sts.
BO 6 (7, 8, 8) sts beg next 2 RS rows.
BO 3 (3, 3, 4) sts beg next 2 WS rows – 63 (70,
77, 85) sts.
BO 6 (7, 7, 8) sts beg next 6 RS rows.
BO 3 (3, 4, 4) sts beg next 6 WS rows – 9 (10,
11, 13) sts.
(RS): BO 6 (6, 7, 9) sts beg next row.
(WS): BO rem sts.
TECHNICAL TIP – SEAMING: To seam the
shoulders use a modified head to head graft
stitch. You will have to make a slight jog at each
sloped BO point.
Finishing
Lay garment flat to chosen measurements
spraying with water.

TECHNICAL TIP – PICKING UP STITCHES: When
you pick up stitches, pick up one for every stitch
and one in every other space between the bind
offs. Make sure you pick up in the stitch below
the bind off braid.
Front Hem Edge
With RS facing, size 7 needles and (B), pick up
66 (74, 78, 86) sts along lower left hem to point,
pick up 33 (35, 41, 43) sts to end of row – 99
(109, 119, 129) sts.
(WS): Purl.
(RS): Work two rows in Seed st beg with a purl.
BO loosely in Pat.
Re-block hem if necessary to make Seed st
come to a point.
Mock Turtle Neck
Sew shoulders.
With RS facing, size 5 circular needle, and (B),
beg at right back shoulder with RS facing, knit
across 50 sts on back neck holder, pick up and
knit 26 sts along left neck, 18 along front neck,
27 along right neck – 121 sts.
Turn sweater inside out, slip first st wyb from
right needle to left needle, k2tog – 120 sts.
(RS): Work Stockinette st in rnd for 2" from
pick up.
Switch to size 6 circular needle, work St st until
cowl meas 6".
Switch to size 7 circular needle, work St st for
2 rnds.
Work two rnds Seed st.
BO in Pattern.
Sleeve Caps
With RS facing, size 6 needle and (A), beg at
underarm BO, pick up 4 (4, 5, 6) sts , pick up
32 (32, 33, 35) sts, pm, then pick up 10 (12, 14,
16), pm, 32 (32, 33, 35) sts, 4 (4, 5, 6) sts – 82
(84, 90, 98) sts total picked up.
(WS): Purl.
(RS): Work St st for 3/4" from pick up, end with
WS row.
TECHNICAL TIP: When you work the short row
sleeve cap, you will be hiding each wrap before
wrapping the next stitch.
Short Row Sleeve Cap:
(RS): K to second marker, sm, w&t.
(WS): P to first marker, sm, w&t.
(RS): K to wrapped st, hide wrap, k4 more sts,
w&t.
(WS): P to wrapped st, hide wrap, p4 more sts,
w&t.
Rep last two rows, 5 more times.
K across to end of row hiding wrap.
P across to 1 st from end of row hiding wrap.
Change to size 7 needle, work two rows of Seed
st, BO in Pat.
Seam sides and sleeve cap.
Schematics for this pattern can be found in the
Cast On extras section at TKGA.com.
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UNDULANCE SHORT ROW SOCKS
BY SUZANNE BRYAN

BEYOND THE PATTERN: Sometimes a
pattern and yarn seem to be made for
each other. That is the case with this
String Theory Continuum Self Striping
yarn and this pattern. The short row
pattern really uses the self-striping yarn
to its best advantage.

Size: Women’s medium
Materials:
String Theory Colorworks CONTINUUM
(3.5oz/100g, 430yds/393.1m, 80% SW Merino,
10% Cashmere, 10% Nylon):
1 skein Cassiopeia (MC)
Baah! LA JOLLA (3.5oz/100g, 400yds/365.76m,
100% Superwash Merino Wool):
1 skein Baia (CC)
Two Size 1 (2.25mm) 24" (60.96cm) circulars
needles or size needed to obtain correct gauge
Tapestry needle
Gauge:
In Stockinette st, 8 sts & 11 rows over 1" (2.54cm).
To save time, take time to check gauge.
DESIGNER NOTE: This is a great sampler sock
to try two types of short row turns: yarn over
short row turns and German short row turns.
You may find that you really like these short row
techniques. The Continuum yarn has predictable
stripes. The black color will create 3 round
stripes while the other colors will create 7 round
stripes when used for a sock pattern. The short
row stitch pattern for this sock is placed to take
advantage of the color sequence of this yarn.
Special Abbreviations:
WYIF = with yarn in front
DS = double stitch

Stitch Patterns
Short Row Stitch Pattern:
*K12, turn,
yo clockwise, p9, turn,
yo counter clockwise, k8, turn,
yo clockwise, p7, turn,
yo counter clockwise, k6, turn,
yo clockwise, p5, turn,
yo counter clockwise, k5, [reverse the mount of
the yo and then knit it together with the next
stitch] 3 times, k2.
Rep from * three more times.
*K2, [sl 1 st as if to knit, sl yo as if to knit,
insert left needle into fronts of 2 stitches and
knit them tog] 3 times, k10; rep from * 3 more
times.
Work 5 rnds in St st or until 3 rnds of black and
one full rnd of next color is complete.
Shift 7 sts to the right:
With needle 2, k first 7 sts from needle 1. With
left end of needle 1 slip first 7 sts from needle 2
onto needle 1.
Repeat Short Row Stitch Pattern.
Work 6 rnds of St st leaving 7 sts unworked at
end of needle 2 on the 6th rnd.
Shift 7 sts to the left:
Move 7 sts from end of needle 2 to needle 1.
Move the last 7 sts on needle 1 to needle 2.
Repeat from * two more times.
German Short Row Heel Pattern:
Row 1 (RS): K until 1 st rem at end of needle,
turn.
Row 2 (WS): WYIF sl 1 st to right needle pwise
(all slipped stitches in this heel pattern will be
slipped pwise), pull working yarn over top of
right needle, pulling slipped stitch up, creating
a DS, purl until 1 st rem at end of needle, turn,
Row 3: *WYIF sl 1 st to right needle, pull
working yarn over top of right needle, pulling
slipped stitch up, creating a DS, k to the 1st DS,
turn.
Row 4: WYIF sl 1 st to right needle, pull
working yarn over top of right needle, pulling
slipped stitch up, creating a DS, purl to 1st DS,
turn.
Cont working Rows 3 & 4 until there are 11
center sts bet DSs, turn.
Row 1 (RS): WYIF, sl 1 st to right needle, create
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DS, knit to first DS, pm, knit DS as one st, cont
across working DSs as one st until 1 st rem, k1,
turn.
Row 2 (WS): WYIF, p until first DS, pm, p ea
DS tog as 1 st until 1 st rem, p1, turn,
Row 3: WYIF, create DS, k to second marker,
drop m, k1, turn.
Row 4: DS, p to first m, drop m, p1, turn.
Row 5: DS, k to first DS, k DS, k1, turn.
Row 6: DS, p to first DS, p DS, p1, turn.
Rep rows 5 & 6 until 1 DS remains at end of
Row 6, turn DS, work to end of row, drop and
break contrast color yarn. There will be 2 DSs
at right side of needle 2.
Directions:
CO 60 sts with contrast color (CC).
Divide sts evenly bet two circ needles. From this
point forward first 30 sts will be needle 1 and
second 30 sts will be needle 2.
Work in 2 x 2 rib for 1" or desired length of
ribbing. Break CC.
With MC, find beg of a black stripe, starting
with black CC, work in St st for 4 rnds.
Work Short Row Stitch Pattern.
Stop at end of round, drop MC. Move to beg
of needle 2 and with CC work the heel as
follows:
Move 1 st from ea end of needle 1 to needle 2.
Starting at needle 2 with CC, work German
Short Row Heel.
With MC, starting at needle 1, work across
needles 1 & 2 (first 2 sts on needle 2 will be
DSs, k each one as 1 st) until 1 st rem on needle
2, move 1 st from ea end of needle 2 to needle
1.
Knit until 1 full rnd of color after black has
been completed.
Repeat Short Row Stitch Pattern. Break yarn.
With CC, k 2 rnds.
Shape Toe
Rnd 1: K 1 rnd.
Rnd 2: K1, ssk, k until 3 sts rem on needle,
k2tog, k1, rep for second needle.
Rep Rnds 1 & 2 until 14 sts rem on ea needle,
Rep Rnd 2 until 6 sts rem on ea needle,
Kitchener rem sts. Break yarn.
Weave in ends and block.
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UNDULANCE – SHORT ROW SOCKS
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ANNIVERSARY
CAPE
BY MARY E. JACOBS

BEYOND THE PATTERN: Congratulations
on thirty years of teaching us to be
better knitters! This festive capelette is
a celebration of many techniques tested
and honed through TKGA’s Master Hand
Knitting program: from simple knit/purl
combinations, to cables, to smocking.
Never worn a capelette? It’s a unique
way to keep off a chill and if the time
arrives to don a jacket, just lift the back
onto the shoulders and wear as you
would a cowl. If you happen to have an
hourglass figure, the capelette’s cropped
style really accentuates all those pretty
curves.

Size: S (M, L)
Finished Measurements:
Bottom circumference: 42 (46, 49)"
Length: 12.5 (13.5, 14.5)"
Materials:
S. Charles Collezione LUNA (0.88oz/24.9g,
232yds/212.1m, 71% Super Kid Mohair, 20%
Silk, 9% Lurex): 6 (8, 10) balls #08, MC*
S. Charles Collezione FLORA (0.88oz/24.9g,
114yds/104.2m, 95% cotton, 5% polyester):
4 (4, 6) balls #04, CC*
Size 6 (4.0 mm) 32" (81.2cm) circular needles
or size needed to obtain correct gauge

BACK TO
CONTENTS

Size 6 (4.0 mm) double pointed needle
Cable needle (cn)
Stitch markers
Tapestry needle
* Hip Hip Hooray uses two strands of yarn,
held double and worked as if one for both the
MC and the CC.
Gauge:
In Chart A, 23 sts & 32 rows = 4"/10cm. To save
time, take time to check gauge.
Special Abbreviations:
2/2 RC = Sl 2 sts to cn, hold to back, k2, k2 sts
from cn.
2/2 LC = Sl 2 sts to cn, hold to front, k2, k2 sts
from cn.
2/2 RPC = Sl 2 sts to cn, hold to back, k2, p2 sts
from cn.
Smocking 6 Stitches = Inserting RH needle into
the space between the next 6th and 7th sts on
the LH needle, from front to back, pull through
a loop of working yarn. Place just made loop
on LH needle and knit it tog with the 1st st on
the LH needle. K1, p2, k2.
DESIGNER NOTE: Hip Hip Hooray is a Capelette
worked from the bottom up, in the round.
Beginning with a Double Moss Stitch border,
the piece then moves into a wave cable, which
then morphs into a panel of smocking. After
the smocking, there is a simple eyelet row,
into which a CC I-cord is later laced through to
secure the piece over the shoulders, followed
by a 4 x 2 rib.

continued on page 42
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continued from page 41
In finishing, CC I-cords are knit and woven in
through the wave cable.

HAPPY
A N N IV E
RSARY

TKGA

DESIGNER NOTE: Measuring around the arms
and bust, the Capelette is meant to have zero
to slight positive ease, depending on personal
taste.
TECHNICAL TIP: When only one number is
listed, it applies to all sizes.
Directions
Using MC, CO 240 (264, 280) sts. Taking care
not to twist, join in rnd. PM to denote beg of
rnd.
DESIGNER NOTE: The Capelette circumference
can be customized. Cast on the desired number
of stitches, rounding up or down to the nearest
number divisible by 8. The Capelette length can
also be customized. Length alterations can be
made by working more or less repeats of Chart
B, taking care to end work on either Row 16
or Row 8 of Chart B. Note that alterations will
change the amount of yarn supply needed to
complete the piece.
Beg on Row 1, work Chart A, 60 (66, 70) times
to the end of row.
Rep Rows 1-4 of Chart A, 1 time, followed by
additional Rows 1-2 of Chart A.
Beg on Row 1, switch to Chart B, working 30
(33, 35) times to end of row.
Rep Rows 1-16 of Chart B, 3 (3, 4) times. For
Size M only: Work an additional Row 1-8 of
Chart B.
Now work Chart C, 30 (33, 35) times to end of
row, complete rows 1-4, one time.
TECHNICAL TIP: Smocking is not the same as
embroidery. Embroidery requires the use of
a needle and a separate yarn/thread source,
whereas smocking uses the working yarn and
creates an embroidered effect through wrapping
groups of stitches while knitting.
Beg on Row 1, work Chart D, 30 (33, 35) times
to end of row. (See Designer Note below for
important information regarding Row 4 of
Chart D.)
Rep Rows 1-8 of Chart D, 2 times. Work an
additional Row 1-7 of Chart D.
DESIGNER NOTE: As can be seen in Row 4 of
Chart D, the smocking cluster bridges repeats.
Beg first rep of Row 4 as K2, p2, then work the 6
stitch smocking cluster as charted to end of row.
To keep smocking uninterrupted, it is necessary
for Chart D, Row 4’s final smocking cluster to
bridge over to the first two stitches of Row 5.
On the final smocking repeat, again place RH
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needle into the space between the next 6th and
7th stitches on the LH needle, and those will
happen to be stitches 1 & 2 of Row 5. Do not
move the beg of rnd marker, cont to work chart
as set, ignoring the 2 st bridging for all other
rows. This bridging will happen on every 4th
row.

detail, take the time to make sure it is the length
you want for threading through the cables.
Make 30 (33, 35) total I-cords in this fashion;
one for each cable in Chart B.
DESIGNER NOTE: Leave about 6" tails on each
end of the I-cord for threading through the cable
then tacking down ends.

the I-cord between the cable’s crossing gaps.
Cont working up the cable, to the final cable
cross. Tuck end of the I-cord in the gap and
stitch the I-cord end to the Capelette fabric,
behind the gap. Rep in the same manner for the
bottom half of the cable, working the I-cord
down the cable, through the cable crossing
gaps, and tacking down the end under the final
cable crossing as follows, then, to fully secure
the I-cord, tack it down at the widest point
between every cable crossing.
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BOHO BANDED
JACKET
BY KATHY PERRY

Size 7 US (4.5mm) crochet hook, for fringe
and ties
Gauge:
In Stockinette st, 18 sts & 24 rows = 4"/10cm.
To save time, take time to check gauge.

BEYOND THE PATTERN: This jacket is
unusual in that it is made with Fair Isle,
Reverse Fair Isle, Stockinette stitch and
Reverse Stockinette stitch. The result is
a stunning variety of stitches that work
together to make a fashion statement.
Reverse Fair Isle stitch is simply the
"wrong side" of Fair Isle which makes a
completely different looking pattern. Try
a small sample first to see if you like the
results.

Size: Women’s S (M, L, 1X, 2X)
Finished Measurements:
Bust: 39 (42.5, 47, 53.5, 58)"
Length: 28 (28, 29, 29, 29.5)"
Materials:
Berroco Lustra (3.5oz/100g,197yds/180m, 50%
Wool, 50% Tencel): 5 (6, 6, 7, 8) hanks #3107
Louvre (A)
1 hank #3134 Eiffel (B)
1 hank #3185 Chateau (C)
1 hank #3101 Béchamel (D)
Berroco Ultra Alpaca Fine (3.5oz/100g,
433yds/400m, 50% Wool, 20% Alpaca, 30%
Nylon): 1 hank #1214 Steel Cut Oats (E), for
fringe and ties
1 hank #1209 Moonshadow (F), for fringe and
ties
Size 7 US (4.5mm) knitting needles or size
needed to obtain correct gauge

DESIGNER NOTE: Carry color(s) not in use up
outside edge. If you won’t be using a color for
more than 6 rows, cut color and rejoin when
required. Fair Isle and Stripe Pattern Chart
begins with a WS row. Work decreases as
follows: At beginning of row, work k1, ssk. At
end of row, work to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1.
Back
With A, CO 102 (110, 120, 134, 144) sts. Work
in St st for 4 rows.
Begin Pattern and Shape Sides:
DESIGNER NOTE: You will now begin working
the chart pattern and shaping the sides. Read
ahead before proceeding.
Work Fair Isle and Stripe Pattern Chart, while
at the same time, shape sides as follows:
Sizes S, L, & 2X Only:
Dec 1 st ea side on Rows 7, 19, 29, 51, 61, 71,
and 77 of Chart – 88 (106, 130) sts.
Sizes M & 1X Only:
Dec 1 st ea side on Rows 7, 19, 29, 34, 51, 61,
and 71 of Chart – (96, 120) sts.
All Sizes:
Work even, if necessary, until Chart is complete,
cut B. Cont in St st and A, work even until piece
meas 18.75 (18.25, 19, 18, 18.25)" from beg; end
with WS row.
Shape Armholes: BO 4 (6, 7, 10, 12) sts beg next
2 rows – 80 (84, 92, 100, 106) sts.
Dec 1 st ea side every RS row 7 (7, 9, 10, 12)
times – 66 (70, 74, 80, 82) sts.
Work even until armholes meas 8.25 (8.75, 9,
10, 10.25)", end with WS row.
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Shape Shoulders: BO 6 (6, 7, 8, 8) sts beg next
4 rows, then 6 (7, 7, 7, 7) sts beg next 2 rows –
30 (32, 32, 34, 36) sts.
Neck Facing: Work even for 6 rows. BO all sts
very loosely.
Left Front
With A, CO 52 (56, 60, 68, 72) sts.
Work in St st for 4 rows.
Begin Pattern and Shape Side:
DESIGNER NOTE: You will now begin working
the chart pattern and shaping the side. On rows
indicated, shape side at beg of row on RS rows
and end of row on WS rows. Read ahead before
proceeding.
Work Fair Isle and Stripe Pattern Chart, while
at the same time, shape side as follows:
Size S Only:
Dec 1 st at side edge on Rows 7, 19, 29, 34, 51,
61, 71, & 77 of chart – 44 sts.
Sizes M & 1X Only:
Dec 1 st at side edge on Rows 7, 19, 51, 61, 71,
& 77 of chart – (50, 62) sts.
Sizes L & 2X Only:
Dec 1 st at side edge on Rows 7, 13, 19, 21, 29,
34, & 51 of chart – (53, 65) sts.
All Sizes:
Work even if necessary until chart is complete,
cut B. Cont in St st and A, work even until piece
meas 16 (16, 16.25, 16, 16.75)" from beg; end
with a WS row.
DESIGNER NOTE: You will now begin shaping
the neck and, at 18.75 (18.25, 19, 18, 18.25)"
from beg, you will also beg shaping the
armhole. Read ahead before proceeding.

continued on page 46
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continued from page 44

Shape Neck and Armhole:
Dec 1 st at end of next row, every 4 (2, 4, 2, 2)
rows 13 (4, 14, 3, 2) times, then every 6 (4, 6, 4,
4) rows 1 (13, 1, 15, 15) time(s).
At the same time, when piece meas 18.75
(18.25, 19, 18, 18.25)" from beg; end with a WS
row, shape armhole as follows:
Cont to work neck shaping as est, BO 4 (6, 7,
10, 12) sts, work to end.
Dec 1 st beg every RS row 7 (7, 9, 10, 12) times
– 18 (19, 21, 23, 23) sts when all shaping is
complete.
Work even until armhole meas 8.25 (8.75, 9, 10,
10.25)"; end with WS row.

Shape Shoulders:
BO 6 (6, 7, 8, 8) sts at armhole edge twice, then
6 (7, 7, 7, 7) sts once.
Right Front
Work as for Left Front, working neck shaping
at beg of RS rows, armhole BOs at beg of WS
rows, armhole decs at end of RS rows, and
shoulder shaping at beg of WS rows.
Sleeves (make 2)
With A, CO 42 (44, 46, 50, 50) sts.
Work in St st for 13 rows, beg with a knit row.
DESIGNER NOTE: You will now begin working
the chart pattern and, shaping the Sleeve. Read
ahead before proceeding.
Beg Pattern and Shape Sleeve:
Work Rows 9-21 of Fair Isle and Stripe Pattern

Chart, cut B, then cont St st and A while AT
THE SAME TIME, beg on Row 10 of Chart,
shape Sleeve as follows:
Inc 1 st ea side on next row, every 10 (10, 8, 6,
6) rows 2 (7, 3, 5, 9) times, then every 12 (0,
10, 8, 8) rows 4 (0, 5, 6, 3) times, as follows: On
purl rows, p1, M1P, work to last st, M1P, p1; on
knit rows, k1, M1R, work to last st, M1L, k1 –
56 (60, 64, 74, 76) sts.
Work even until piece meas 17 (17, 17.5, 18,
18)" from beg; end with WS row.
Shape Cap
BO 4 (6, 7, 10, 12) sts beg next 2 rows – 48 (48,
50, 54, 52) sts.
Dec 1 st ea side every RS row 6 (5, 6, 6, 4) times,
every 4 rows 3 (5, 4, 5, 7) times, then every RS
row 6 (4, 5, 5, 4) times. BO rem 18 (20, 20, 22,
22) sts.
Finishing
Block pieces to schematic measurements. Sew
shoulder seams. Set in Sleeves. Sew side and
Sleeve seams. Fold six stitches at each center
Front edge to wrong side for facing, and tack
to wrong side, being careful not to let stitches
show on right side. Fold last six rows of Back
neck to wrong side for facing, and tack to
wrong side. Fold first six rows of Sleeves to
wrong side for facing, and tack to wrong side.
Weave in ends.
Fringe
Cut 3 strands each of E and F 8" long for each
fringe. Attach fringe to bottom edge of Jacket,
spaced approx one inch apart, as follows:
Holding three strands each of E and F tog,
fold strands in half and, with right side facing,
insert crochet hook from back to front just
above bottom edge, catch folded strands with
the hook and pull loop through to back; insert
loose ends of strands through loop and pull to
tighten.
DESIGNER NOTE: When working at Center
Front, insert crochet hook through both layers
of fabric.
Ties (make 6)
Cut 3 strands each of E and F 25" long for each
tie. Try on Jacket to determine placement of top
tie. Attach first tie to desired location on Left
Front, working as for fringe. With 1 strand each
of E and F in each strand of braid, braid tie to
desired length, leaving enough room at end to
tie knot to secure. Attach second tie at same
location on Right Front and braid as for first
tie. Attach 2 more ties to each Front, spaced
approx 1.5" apart. Trim ends.

The chart and schematic for this pattern can
be found in the Cast On extras section at
TKGA.com.
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FITTED
SWEATERS
BY CHRISTINA K. HANGER

In the "Fashion Framework Series" we help you
explore basic elements of pattern make-up and
things to know before you knit. Each article in
this series provides a lesson for a basic type of
garment. The lesson describes in detail aspects
of the garment, provides a basic pattern and
suggests ways to alter the pattern to customize
the garment.
We’ve all done it – spent weeks and months
knitting a sweater only to be unhappy with how
it looks on us! There can be many reasons for
this, but most times it is because the sweater
simply doesn’t fit our body well. There are two
factors to consider: the shape and the size of the
sweater in relationship to our body. Very few of
us look good wearing a knitted tube, and that is

basically what many sweaters are. The answer is
a fitted sweater designed to match the curves and
shaping of the human body.
The basic hand knitted sweater pattern looks
like a series of tubes – one for the body and
two for the arms. The pieces can either be knit
in the round or knit flat and seamed together.
Illustration 1 shows a simple layout of a
“dropped sleeve” or “dropped shoulder” sweater.
Many times these are the first sweaters we make
because they are simple and don’t have a lot of
shaping. There are times when these sweaters
have been in fashion – think about the eighties!
There are also times when you may want that
type of fit, especially when working traditional
ethnic knitting techniques that use that shape.

ILLUSTRATION 1

Illustration 2 shows a layout of a “fitted sweater.”
There are a few key differences. The shoulder
seams are sloped. The underarms come in on
the body and the sleeve cap is fitted. Finally, the
waist is narrower than the hip and bust area of
the sweater. A sweater with this design will look
more tailored than a series of tubes you put on
your body. It also can be modified to match your
measurements. This layout shows the hips and
bust area being the same measurement, but for
many of us that isn’t the case. In a fitted sweater
you can make adjustments to fit you.
Whether you are designing a fitted sweater
or adjusting a pattern to be a fitted sweater,
there are two simple things you must do.
Unfortunately, most of us hate these two things.

ILLUSTRATION 2
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First you have to know your own measurements,
and this means actually measuring your body,
not guessing. Second, you have to know the
gauge of your knitting for this combination of
stitch pattern, yarn and needles. There are many
great references for measurements and gauge;
several are included in the reference section that
follows. For this article, I am going to assume
that you are well versed in these areas.
This article will discuss how to design a fitted
sweater for your measurements. I’m assuming
that you will be making a knitted flat from the
bottom sweater, but the measurements apply for
top-down or knitted in the round (doubled).
The calculations begin not at the part of the
body where you start knitting but at the part of
the body most critical for fit. Also, you can use
this information to modify an existing pattern
for a custom fit.
Shoulders
You are now ready to design a fitted sweater. You
have your measurements, you know the gauge
of your chosen yarn and stitch pattern, and you
may have a basic pattern that you are modifying
to be a fitted sweater. While we typically look
first at the bust measurement when we are
picking a size, look at your shoulder width
first. Shoulder width is the most important
measurement for getting a sweater to fit. This
makes sense if you think about how a sweater
fits. It hangs and is supported from the shoulder
seam. If that isn’t the right width, nothing else
about the sweater will matter. If the shoulder
measurement is too small, you will think you
are wearing a straight jacket. If the shoulder
measurement is too big, the sweater will look
like a slipcover no matter how well the bust fits.
With the shoulder measurement and the
number of stitches per inch from your gauge,
you can determine how many stitches you
should have at the top of your garment, after the
underarm shaping. At this stage, you can also
plan how wide you want the neck opening to
be. One other note on shoulders: when you are
binding off, a fitted shoulder should slope like
your body. Your shoulder is higher at the neck
than at the arm. For most people, you can divide
the shoulder into thirds and bind off one third
at a time starting at the armhole edge. If you are
narrow through the shoulder or if the garment
has a very wide neck, you can bind off one half
the stitches at a time.
Body and Ease
Before we go further, we need to talk about ease.

continued on page 50
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increase between the waist and bust. This is
called waist shaping.

Ease is a garment construction term that means
the difference between the circumference of the
garment and the circumference of your body.
It is typically measured at the bust, but also
applies to hips and waist. Unless you want a
drop shoulder sweater, you do not use ease for
shoulder width. Fitted sweaters do not have ease
at the shoulder.

Waist Shaping
You know how many stitches across your sweater
piece will be at the hip and how many it should
be at the waist. The difference between these
two numbers is the number of stitches you
must decrease. Since you want the piece to be
symmetrical, you will decrease two stitches on
each decrease row – at opposite ends of the row.
You divide the number of stitches to decrease by
two to get the number of decrease rows.

Ease in knitting is more forgiving than in sewing
because knitting gives more than woven fabric.
This enables you to have negative ease in knitted
sweaters. A sweater with negative ease would
have a smaller circumference than your actual
measurement, but would still fit you because it
would stretch over your bust. However, you still
need some ease at the armhole to allow you to
move your arms.
There are no set guidelines for how much ease
is included in Close Fitting, Average Fitting or
Roomy/Loose Fitting sweaters. Close Fitting
is usually 0-2" of ease in the bust area, Average
Fitting is 2-3" of ease, and Loose Fitting is 4-6".
If the garment is going to be layered over other
garments, then you need more ease in the bust
and maybe more length in the armhole depth.
For a knitted coat, you usually need 2-4" more
ease than in a sweater. For example, a more
fitted coat would be 4 inches of ease and a looser
fitting coat would be 6 inches of ease minimum.
Also, thicker fabrics need more ease for a
comfortable fit.
Usually you want to have about 1-2" minimum
of waist ease for comfort, even on a close fitting
sweater. Less than that would be uncomfortable
and not as flattering of a fit for most of us.
For the hip area, the pattern might dictate what
you do. If there is ribbing at the bottom, you
probably want either no ease or negative ease
at the hip – otherwise the hem will “float” away
from the body, which is the opposite of what
ribbing is supposed to do. You probably never
want more than 1-2" of hip ease regardless of the
pattern – unless it is a tunic length or designed
to be an a-line shape.
Now you have decided what amount of ease
your sweater will have in the hip, waist and bust
area. Remember that ease is a circumference
measurement, so if you are knitting flat, the
ease is split between the front and back of the
sweater. Knowing your hip, waist and bust
measurements, you can now calculate how
many stitches you need for each area – and they
will probably be different. You will most likely
have to decrease between the hip and waist and

From your measurements you know how many
inches from the hip to your waist, and from your
row gauge you know how many rows you have
to make those decreases occur. Remember to
subtract for any ribbing or edging at the bottom
of your sweater – you do not want to decrease in
that area. Divide the number of rows of knitting
between your hip and waist by the number of
decrease rows to determine how many rows
between decrease rows. Be sure to round down
to a whole number. Ideally, it is better to round
down to an even number so all decreases are on
the right side of the fabric.
Most commercial patterns that have waist
shaping put the decreases at the edges of the
rows, a few stitches in to make seaming easier.
For some patterns that may be the only place
that you can put the shaping due to the stitch
pattern and other design elements. But, if you
can put the waist shaping nearer to the center
of the garment, it will fit and hang better. These
are called vertical darts and will look almost like
seams on the finished sweater. On the back of a
sweater, vertical darts are usually placed in one
third of the way from the edge of the piece.
Front darts are usually placed in one quarter of
the way from the edge because you need them
further apart to accommodate the bust. It is also
important to mirror the decreases, see the article
entitled “Decreases – Part 1” in references for
details on how to do this.
Many people shy away from waist shaping
because they say they don’t have a waist. That is
all the more reason to use waist shaping! Even 2"
of decreases will be enough to give the illusion of
a waist. Remember, that is just 1" of decreasing
on the front and 1" on the back.
Bust Shaping
After you have made the decreases for the waist,
you will want at least one inch, preferably two
inches, of straight knitting before starting to
increase for the bust. There are three ways to
increase for the bust. Which you chose depends
on the stitch pattern as well as fit. Many
commercial patterns will have you do increases
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at the edges of the fabric. Many times this is the
only place you can put them. If the stitch pattern
allows for it, you can do vertical darts, placed in
the same positions as you did for the decrease
darts between the hip and waist. The calculation
process is the same; you are simply increasing
and not decreasing. Remember to mirror the
slant of your increases.
The third way of doing bust shaping is through
horizontal bust darts, worked with short rows.
When vertical darts will interfere with color
work or stitch patterns or you are prone to
pulling or puckering around your bust or underarms in a sweater, horizontal bust darts are your
best choice.
If you are a B cup or less, it is probably not
necessary to use horizontal darts – knitting will
give enough to hang correctly. It is rare that you
would ever do both vertical and horizontal on
one garment, however it is good to know how to
do both types since the stitch pattern may dictate
which you use.
Horizontal bust darts are worked with short
rows that add rows to the interior of the fabric,
but keep the outside edge the same. This way the
front and back will match in length. They are
placed to add length under the fullest part of the
bust. Where do you place them?
They will look best if the final short row is 1-2"
below the fullest part of your bust. A good
general guideline is that the armhole decreases
occur at the fullest part of your bust, with the
short rows ending 1-2" below that. You typically
want the shortest short row to be about 2" wider
than the distance between your nipples with the
longest short row going out to 0.5-1" from the
selvedges.
Underarm Shaping
The final part of a fitted sweater requires you to
decrease the stitch count from the bust to the
shoulder width. This is done at the underarms.
For commercial women’s sweater patterns, the
armholes are typically decreased between 2-3"
at each armhole in order to match the shoulder
width.
This is done in multiple steps and typically takes
between 1.5 to 3" of armhole (vertical) depth.
You will find many different ways of doing this
and perhaps that is why many knitters shy away
from designing this type of sweater. Here are
three ways frequently used:
• Some patterns will bind off 25% of what is
needed at the beginning of the two armhole
rows and then decrease one stitch at each side
of a row on every right side row until the
width matches the shoulder width.
BACK TO
CONTENTS
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• Some patterns bind off roughly 1" of stitches
at each edge of the body. Then the remainder
is decreased by decreasing one stitch at each
end of every right side row until the desired
width of the body is achieved.
• Some patterns do the bind off rows in two
steps; binding off more stitches in the first two
bind off rows, followed by decreases at each
side until the desired width is achieved.

LIVE LOOK

Which you chose is a matter of personal choice.
If you have a pattern that you have knitted in
the past with good results, you can follow that
approach. Remember that the shaping you do
at the armhole edge will be repeated on the
sleeve. Refer to the article “Set-In Sleeves” in the
References for how to calculate the sleeve cap.
Fitted Sweaters do require more planning, but
the improvement in fit is worth the effort. After
spending hours knitting an heirloom sweater,
you will be glad you put the time in to make it
fit you.
NOTE: For more information and worksheets
to use in planning your fitted sweater, please see
TKGA website.
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SEED AND RIDGE PULLOVER
BY CHRISTINA K. HANGER

This fitted sweater is designed with vertical darts
for waist and bust shaping and set-in sleeves. The
seed and ridge detail defines the waistline. Using
the techniques described in the article you can
customize the shaping to fit you.
Sizes: Women’s XS (S, M, L, 1X, 2X)
Finished Measurements:
Chest 32 (36, 40, 44, 48, 52)"
Shoulder Width: 14.5 (16, 17, 17.5, 18, 18)"

Length 22 (22.5, 23, 23.5, 24, 24)"
Materials:
Lorna’s Laces SPORTMATE (3.5oz/100g,
270yds/247m, 70% Wool, 30% Outlast):
4 (5, 5, 6, 6, 7) skeins Color #512
Size 4 (3.25mm) needles or size needed to obtain
correct gauge
Stitch markers
Stitch holder
Gauge:
In St st, 24 st & 36 rows = 4"/10cm. To save time,
take time to check gauge.

continued on page 52
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Special Abbreviations
M1R = Make 1 Increase right – with left hand
needle tip, lift strand between needles from back
to front, knit lifted loop through the front
M1L = Make 1 increase left – with left hand
needle tip, lift strand between needles from front
to back, knit lifted loop through the back loop
SM = slip marker
Stitch Patterns:
Seed Stitch – even number of stitches
Row 1 (RS): *K1, p1; rep from * to end.
Row 2 (WS): *P1, k1; rep from * to end.
Repeat Rows 1 & 2.
Back
CO 108 (116, 128, 140, 158, 164) sts. Work even
in Seed Stitch for 1.5", ending with a WS row.
Switch to St st.
On next row (WS) pm after the 36 (39, 43, 47,
53, 55) sts and again after 72 (77, 85, 93, 105,
109) st. These markers are for vertical darts for
waist shaping.
Work waist shaping decrease rows on every
other right side row 11 (10, 10, 10, 13, 10) times
as follows: k to 2 sts before first marker, ssk, sm,
knit to second marker, sm, k2tog, k to end. Total
of 22 (20, 20, 20, 26, 20) sts decreased for a total
of 86 (96, 108, 120, 132, 144) sts rem.
TECHNICAL TIP: The direction of the decreases
is important both to mirror the decreases and
also to help the drape of the fabric.
Work even until piece meas 7.5 (7.5, 7.75, 7.75,
7.75, 7.75)" from beg, ending with a WS row.
DESIGNER NOTE: This pattern assumes that
your waist is centered vertically between your
hips and bust. Even if you are long or short
waisted, you will want the seed and ridge
patterning to be close to centered to create the
illusion of symmetry.
Work two rows of Seed st, then work 4 rows of St
st. Repeat those 6 rows one time, then work two
rows of Seed st – 14 rows total.
Switch to St st and work an increase row as
follows: k to first marker, M1R, sm, k to second
marker, sm, M1L, k to end.
TECHNICAL TIP: The direction of the increases
does matter. This combination mirrors the
direction of the increases and helps the
drape of the fabric. If you do not like Make
One Increases, you could replace these with
Lifted Increases, but you should maintain the
direction, using a Lifted Increase Right at the

first dart and Lifted Increase Left at the second
dart.
Repeat increase row every 8th row 6 (7, 7, 7, 7, 7)
times for a total of 98 (110, 122, 134, 146, 158)
sts. Remove markers.
Work even until piece meas 15 (15, 15.5, 15.5,
15.5, 15.5)", ending with a WS row.
Shape Armhole:
BO 2 (2, 3, 5, 7, 9) sts at beg of next 2 rows. BO
1 (1, 2, 3, 4, 6) sts at beg of next 2 rows. Dec 1 st
at ea end of every RS row 2 (3, 4, 6, 7, 9) times.
Work dec rows as follows: K2, k2tog, k across
row until 4 sts rem, ssk, k2. When all decrease
rows are complete there are 88 (98, 104, 106, 110,
110) sts rem.
Work even until piece measures 21 (21.5, 22,
22.5, 23, 23)", ending with a WS row.
DESIGNER NOTE: This pattern has shaping
across the back neck for better fit.
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Shape neck and shoulders:
Work 22 (25, 27, 26, 28, 28) sts, BO 44 (48, 50,
54, 54, 54) sts, work to end. You will now work
the left shoulder only; place stitches for right
shoulder on a holder if you like.
Work even as est, dec 1 stitch at neck edge every
RS row twice as follows: k2, k2tog, k to end of
row – 20 (23, 25, 24, 26, 26) sts remain.
Beginning with a WS row, shape shoulders: BO
7 (8, 9, 8, 9, 9) sts, work to end. Work 1 RS row
even. BO 7 (8, 8, 8, 9, 9) sts, work to end. Work 1
RS row even. On WS row, BO rem sts.
Reattach yarn to WS of held stitches. Work even
as est, dec 1 st at neck edge every RS row twice as
follows: k until 4 sts before end, ssk, k2. 20 (23,
25, 24, 26, 26) sts remain.
Beg with a RS row, shape shoulders: BO 7 (8, 9,
8, 9, 9) sts, work to end. Work 1 WS row even.
BO 7 (8, 8, 8, 9, 9) sts, work to end. Work 1 WS
row even. On RS row, BO rem sts.
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Front
CO 108 (116, 128, 140, 158, 164) sts. Work even
in Seed st for 1.5", ending with a WS row.
Switch to St st.
On next row (WS), pm after 27 (29, 32, 35, 40,
41) and again after st 81 (87, 96, 105, 120, 123).
These will mark waist shaping for vertical darts.
Work waist shaping dec rows on every other
right side row 11 (10, 10, 10, 13, 10) times as
follows: k to 2 sts before first marker, ssk, sm,
knit to second marker, sm, k2tog, k to end –
Total of 22 (20, 20, 20, 26, 20) sts dec for a total
of 86 (96, 108, 120, 132, 144) sts rem.
Work even until piece meas 7.5 (7.5, 7.75, 7.75,
7.75, 7.75)" from beg, ending with WS row.
Work 2 rows of Seed st, then work 4 rows of St
st. Repeat those 6 rows one time, then work 2
rows of Seed st – 14 rows total.
DESIGNER NOTE: This pattern uses vertical
darts for bust shaping instead of horizontal
darts. If your bust measurement is 4" greater
than the schematic bust measurement for
your shoulder width, you may want to add a
horizontal dart as well.
Switch to St st and work an inc row as follows:
k to first marker, M1R, sm, k to second marker,
sm, M1L, k to end.
Repeat inc row every 8th row 6 (7, 7, 7, 7, 7)
times for a total of 98 (110, 122, 134, 146, 158)
sts. Remove markers.
Work even until piece meas 15 (15, 15.5, 15.5,
15.5, 15.5)" ending with a WS row.
DESIGNER NOTE: Neckline shaping will begin
before armhole shaping is complete. Please
read ahead.
Shape Armhole: BO 2 (2, 3, 5, 7, 9) sts at beg of
next 2 rows. BO 1 (1, 2, 3, 4, 6) sts at beg of next
2 rows. Dec 1 st at ea end of every RS row 2 (3,
4, 6, 7, 9) times. Work dec rows as follows: K2,
k2tog, k across row until 4 sts rem, ssk, k2. When
all dec rows are complete there are 88 (98, 104,
106, 110, 110) sts rem.
Work armhole shaping until piece meas 2.5 (3, 3,
3.5, 4, 4)" from armhole, ending with a WS row.
Finish the armhole shaping while shaping the
neckline.
Shape neckline: Work 25 (29, 30, 30, 32, 32) sts,
BO 38 (40, 44, 46, 46, 46) sts. You will now work
the right shoulder only; place stitches for left
shoulder on a holder.
Work one WS row even. BO 2 sts on next RS
row. Working WS row even, dec 1 st at neck edge
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every RS row 3 (4, 3, 4, 4, 4) times as follows: k2,
k2tog, k to end of row. 20 (23, 25, 24, 26, 26) sts
remain. Work even until piece meas 21.5 (22,
22.5, 23, 23.5, 23.5)", ending with a RS row.
Beginning with WS row, shape shoulders: BO
7 (8, 9, 8, 9, 9) sts, work to end. Work 1 RS row
even. BO 7 (8, 8, 8, 9, 9) sts, work to end. Work 1
RS row even. On WS row, BO rem sts.
Reattach yarn to WS of held stitches. BO 2 sts on
this WS row. Working WS row even, dec 1 st at
neck edge every RS row 3 (4, 3, 4, 4, 4) times as
follows: k until 4 sts before the end, ssk, k2. 20
(23, 25, 24, 26, 26) sts remain. Work even until
piece meas 21.5 (22, 22.5, 23, 23.5, 23.5)", ending
with a WS row.
Beginning with a RS row, shape shoulders: BO
7 (8, 9, 8, 9, 9) sts, work to end. Work 1 WS row
even. BO 7 (8, 8, 8, 9, 9) sts, work to end. Work 1
WS row even. On RS row, BO rem sts.
Sleeves (Make 2)
CO 76 (80, 84, 88, 92, 98) sts using long tail or
other cast on method of your choice. Work even
in Seed St for 1" (10 rows), ending with a WS
row.
Switch to St st. Work two rows even. Inc 1 st at ea
edge as follows: k1, kfb, k until 3 sts before end,
kfb, k2. Rep inc row 3 (3, 3, 4, 4, 4) times every
fourth row – 82 (86, 90, 96, 100, 106) sts.
Work even until sleeve meas 2.25 (2.5, 2.75, 2.75,
3, 3.5)" ending with a WS row.

next 2 rows. BO 1 (1, 2, 3, 4, 6) sts at beg of next
2 rows. Work 2 rows even. Dec 1 st at ea end of
every RS row 23 (23, 21, 24, 24, 22) times. Work
decrease rows as follows: K2, k2tog, k across row
until 4 sts rem, ssk, k2. When all dec rows are
complete there are 30 (30, 32, 32, 32, 32) sts rem.
BO 2 sts at beg of next 4 rows.
BO final 22 (22, 24, 24, 24, 24) sts.
Finishing
Wet block all sweater pieces to match
measurements as shown in the schematic. Join
shoulder seams. Set in sleeves next. Sew side and
underarm seams using mattress stitch.
Neckline
Beginning at Right Shoulder, pick up and knit
stitches around the neckline at the following
rates: 1 stitch for every bound-off stitch, 3 out of
every 4 stitches along the diagonal, and 2 out of
every 3 stitches along vertical sections. Join for
working in the round. Work in Seed stitch for 1".
BO all sts. Weave in all ends.

Shape sleeve cap: BO 2 (2, 3, 5, 7, 9) sts at beg of
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SIMPLY STRIPED
BY ARENDA HOLLADAY

Gauge:
In St st, 21 sts & 28 rows = 4"/10cm. To save
time, take time to check gauge.

BEYOND THE PATTERN: This fitted
dress is knit top down in the round with
raglan construction. Use the jogless join
technique for perfect stripes. The dress
is designed with negative ease so use
finished measurements to determine the
size you want. Designer Notes provide
instructions for how to modify the fit and
length. You can customize it further ...
since it is knit top down you can stop
whenever you want and make a top or
tunic instead!

Size: XS (S, M, L, 1X)
DESIGNER NOTE: My November 2014 blog on
the TKGA website discusses the design and
construction process for this dress. Go to TKGA.
com and select the For Members tab.
Finished Measurements:
Chest: 34 (36, 38, 40, 42)"
Waist: 30 (32, 34, 36, 38)"
Hip: 35 (37, 39, 41, 43)"
Length: 42 (42, 42, 42, 42)"
Materials:
Hikoo RYLIE (3.52oz/100g, 274yds/250.5m,
50% Baby Alpaca, 25% Mulberry Silk, 25%
Linen): 3 (4, 5, 5, 6) skeins #91 Sandbar (A)
2 (2, 2, 3, 3, 3) skeins #85 Sea (B)
Sizes 3 & 4 (3.25 & 3.5mm), 24" (60cm)
circular needles or size needed to obtain gauge
Stitch markers
Safety pins
Waste yarn (wy)
DESIGNER NOTE: If you do not like the Magic
Loop method, use DPNs for working the
sleeves.
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DESIGNER NOTE: There are six stripes in Color
A consisting of 32 rounds. There are five stripes
in Color B consisting of 24 rounds. The row
gauge is 7 rows to each inch. If you would like
the dress one inch shorter, work one less round
in Color A. If you would like it longer, work an
additional round in Color A.
The waist and hips are shaped by decreases
and increases on the bodice worked on either
side. Markers are placed at these locations
on the row before shaping begins. To adjust
the waist and hip shaping, work more or fewer
decreases/increases and alter the number of
rows between the decreases/increases.
Abbreviations:
Inc1R = Right slanting lifted increase: Knit into
the purl nub below the stitch. Then knit the
stitch.
Inc1L = Left slanting lifted increase: Knit the
stitch. Then knit into the purl nub below the
stitch.
Stripe Pattern = Alternate working 32 rounds
in Color A, then 24 rounds in Color B.
DESIGNER NOTE: The neckband is worked first.
A marker is used to indicate the beginning and
end of the round which will be the center back of
the dress. Once the band is complete, markers
are placed to indicate the placement of the
raglan shaping. Lifted increases are worked on
either side of two stitches.
TECHNICAL TIP: Use a flexible cast on. A tubular
cast on was used for the sample garment. If you
have not tried a tubular cast on, you can find
a video for the techniques in my blog (www.
arendaholladay.com). You can find links in the
Index of Tips. You can also find videos on the
Jogless Join technique for the stripes.
Neck Edge
With smaller needles and Color A, CO 168
(182, 196, 210, 224) sts. PM on right needle and
join sts in rnd, taking care not to twist sts. Work

in K1P1 ribbing for 0.5".
Set up Round: With larger needles k22 (24, 26,
28, 30), pm, k2, pm, k35 (38, 41, 44, 47), pm,
k2, pm, k45 (49, 53, 57, 61), pm, k2, pm, k35
(38, 41, 44, 47), pm, k2, pm, k23 (25, 27, 29,
31).
*Inc Rnd: **Work to st before marker, Inc1L,
work to next marker, Inc1R; rep from ** to end
of row.
Next three Rnds: Knit; rep from * 15 (16, 17,
18, 19) times – 288 (310, 332, 354, 376) sts. AT
THE SAME TIME when 32 rows have been
worked in St st with Color A, use the jogless
join technique to beg Color B at marker beg
of rnd. When 24 rnds have been worked with
Color B, change back to Color A.
DESIGNER NOTE: When raglan shaping is
complete, stitches for the sleeves are placed
on holders and the body is worked in the round.
Twelve stitches are cast on for armholes.
Markers on either side of the two stitches
between the increases are removed. One of
these stitches is added to stitches for the body
while the other is added to the sleeve. The
center back marker remains in place.
TECHNICAL TIP: The knitted cast on technique
is used to cast on stitches for the armholes.
If you have not tried this cast on, you can find
a video for the techniques in my blog (www.
arendaholladay.com). You can find a link in the
Index of Tips.
Divide for Sleeves and Body
Removing markers as you come to them, work
to first marker, k1, place next 67 (72, 77, 82,
87) sts on wy, CO 12 sts using knitted cast on
method. Work to marker for second sleeve, k1,
place next 67 (72, 77, 82, 87) sts on wy, CO 12
sts, work to end of rnd. There are 178 (190, 202,
214, 226) sts for the body. Maintaining striped
Pat, work until piece meas approx 8 (8.5, 9, 9.5,
10)" from the neckline.

continued on page 56
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(170, 182, 194, 206) sts. Work in pat as est until
piece meas 4" from last dec rnd.
DESIGNER NOTE: The hips are shaped by
working four sets of increases seven times at
the same location as decreases for the waist
shaping. The increases are worked every sixth
row as for the decreases. If you want the hips to
be wider, work more increase rounds.
TECHNICAL TIP –- BOTTOM RIBBING: Generally
smaller needles are used for ribbing. Since this
ribbing is at the bottom of the dress, it should
not constrict the hemline. For that reason, use
the larger needles. The sample garment uses a
tubular bind off. If you have not tried a tubular
bind off, you can find a video for the techniques
in my blog (www.arendaholladay.com). You can
find links in the Index of Tips.
Hip Shaping
*Inc Rnd: Work to first marker, Inc1R, work
to 2 sts before next marker, Inc1L, work to
next marker, Inc1R, work to 2 sts before next
marker, Inc1L; rep from * every 6 rnds, 7 times
–186 (198, 210, 224, 234) sts. Work in pat until
there are five stripes in Color B and six stripes
in Color A. Work 0.5" in K1P1 ribbing. BO.
DESIGNER NOTE: Stitches on the holders are
transferred to the larger needles. If you are
comfortable with the Magic Loop technique,
use circular needles. Otherwise, you may want
to use DPNs. Stitches must be picked up along
the armhole opening. This is similar to picking
up stitches for the thumb on a mitten. You may
want to pick up a few additional stitches to close
up any holes. Leave a long yarn tail so that you
can use it to close any holes when weaving in
yarn tails. The stitch totals for the sleeve do not
include any additional stitches you may add.
Left Sleeve
Beg at Armhole, pick up 12 sts along cast on
edge placing markers on either side of the two
center sts. Transfer sts on holder to the needles.
Work as est until sleeve meas 1" from the
armhole. Dec 1 on either side of markers every
6th row 6 times then every 4th row 11 times –
45 (50, 55, 50, 65) sts. Work in pat as est until
sleeve meas 12.5" from armhole. Work 0.5" in
K1P1 ribbing. BO.

LIVE LOOK

continued from page 55

DESIGNER NOTE: Four sets of decreases are
worked five times to shape the waist. Omit these
decreases if you do not want waist shaping.
The preliminary step is to place markers.
Depending on how you work the jogless joins,
the beginning of round marker may have shifted.
For that reason, use the following procedure to
place the markers; there are 12 stitches at the
armholes. Use a safety pin to mark the center.

Place on marker 20 stitches to the right of the
center mark and 20 stitches to the left of the
center. Repeat for the other armhole.
Waist Shaping
Set Up Rnd: Using the procedure described in
the Designer Note, place four markers on either
side of the center of the armhole sts.
*Dec Rnd: Work to first marker, SSK, work to
2 sts before next marker, k2tog, work to next
marker, ssk, work to 2 sts before next marker,
k2tog; rep from * every 6 rnds, 5 times – 158
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Right Sleeve
Work as for Left Sleeve.
TECHNICAL TIP: The yarn tails should be
woven in using the duplicate stitch method.
This ensures that the fabric will have the
same elasticity as the rest of the fabric. If you
have not used this technique, you can find a
video for the techniques in my blog (www.
arendaholladay.com). You can find links in the
Index of Tips.
Finishing
Block and weave in yarn tails.
BACK TO
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MONTEGO
TEE
BY CELIA MCADAM CAHILL

women – but the underbust band was too
high and cut across the fullest part of the
bust and ruined the look. So I wanted to
design something figure-flattering that
would fit right.
BEYOND THE PATTERN: The inspiration for
this top is poor fit! I kept seeing women
wearing tops that were supposed to be
fitted under the bust and loose below –
which is a flattering design for most

BACK TO
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This design idea makes sure the underbust band is actually under the bust
instead of on top of it by both lowering the
band and adding optional bust darts. Neck
bands, which are done in a contrast color,

give a slimming vertical line, and the
skirt designed to float over the midsection
without hugging it in an A-line.
But why stop there? I wanted it to be fun
to knit, too.

continued on page 58
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So this pattern features a little of
everything – flat pieces worked from the
bottom up, neck bands knit in the middle,
then the skirt worked in the round from the
top down with an easy lace pattern that
keeps things cool for summer months.

Sizes: S (M, L, XL, 2X)
Finished Measurements:
Chest: 34 (38, 42, 46, 50)"
Materials:
Swans Island ORGANIC WASHABLE DK
(1.76oz/50g, 140yds/128m, 100% Merino):
5 (6, 7, 8, 9) skeins color #212 Midnight (MC)
1 skein #202 Dove (CC)
Sizes 4 & 6 (3.5mm & 4.0mm) circular needles
or size needed to obtain correct gauge
Stitch markers
Tapestry needle
Gauge:
In St st, 22 sts & 32 rows = 4"/10cm on larger
needles.
In Little Shell pattern, 22 sts & 32 rows =
4"/10cm on larger needles.
To save time, take time to check gauge.
DESIGNER NOTE: Bodice pieces are worked
first, then seamed on the sides. Neck edging
is next added and seamed at the center
front. Stitches are then picked up and worked
downward in one piece for underbust band and
A-line skirt.

stitch p-wise, bring yarn to front, slip stitch
back to left needle, and turn work.
Stitch Pattern:
Little Shell (Worked in rnd over mult 6 sts)
Rnds 1 & 2: Knit.
Rnd 3: K1, *yo, p1, p3tog, yo, k2; rep to 5 sts
before marker, yo, p1, p3tog, yo, k1.
Rnd 4: Knit.
DESIGNER NOTE: For many women, the ribcage
is the slimmest portion of their torso and this
underbust band is designed to emphasize that.
The Garter stitch pattern can easily be modified
to make the band more fitted by reducing the
number of stitches picked up for the underbust
band. Stitches can then be added back in the
first round of the Little Shell stitch pattern.
DESIGNER NOTE: Another idea to emphasize a
slim torso – use the CC for the underbust band,
too. One skein of the recommended yarn is
enough for both this and neck edging.
Bodice Back
Using MC and larger needles, CO 86 (98, 109,
120, 131) sts. Work 6 (8, 10, 10, 10) rows in St
st.
Inc Row (RS): K1, m1, k to last st, m1, k1.
Keep to St st, rep Inc row every 6 (8, 10, 10, 10)
rows 3 (2, 2, 2, 2) more times – 94 (104, 115,
126, 137) sts. Work even until piece meas 4.25
(4.5, 4.75, 5, 5.25)", end with WS row.
DESIGNER NOTE: If there is a zero in the
decrease instructions for your size, simply
ignore and move to the next instruction.

Next Row (RS): Knit to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1. Rep
every RS row twice – 21 (21, 21, 22, 22) sts.
Work even until piece meas 7.5 (8, 8.5, 9, 9.5)"
above armhole BO, end with a RS row.
Shape Shoulders: P14, w&t, k back. P7, w&t, k
back. Purl all sts, picking up wraps. BO in Pat.
Left Front
Using MC and larger needles, CO 38 (44, 49,
55, 60) sts. Work 6 (8, 10, 10, 10) rows in St st,
end on a WS row.
Increase Row (RS): K1, m1, k to end.
Keeping to St st, rep Inc row every 6 (8, 10, 10,
10)th row 3 (2, 2, 2, 2) more times – 42 (47, 52,
58, 63) sts.
DESIGNER NOTE: Optional Short Row Bust Darts
should be integrated with the increase rows,
worked at the same time as needed.
Optional Short Row Bust Darts for Left Front:
Work as above until piece meas 2.25 (2.5, 2.5,
2.75, 3)" end with RS row. Purl to last 4 sts,
w&t, k back. *Purl to 2 sts before previous
wrap, w&t, k back*. Rep bet ** as needed to fit
larger cup sizes. Purl to end of row, picking up
wraps.
Work even until piece meas 4.25 (4.5, 4.75, 5,
5.25)", end with WS row.
DESIGNER NOTE: For most sizes, the front neck
shaping is started before armhole decreases
are completed, so make sure to read this entire
section before starting!

If you opt to include these bust darts (see
“Optional Bust Darts” in instructions for Front
below), you need to select the sweater size
accordingly. Measure around your body just
under the arms to select the sweater size, then
adjust for the bust.

Left Shoulder
Purl across.
Next Row (RS): K1, ssk, k to end.
Rep every RS row twice – 21 (21, 21, 22, 22) sts.
Work even until piece meas 7.5 (8, 8.5, 9, 9.5)"
above armhole BO, end with a WS row.

Armhole and Neck Shaping:
Next Row (RS): Cont in St st, BO 6 sts and
work to end.
Purl 1 row even.
BO 0 (2, 3, 4, 5) sts beg next row. Purl 1 row
even. BO 0 (0, 0, 2, 3) sts beg next row. Dec 1 st
at right (armhole) edge every row 0 (0, 2, 4, 4)
times, then every RS row 4 (5, 6, 6, 8) times –
32 (34, 35, 36, 37) sts.
AND AT SAME TIME, start front neck shaping.
Keeping to armhole dec as directed, when piece
meas 1.5 (1.5, 1.75, 1.75") above armhole BO
and starting with a WS row, beg front neck
shaping as follows:
Dec Row: P1, p2tog, work to end. PM at neck
edge to note this as first dec row for Front Neck
edging.
Rep dec every WS row 5 (7, 8, 7, 9) more times
[or 6 (8, 9, 8, 10) times total], and every other
WS row 5 (5, 5, 6, 5) times – 21 (21, 21, 22, 22)
sts.
Work even until piece meas 7.5 (8, 8.5, 9, 9.5)"
above armhole BO, end with a RS row.

Abbreviations:
W&T = wrap and turn. On knit side, bring
yarn to front, slip next stitch p-wise, take yarn
to back, slip stitch back to left needle, and turn
work. On purl side, take yarn to back, slip next

Shape Shoulders: K14, w&t, p back. K7, w&t, p
back. Knit all sts, picking up wraps. BO in Pat.

Shape Shoulder: P14, w&t, k back. P7, w&t, k
back. Purl all sts, picking up wraps. BO in Pat.

Right Shoulder
Attach yarn at neck edge and p across.

Right Front
Using MC and larger needles, CO 38 (44, 49,

Skirt shaping is formed with increases at sides
and incorporated into the pattern as Stockinette
stitches until there are enough stitches to add
a repeat.
Most patterns are designed for a B cup bust.
Depending on the gauge of the yarn, one to two
sets of short rows at the bust (also known as
bust darts) can be added per cup size over a B
to accommodate a larger bust while minimizing
extra fabric under the arms. So, for example,
fitting a D cup would require three or four sets
of short rows.

Armhole Shaping:
BO 6 sts beg next 2 rows. BO 0 (2, 3, 4, 5) sts
beg next two rows. BO 0 (0, 0, 2, 3) sts beg next
two rows - 82 (88, 97, 102, 107) sts.
Dec 1 st ea side every row 0 (0, 2, 4, 4) times,
then 1 st ea side every RS row 4 (5, 6, 6, 8) times
– 74 (78, 81, 82, 85) sts.
Work even until piece meas 6.75 (7.25, 7.75,
8.25, 8.5)" above armhole BO, end with a WS
row.
Divide for Shoulders: K24 (24, 24, 25, 25) sts
and place on holder for right shoulder, BO next
26 (30, 33, 32, 35) sts for back neck, and K24
(24, 24, 25, 25) for left shoulder.
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55, 60) sts. Work 6 (8, 10, 10, 10) rows in St st,
end on a WS row.
Inc Row (RS): Knit to last st, m1, k1.
Keeping to St st, rep inc row every 6 (8, 10, 10,
10)th row 3 (2, 2, 2, 2) more times – 42 (47, 52,
58, 63) sts.

k to 1 st before next marker, m1, slip marker, k
to end. Knit 1 row.
Rep last two rows 5 times; edging should meas
1". K to first marker, BO to 2nd marker, k to
end. Sew center front neck edges tog using
Kitchener stitch.

DESIGNER NOTE: Optional Short Row Bust Darts
should be integrated with the increase rows,
worked at the same time as needed.

Underbust Band and Skirt
With MC and smaller needles, starting at right
side seam at bottom of bodice, pick up 82 (94,
106, 118, 130) sts for Front, pm for left seam,
pick up 82 (94, 106, 118, 130) sts for Back – 164
(188, 212, 236, 260) sts. Join in round and pm
for beg of round. Work Garter st (k 1 rnd, p 1
rnd) until band meas 1".

Optional Short Row Bust Darts for Right Front:
Work as above until piece meas 2.25 (2.5, 2.5,
2.75, 3)" end with WS row. Knit to last 4 sts,
w&t, p back. *K to 2 sts before previous wrap,
w&t, p back*. Rep between ** as needed to fit
larger cup sizes. Knit to end of row, picking up
wraps.
Work even until piece meas 4.25 (4.5, 4.75, 5,
5.25)", end with RS row.
Armhole and Neck Shaping:
Next Row (WS): Cont St st, BO 6 sts and work to
end. Knit 1 row. BO 0 (2, 3, 4, 5) sts beg next row
and work to end. Knit 1 row. BO 0 (0, 0, 2, 3) sts
beg next row. Dec 1 st at left (armhole) edge of
every row 0 (0, 2, 4, 4) times, then every WS row
4 (5, 6, 6, 8) times – 32 (34, 35, 36, 37) sts.
AND AT SAME TIME, start front neck shaping.
Keeping to armhole dec as directed, when piece
meas 1.5 (1.5, 1.75, 1.75, 2)" above armhole
BO and starting with a RS row, beg front neck
shaping as follows:
Dec Row: K1, k2tog, work to end. PM at neck
edge to note this as first dec row for front neck
edging.
Rep dec every RS row 5 (7, 8, 7, 9) more times
[or 6 (8, 9, 8, 10) times total], and every other
RS row 5 (5, 5, 6, 5) times – 21 (21, 21, 22, 22)
sts.
Work even until piece meas 7.5 (8, 8.5, 9, 9.5)"
above armhole BO, end with a WS row.
Shape Shoulder: Knit 4, w&t, k back. K7, w&t, p
back. Knit all sts, picking up wraps. BO in Pat.
Block pieces to meas. Sew bodice fronts to back
at side seams and shoulders.
DESIGNER NOTE: Using a needle several sizes
smaller for picking up stitches will create a
more snug edge attachment to the garment.
Be sure to switch to the needle size indicated
for working the stitches.
Neck Edging
Starting at bottom edge of right bodice front,
using smaller circular needle and CC, pick up
3 sts for every 4 rows on vertical edges around
neck and into every st for back neck – approx
180 (191, 202, 211, 221) sts. Knit 1 row, keeping
markers at first and last front neck, dec rows on
ea side.
Neck Edge Shaping (RS): Cont Garter st as
follows: sl first st, k to marker, slip marker, m1,
BACK TO
CONTENTS

Change to larger circular needle and begin Pat
as follows:
Rnd 1: K2, *Rnd 1 of Little Shell Pat; rep from *
to 2 sts before marker, slip marker. Rep once.
Keeping in pat as est, work Little Shell Pat
evenly until piece meas 2" below underbust
band.
Inc Rnd: K1, m1, k1, *next rnd of Little Shell
Pat; rep from * to 2 sts before marker, k1, m1,
k1, slip marker. Rep once.

The schematic for this pattern can be found
in the Cast On extras section at TKGA.com.

CHART: LITTLE SHELL LACE
(worked in the round)
j a h j

j a h j

4
3
2
1

pattern repeat

LEGEND
h
j
a

=
=
=
=

Knit
Purl
yarnover
p3tog

DESIGNER NOTE: As you increase stitches, add
Little Shell pattern repeat to each side when
enough stitches have been added.
Keeping to pat, rep Inc Rnd every 6th rnd 6 (6,
2, 4, 2) times and every 8th rnd 0 (0, 3, 2, 3)
times, cont st pat – 192 (216, 236, 264, 284) sts.
Work evenly until piece meas 12.75" (12.75",
13.5", 14", 14") {32cm (32cm, 33.75cm, 35cm,
35cm} below armhole BO or to desired length.
Change to smaller needs and work Garter st for
1"/2.5cm for bottom edging. BO in pat.
Sleeves (make 2)
Using smaller needles, CO 65 (71, 83, 95, 101)
sts, leaving a 12" tail for sewing sleeve seam.
Work 1" Garter st. Changing to larger needles
and St st, work until piece meas 1.25 (1.25, 1.5,
2, 2.5)", end with WS.
Sleeve Cap: BO 6 sts beg next 2 rows. BO 0 (2,
3, 4, 5) sts beg next 2 rows. BO 0 (0, 0, 2, 3) sts
beg next 2 rows – 53 (55, 65, 71, 73, 73) sts. Dec
1 st ea side every row 0 (0, 0, 4, 4) times, then
every RS row 9 (10, 18, 17, 18) times, then every
other RS row 3 (3, 0, 0, 0) times – 29 sts. BO 3
sts beg next 4 rows – 17 sts. BO in Pat.
Sleeve cap should meas 4.5 (5, 5.5, 6, 6.25)".
Finishing
Block remaining pieces to measurements. Sew
sleeve seams and sleeve caps into armholes.
Weave in ends.
References
Stitch Pattern Adapted From: The Harmony
Guide to Knitting Stitches, Volume II. London,
England: Collins & Brown Limited, 1983, p. 54.
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CELESTE SWEATER
BY MELISSA LEAPMAN

Gauge:
With larger needles in Stockinette St, 24 sts &
34 rows = 4"/10cm, blocked. To save time, take
time to check gauge.

BEYOND THE PATTERN: This little sweater
will be a joy to knit (and to wear)! Its
A-line shaping is incorporated into the
knitting of the chevron lace pattern.

Size: S (M, L, 1X, 2X, 3X).
Finished Measurements:
Bust: 34 (37, 40, 43, 46.5, 49.5)"
Length: 26 (26.5, 26.5, 27, 27.5, 28)"
Materials:
Kolláge Yarns HAPPINESS DK (3.52oz/100g,
300yds/274.3m, 100% Fine Super Wash Merino
Wool): 4 (5, 5, 6, 6, 7) hanks #8306 Tomato
Sizes 4 & 6 needles (3.5mm & 4mm) or size
needed to obtain correct gauge

DESIGNER NOTE: The gauge in the Chevron
pattern of the lower body is not crucial. Just
stretch it out to a nice A-line shape during the
final blocking!
Stitch Pattern
Stockinette St
Row 1 (RS): Knit across.
Row 2: Purl across.
Repeat Rows 1 & 2 for pattern.
DESIGNER NOTE: To ensure random color
distribution, alternate from two different balls of
yarn, working two rows from each throughout.
Special Stitches
CDD = Central Double Decrease (decreases
from 3 sts to 1 st): Slip 2 sts at the same time as
if to k2tog; k1, p2sso.
CDDD = Central Double Double Decrease

(decreases from 5 sts to 1 st): Slip 3 sts at the
same time as if to k3tog; k2tog, p3sso.
For fully-fashioned decreases = On RS rows, k1,
ssk, knit to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1; on WS rows, p1,
p2tog, purl to last 3 sts, ssp, p1.
For fully-fashioned neck decreases = On the
right-hand side of neck, knit to 3 stitches before
the neck edge, k2tog, k1; on the left-hand side
of the neck, k1, ssk, work to the end of the row.
Back
With smaller needles, CO 177 (193, 209, 225,
241, 257) sts.
Next Row (RS): *K1, yo, k6, CDD, k6, yo; rep
from * across, end with k1.
Next Row: *K8, p1, k7; rep from * across, end
with k1.
Rep last two rows until piece meas approx 1"
from beg, end after WS row.
Next Row (RS): With larger needles, *K1, yo,
k6, CDD, k6, yo; rep from * across, end with k1.
Next Row: Purl.
Rep last two rows until piece meas approx 4.5"
from beg, end after WS row.
Next Row (Dec Row): *K1, yo, k5, CDDD, k5,
yo; rep from * across end with k1 – 155 (169,
183, 197, 211, 225) sts rem.
Next Row: Purl.
Next Row (RS): *K1, yo, k5, CDD, k5, yo; rep
from * across, end with k1.
Next Row: Purl.
Rep last two rows until piece meas approx 8"
from beg, end after WS row.
Next Row (Dec Row): *K1, yo, k4, CDDD, k4,
yo, rep from * across end with k1 – 133 (145,
157, 169, 181, 193) sts rem.
Next Row: Purl.
Next Row (RS): *K1, yo, k4, CDDD, k4, yo; rep
from * across, end with k1.
Next Row: Purl.
Rep last two rows until piece meas approx 11.5"
from beg, end after WS row.
Next Row (Dec Row): *K1, yo, k3, CDDD, k3,
yo; rep from * across end with k1 – 111 (121,
131, 141, 151, 161) sts rem.

continued on page 62
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Shape Neck
Next Row (RS): Work across first 30 (32, 36, 39,
42, 44) sts, join second ball of yarn, BO middle
16 sts, work across to end of row.
BO 4 sts ea neck edge once, BO 3 sts ea neck
edge once, BO 2 sts ea neck edge once, then dec
1 st ea neck edge every row 3 times – 18 (20, 24,
27, 30, 32) sts rem ea side.
Cont even until piece meas same as Back to
shoulders, end after WS row.
Shape Shoulders
Same as for back.
Finishing
Sew left shoulder seam.
Neckband
With RS facing and smaller needles, pick up
and k125 sts along neckline.
Beg Garter St, knitting every row, until
neckband meas approx .5" from beg.
Next Row: Dec 16 sts evenly across row – 109
sts rem.
Cont in Garter St until neckband meas approx
1" from beg. BO all sts.
Sew right shoulder seam, including side of
neckband.
Armband
With RS facing and smaller needles, pick
up and k93 (99, 99, 105, 111, 117) sts along
armhole.
Beg Garter St, knitting every row, until
armband meas approx .5" from beg.
Next Row: Dec 13 (15, 15, 17, 19, 20) sts evenly
across row – 80 (84, 84, 88, 92, 97) sts rem.
Cont in Garter St until armband meas approx
Celeste
1" from beg. BO all sts.
Sew side seams, including side of armbands.
continued from page 60

Next Row: Purl.
Next Row (RS): *K1, yo, k3, CDD, k3, yo; rep
from * across, end with k1.
Next Row: Purl.
Rep last two rows until piece meas approx 13"
from beg, end after WS row.
Beg Stockinette St Pat, dec 9 (9, 11, 11, 11, 13)
sts evenly across first row – 102 (112, 120, 130,
140, 148) sts rem.
Cont even until piece meas approx 17" from
beg, end after WS row.
Shape Armholes
BO 5 (7, 7, 8, 9, 9) sts beg next two rows, BO
3 (3, 3, 3, 3, 4) sts beg next two rows, BO 2 (2,
2, 2, 3, 3) sts beg next two rows, then work
fully-fashioned decs ea side EOR 3 (4, 4, 5, 6, 6)
times – 76 (80, 88, 94, 100, 104) sts.

Cont even in Pat as est until piece meas approx
24.5 (25, 25, 25.5, 26, 26.5)" from beg, end after
WS row.
Shape Neck
Next Row (RS): Work across first 20 (22, 26, 29,
32, 34) sts, join second ball of yarn, BO middle
36 sts, work across to end of row.
Dec 1 st ea neck edge every row twice – 18 (20,
24, 27, 30, 32) sts rem ea side.
Cont even until piece meas approx 25 (25.5,
25.5, 26, 26.5, 27)" from beg, end after WS row.
Shape Shoulders
BO 5 (5, 6, 7, 8, 8) sts beg next 6 rows, then BO
3 (5, 6, 6, 6, 8) sts beg next 2 rows.
Front
Work same as Back until piece meas approx
19.5 (20, 20, 20.5, 21, 21.5)" from beg, end after
WS row.
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CHAIN MAIL SCARF
BY ARENDA HOLLADAY

BEYOND THE PATTERN: Since the Stitch
Anatomy lesson for this issue is short
rows, I decided to experiment with garter
stitch short rows to create a crescentshaped scarf with a sawtooth edge. The
yarn I chose, Shibui KAVO, is a cotton
and silk blend which changes from thick
to thin, creating a unique fabric which
reminds me of chain mail. I knit two
scarves. For one scarf I worked short
rows every three stitches. For the other
I worked them every four stitches. This
changes the width of the scarf at its widest
point. For the samples, I had two skeins
of each color. This was sufficient yarn to
make both scarves. To make just one, two
skeins of the main color are required and
one skein for the sawtooth edging.

Size: S (L)
Finished Measurements:
Length: 70 (70)"
Width at Widest Point: 5.5 (8.5)"
Materials:
Shibui KAVO (1.76oz/50g, 224yds/204.8m, 85%
Cotton, 15% Silk:
2 (1) skeins #2003 Ash (A)
1 (2) skeins #2004 Ivory (B)
Size 4 (3.5mm) & 40" (102cm) circular needles
or size needed to obtain correct gauge
Stitch markers
Waste yarn (wy)

is worked on live stitches. This ensures that
the bottom edge is stretchy and not tight. If
you wish, you can use a standard cast on and
pick up the stitches for the edging. If you have
never worked a Provisional Cast On, you can
find videos for the techniques in my blog (www.
arendaholladay.com). Wrap and Turn short rows
are used. When worked in Garter Stitch, it is
not necessary to work the wraps on the last row.
Just knit the stitches.
Scarf
Using a Provisional Cast On technique and
Color A (Color B), CO 330 (330) sts. K next row.
TECHNICAL TIP: It can be difficult to see the
wraps in this fabric. When you turn work after
the short row, work 3 (2) stitches and place
a marker. On the return row, work to marker,
remove it and then wrap and turn. Repeat this
for each short row.
*Work to last 4 (3) sts, w&t; rep from * once.
*Work to 4 (3) sts before last wrapped st, w&t;
rep from * until there are 40 (54) wrapped sts
on ea side. Knit 2 rows. BO all sts.

scarf with a twisted decrease. This makes
the join a bit smaller and tighter.
Edging
Using Color B (Color A), knit one row along
Provisional Cast On. CO 2 sts using cable cast
on.
Row 1: Knit 3.
Row 2 and all even Rows: Knit all sts.
Row 3: Inc, k1, k2tog-b, turn.
Row 5: Inc, k2, k2tog-b, turn.
Row 7: Inc, k3, k2tog-b, turn.
Row 9: Inc, k4, k2tog-b, turn.
Row 11: Inc, k5, k2tog-b, turn.
Row 13: K2tog-b, k5, k2tog-b, turn.
Row 15: K2tog-b, k4, k2tog-b, turn.
Row 17: K2tog-b, k3, k2tog-b, turn.
Row 19: K2tog-b, k2, k2tog-b, turn.
Row 21: K2tog-b, k1, k2tog-b, turn.
Rep Rows 2-21 until all sts have been worked.
BO all sts.
Finishing
Block and weave in yarn tails.

DESIGNER NOTE: To work the sawtooth edging,
work one row along the Provisional Cast On
in contrasting color. You then cast on two
stitches using the cable cast on technique. If
you have never used this technique, you can
find information about it in my blog (www.
arendaholladay.com). Refer to the Index of
Tips. The edging is joined to the body of the

Gauge:
In Garter st, 28 sts & 48 rows = 4"/10cm. To
save time, take time to check gauge.
Abbreviations:
K2tog-b = Knit two together through the back.
Inc = Knit into front and then back of stitch
(bar increase)
DESIGNER NOTE: The pattern specifies a
Provisional Cast On since the sawtooth edging
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FINISHINGwith
CONFIDENCE
by Arenda Holladay

Picking Up Stitches Part 1
Most knitted garments do not have “raw” or
unfinished selvedges or bound off edges visible
in the final product. For example, most patterns
specify that stitches be picked up for neck
bands, armhole bands, or bands on the front of
a cardigan. The key to professional finishing
is to pick up the correct number of stitches in
the correct location. The next three articles in
this series will discuss how to do this for the
three types of edges you encounter in a knitted

garment. Typically stitches are picked up along
a bound off edge (horizontal), along selvedges
(vertical), or a combination of bound off and
selvedge edges (curved).
Picking up stitches along a bound off edge is the
simplest of the three. You pick up one stitch for
every stitch bound off but you must be careful
to pick up the stitches in the proper location.
Many knitters use the loops from the bound off
edge. (I was one of them.) The problem with
using these loops is that stitches you pick up do
not line up with the stitches in the piece. They

line up between the stitch columns and pinch
the stitches of the piece together, as you can see
in Illustration 1.
Illustration 2 shows the band in progress. Notice
how the stitches of the band are between the
stitches in the piece.
Illustration 3 shows the proper location for
picking up stitches. The stitches are picked up
in the center of each stitch below the bound off
edge.
Compare Illustration 4 to Illustration 2 and you
can see that there is a clear difference in the final
appearance of the band.

ILLUSTRATION 1

ILLUSTRATION 2

To pick up stitches along a bound off or
horizontal edge:
1. Insert the needle into the center of the
selvedge stitch below the bind off edge. Hold
the working yarn at the back, pull a loop of
the yarn through the stitch, placing it on the
needle. Take care to leave a yarn tail at least
6" long.
2. Insert the needle into the center of the next
stitch to the left. Pull a loop of the yarn from
the back to the front. Repeat this process
until all stitches have been picked up.
The next article in the series will discuss how to
pick up stitches along selvedge edges.
This video from my blog shows this technique:
http://www.arendaholladay.com/2013/11/
picking-up-stitches-on-horizontal-edge.html.

NOTE!
The yarn used for the swatches in all of the
illustrations is Rowan Pure Wool Aran. One side
of the seam is Color 670, Ivory. The other is
Color 673, Cloud.

ILLUSTRATION 3

ILLUSTRATION 4
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Knitting Emergencies Do Happen.
Know How to Correct Your Knitting Mistakes!
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and Part 2 the actual repair. It is a multi-step
process and there will be photo documentation
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Rena Crockett described this technique in 1998
in her book Flawless Knit Repair and you will
be amazed at how simple the technique is once
you try it. You already know how to ladder
up stitches when they have dropped in your
knitting. That’s basically what we are going to
do here! But, since there are no rungs of the
ladder to “ladder up”, we need to make them!
Figure 1 shows an example of a swatch where
7 stitches and 4 rows of knitting have been
removed due to a nasty tear. The original tear
needs to be “cleaned up” so that the stitches
remaining can be grafted. Any broken stitches
should be removed until there are intact live
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FIGURE 1: Public side of Stockinette
swatch showing 7 stitches and 4 rows
of knitting removed.

Figure 1

FIGURE 2: Non-public side of
Stockinette swatch showing 7 stitches
and 4 rows of knitting removed.

Figure 2

Hopefully you have some of the original yarn that was used in the garment so that
make
the repair. If you do not have any original yarn, try to findTKGA.com
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This process will help stabilize the yarn pieces so that it will be easier to work with the unattached
lengths of yarn. Complete this process for a total of three lengths of yarn.

FIGURE 3: Tear stabilized with
embroidery floss connecting the live
stitches from the bottom to the top
of the tear.

FIGURE 4: Demonstration of how to
place the yarn pieces across the tear.
Figure 4

FIGURE 5: Completed process of repair
preparation with 3 lengths of yarn
placed across the tear.

Figure 3

Figure
5
Figure 5 shows the completed preparation process with 3 lengths of yarn woven across the tear.
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that the yarn has been woven into the stabilizing thread in the opposite direction for each row. That is,
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stabilize them. I prefer to use a large “grafting
stitch” to stabilize all the live stitches, in essence
making one very large stitch over the four rows.
Figure 3 shows the end result with the live
stitches at the bottom of the tear connected to
the live stitches at the top of the tear.
The yarn that you will be using for the repair
needs to be cut into four pieces, one piece for
each row of knitting that has been removed.
The lengths of yarn should be at least 3-4
inches longer than the width of the area to be
grafted. Make the pieces of yarn long enough
so that there is enough yarn to form the new
stitches as well as enough yarn to allow for yarn
tails to be woven in at the end. In this example,
the new pieces of yarn will make seven columns
of three stitches that will close the tear. The
fourth piece of yarn will be used to graft the
live stitches of the last row of new stitches to
the live stitches of the garment.
Figure 4 demonstrates how to begin the process
of placing the repair yarn across the tear to
prepare for the actual repair. Using a darning
needle, thread one length of yarn under twothree garment stitches before the tear, through
the stabilizing thread, and under two-three
stitches after the tear. This process will help
stabilize the yarn pieces so that it will be easier
to work with the unattached lengths of yarn.
Complete this process for a total of three
lengths of yarn.
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Weaving Basket Rib
Multiple of 6+2
BY SUZANNE BRYAN Rows 1 & 3(RS): P2, *k4, p2; repeat from *.
Rows 2 & 4(WS):
*K2, p4; repeat from *, k2.
Balancing Stitch Patterns: Part 1 - Horizontal
Balance
Rows 5 & 7: K2, *k1, p2, k3; repeat from *.
On Your Way to the Masters
Rows 6 & 8: *P3, k2, p1; repeat from * p2.
Balancing Stitch Patterns - Part 1 - Horizontal Balance
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continued from page 69

Now let’s look at a simple cable pattern. See Six
Stitch Cable Chart.
You can see that the actual cable crossing is
worked over 6 stitches. This particular cable is
worked on a background of reverse Stockinette
stitch and you can see the purl columns to the
left and right of the cable.
When determining which stitches would be
included in the multiple you would count the
reverse Stockinette to one side only. The other
two columns of reverse Stockinette are there to
“balance” the pattern horizontally.
A wider area of pattern would look like Chart C.
You can see the multiple is worked three times
across the chart and that there are the 2 extra
columns of purl stitches at the left side to
“balance” the pattern.

SIX STITCH CABLE CHART

multiples plus 6 extra stitches. Your chart would
look like Chart E.

To utilize this stitch pattern over a width of
fabric and maintain this balanced look the
fabric would need to contain a multiple of 8
stitches plus 2.

A multiple of 8 + 6. Once the stitch count is up
to 104, the multiple will fit 13 times with 0 extra
stitches. Your chart would look like Chart F.

But what if this multiple + 2 does not fit into
your fabric stitch count evenly? What if your
fabric is 100 stitches wide? This stitch pattern
multiple would fit into the 100 stitches 12 times
with 4 stitches remaining. 2 of those stitches will
be used for the + 2 of the multiple and 2 stitches
would be extra. To keep the pattern balanced
you could add one column of stitches to each
side of the stitch multiple. Your chart could look
like this one – Chart D.

Now you have lost the balancing stitches on
the left side. You would probably not want that
cable crossing right at the left edge. So what
can you do to balance this pattern when it fits
equally into your stitch count? You can divide
one of the multiples in half and distribute
those stitches evenly at the edges to balance the
multiple. It would look like Chart G.

And a larger piece of fabric would look like
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purl; it is your preference.

purl, it is your preference.
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MASTER KNITTER NEWS
Welcome! This new feature is dedicated to providing information for knitters enrolled in the Master Hand Knitting Program and for
those who may be considering the program. Our goal is to keep you informed, update you on news and provide clarifications.

Masters Day 2014
Masters Day in Manchester was very successful. There were 40+ participants representing all
three levels of the Master’s program. Students who were interested in learning more about the
program participated as well. Sessions specific to each level of the program were presented
as well as general sessions. There were presentations on how to calculate gauge, obtain even
stitch tension, how to choose yarn for the program, and how to write a pattern. Other sessions
included the Figure 8 start and seams, double knitting, advanced charting, design and picking
up stitches. And, as always, the most popular session was the Swatch Evaluation for each level.
Students in all three levels of the program brought their swatches for evaluation by Committee
Members. Participants were able to watch the process of how we evaluate a swatch. These
sessions help students to see exactly what Committee Members look for and help them
determine if their swatches need to be redone before submitting or are acceptable. The swatch
reviews were done in relaxed informal sessions and both students and committee members
enjoyed them as we can all learn from one another! We are in the process of planning Masters
Day for the 2015 conference and hope to see you there! The students who participated this year
had a wonderful time and we heard many comments about how the Master Hand Knitting
program candidates felt they were with “their people”! That’s what Masters Day is all about.

MASTER KNITTING
GRADUATES
HAND KNITTING
Level One
Nancy Palmer • Sun City, AZ
Sydney Peet • Canada
Lori Smith • Richmond, KY
Julie Trainor • Lansing, IL
Diedre B. Young • Peoria, IL
Mary Alice Wheeler • Lancaster, PA

The Brilliance Bar
The Brilliance Bar was new to the conference this year. Three Master Hand Knitting Committee
Members were available to answer questions at the TKGA booth during Show Market hours.
This venue allowed a knitter to ask questions about anything having to do with knitting! The
Committee Members sat behind a “bar” and the knitter came with project or question in mind
and “bellied up to the bar”. We even had some questions about crochet and were actually able
to answer them or at least advise them of someone who could! Most questions concerned a
problem the knitter was having with a published pattern, their own particular knitting project,
how to repair a mistake, or consultation on the Master Hand Knitting program. Brilliance Bar
participants included both Master Hand Knitting candidates and also knitters who just needed
help or encouragement with a particular project. We even had a knitter who needed a lesson on
how to steek! It was definitely a fun, relaxed venue. We hope to see you at the Brilliance Bar at
the TKGA conference in 2015!

Emmylou Mendoza-Wong • Canada
Quinny Zhang • Irvine, CA

Level Two
Diana Danko • New Stanton, PA
Maureen Garner • Pinnelas Park, FL

Level Three
Alisha Mueller • Humboldt, KS
Joline Vretenar • Canada

Committee News
We are pleased to welcome Pam Haswell and Heather Storta to the review committee. Both
knitters were pinned at the TKGA Conference in Manchester and come to the committee with
much knowledge to share.

What is the Master Hand Knitting Program?
The Master Hand Knitting Program is a way for members of TKGA to demonstrate mastery of
knitting skills. The program is not a test or competition but rather encourages each knitter to
improve his or her knitting skills through guided self education. The knitter works through three
levels. Each level is reviewed by members of the Master Hand Knitting Committee. Comments
and suggestions are provided to the knitter via a letter, and the knitter can then work to improve
his/her weakness to pass the level. Each level requires the knitter to work specific skills via
swatches and projects as well as answer questions, write reports, and evaluate knitting resources.
The standards of the program are high and meant to push every knitter to learn and improve.
Once the knitter has worked through all three levels she or he is awarded a certificate and pin. The
title of Master Knitter is a source of pride and draws respect throughout the knitting community.
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CORRESPONDENCE COURSE NEWS
TKGA offers a wide range of correspondence courses to help you with your knitting education.
Unlike most online courses, with TKGA courses you work directly with an instructor. You work at your own pace and
mail in completed lessons for review. Your instructor will offer suggestions and guidance for improvements.

Becoming A Knitting Judge
Becoming a TKGA certified knitting judge is one of the most gratifying endeavors you will ever
undertake. Not only will you improve the quality of your own knitting, you will be able to help
others do the same. Judging is not a criticism of another’s work; it is constructive comments,
lectures and demonstrations of what to do to improve one’s knitting expertise. You can do
all of this, or you can just do the “commentating at the fair” type of judging. You will learn
everything involved in setting up a competition, why one entry wins over another one and the
difference between “open and closed” judging. Competition is what makes things better; while
not everyone enjoys competition, for those who do, the help of a knitting judge can make the
difference in their knitting experiences.

Starting out Machine Knitting on the PASSAP
For the PASSAP owners that have a double bed PASSAP, but are not sure exactly how to put
it to work for them, the TKGA Correspondence Course “Starting out Machine Knitting on the
PASSAP” is designed to get you started. It is written in a friendly, easy manner by Katharine
Seaman, the instructor, who has been there, trying to figure out the language and how to get
all those needles to work and produce a beautiful piece of fabric.
The course is written in plain English, bridging the gap between hand and machine knitters
as well as the complete novice to both forms of knitting. Take the course and you will not only
get over your fear of doing something dreadful to your PASSAP, but you will be ready, hard as
it may seem now, to go on to becoming a Master Machine Knitter.
For those of you who have the electronic PASSAP, the PASSAP E-6000, and have figured out the
mechanics of double bed knitting, but don’t know what to do with a console that seems to be
designed to do nothing but loudly beep at you, don’t despair. There is a second PASSAP course
in the works to help get you comfortable with the console and learn its language. This course
will take you through the creation of the beautiful and intricate stitch types that you have
admired in the manuals and how to get the console to stop beeping with error messages. It is
not restricted to knitters who have a thorough knowledge of double bed knitting as it has a
brief introduction for those who are not completely familiar with double bed knitting. Look
for “Learn the Secrets of The PASSAP E-6000 Console & How to Program It Correspondence
Course” in early 2015.

A Report from Binka Schwan ...
The Taming Tension course is doing very well! The six students who have graduated from the
course have all noted considerable improvement in their knitting tension. The course covers
overall tension problems in garter, stockinette and seed stitch and also tension concerns in
ribbing, cables and even intarsia. What students find most interesting and helpful are the tips
and tricks to fix “messy edge stitches” that are often seen in stockinette stitch. Often the student
is unaware of the problem and can be surprised when it is pointed out to them. And, once they
become aware of it they are delighted to find that those edges can be tamed and become even.
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CORRESPONDENCE
COURSE
GRADUATES
BASICS, BASICS,
BASICS
Kristine Berg • Seattle, WA
Jody Brennan • Shakopee, MN
Caroline Smejkal • Wauwatosa, WI

UNDERSTANDING
GAUGE
Barbara Trice • Summerfield, FL

FOLLOW TKGA ON
SOCIAL MEDIA!
Stay up to date on everything TKGA.
We're on Ravelry, Facebook,
Twitter, Pinterest and Instagram!
Find the links on the Home
Page at www.TKGA.com.
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guild news
Are you interested in starting up a new guild in your local community? Are you
already a member of a local guild that’s not yet recognized as affiliated with The
Knitting Guild Association? Joining is easy. Follow these simple steps below that
will guide you in the path of membership and start reaping the benefits for your
guild as soon as possible.
Join Online:
Go online to www.TKGA.com and locate the JOIN tab under MEMBERSHIP.
Select GUILD under the list of membership options. Enter your information
and submit!
Join by Mail:
Complete the membership application in the back of the magazine and mail it in
with your membership payment to:
ATTN: TKGA
1100-H Brandywine Blvd, Zanesville, OH 43701
Once we have received your payment, we will contact you with more
information about getting your guild information listed online.

WELCOME NEW TKGA GUILDS!
Knit Knuts – Chalfont, PA
Ol’ North State Knitters Guild #121 – Fuquay Varina, NC
Witty Knitters #75 – Warren, OH
Close-Knit Guild – Valparaiso, IN
Yolo Knitters Guild #218 – Davis, CA
Knitting Guild of the Desert – Yucca Valley, CA
Creative Knitters Guild – Bethesda, MD
UP North Knitting Guild – Marquette, MI
Bay Area Knitting Guild – Palm Harbor, FL
Three Rivers Knitting Guild – La Crosse, WI
The Capitol Hill Knitting Guild – Washington D.C.
Centre Knitter – State College, PA
Dallas Handknitter’s Guild – Dallas TX
Seattle Knitter – Seattle, WA
Creative Knitters in the Sun – Scottsdale, AZ
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FEATURE GUILD
SAN DIEGO NORTH COAST KNITTERS GUILD
Founded in 1996 in Encinitas, CA
By TKGA members Colleen Davis and Phyllis Bates
Colleen attended her first TKGA convention in San Diego in 1996 and soon
was craving the company of other knitters in her area. TKGA put her in touch
with Phyllis Bates, who was actually her neighbor. The women began attending
meetings of the San Diego Knitting Guild, which was more than 20 miles away.
They realized the need for a guild in their own neighborhood and contacted
TKGA for a list of members in their zip codes.
With the advent of TKGA, Colleen began designing her own patterns and her
designs have been featured in Cast On, Knitters, Interweave Knits, and Creative
Knitting. As the membership grew so did their meeting space. Originally formed as
the North Coast Knitters Guild with twelve members, the guild changed its name
to San Diego North Coast Knitters Guild and has more than 330 members.
The monthly program lineup typically has four or five nationally- and
internationally-known speakers. Past speakers include Sally Melville, Amy
Singer, Melissa Leapman, Lily Chin, Chris Bylsma, and Susan Lazear. The annual
Member Challenge and Fashion Show is a favorite; the theme this year is "Vintage
Revisited." Our local speakers have included members who are designers, yarn
sales reps, independent dyers, and instructors. The September Stash Sale is
very popular. Last year a used book sale was added after the guild cleaned out
its lending library. These two sales raised more than $3,000 towards operating
expenses and the purchase of new library books.
The guild is very active in philanthropy in San Diego county. Members knit and
crochet hats and scarves for homeless teens, cancer patients, military members,
and women's shelter residents. In addition to its monthly meetings, there are four
sub-groups that meet regularly in neighborhoods throughout San Diego county.
These groups allow members to help each other on projects, to show and share
their work, and to socialize in more intimate settings. The guild also holds two
retreats each year in January and May, for those who want a yarn-centric midweek
getaway.
For more information, visit the guild's website, www.ncknit.com or its Ravelry
group. Current president Liz Knapp can be reached at liz.knapp.louise@gmail.com.
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n Retail Members
For your favorite yarns and supplies, be sure to visit these TKGA member retailers. Find one close to you or explore new shops as you travel!
Note: Retail members who carry Cast On are marked with an asterisk (*).

ALABAMA
Andalusia
Pale Moon Yarns
www.palemoonyarns.com
Gadsden
*The Taming of the Ewe
www.tamingtheewe.com

ARIZONA
Flagstaff
*Purl in the Pines, LLC
www.purlinthepines.com
Mesa
*The Fiber Factory
www.fiberfactory.com

CALIFORNIA
Acton
RedFish DyeWorks
www.redfishdyeworks.com
Apple Valley
Fanciwerks Yarn Shoppe
www.fanciwerks.com
Bakersfield
*Classy Knits & Yarns
www.classyyarns.com
Berkeley
Cakes and Purls
2115 Allston Way
La Mirada
Toluca Knit Jewelry
& Fine Yarn
www.tolucaknits.com
Los Angeles
Jennifer Knits
jenniferknits.com
Needlepoints West
www.needlepointswest.com
San Luis Obispo
*Yarns At the Adobe
www.yarnsattheadobe.com
Seal Beach
Foxyknits
www.foxyknits.com
South Lake Tahoe
The Knitting Nest
www.tahoeknittingnest.com
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ILLINOIS

MAINE

Casey
The Yarn Studio
www.the-yarn-studio.com

Bremen
Springtide Farm
123 Rial Herald Rd

GEORGIA

Evanston
*Montoya Fiber Studio
www.montoyafiberstudio.
com

Waldoboro
Eagle's Nest Yarns
14 Old Rte 1

Alpharetta
Only Ewe and Cotton Too
www.onlyeweandcottontoo.
com

Flora
A-1 Needlework, Inc.
www.a1needlework.com

Turlock
Macedo's Mini Acre
www.macedosminiacre.com

Milton
Yarns & Things
5211 Dogwood Drive

Van Nuys
A-Major-Knitwork
6746 Balboa Blvd

Sunrise
Raging Wool, LLC
www.ragingwoolshop.com

Ventura
Anacapa Fine Yarns
www.anacapafineyarns.com
Weaverville
Sweet Sheep
515 Main St. - PO Box 2596

COLORADO
Boulder
*Shuttles, Spindles & Skeins
635 S Broadway Un E
Colorado Springs
*Green Valley Weavers
& Knitters, LLC
www.greenvalleyweavers.com

*Table Rock Llamas Fiber
Arts Studio
www.tablerockllamas.com

Littleton
*A Knitted Peace Inc.
www.aknittedpeace.com

Guilford
Bead Biz
www.beadbiz.org

DELAWARE
Bethany Beach
Sea Needles
www.seaneedles.com

FLORIDA
Fort Myers
Claire St James
2502 2nd St Ste 102

GEORGIA
Clarkesville
Bumbleberry LLC
www.shopbumbleberry.com
Ellijay
*Strings & Sticks Yarn
Shoppe
www.stringsandsticksyarn.
com

Galesburg
*Chappy's FiberArts and
Crafts
www.stores.ebay.com/chappys-fiber-arts-and-crafts
Maroa

*Country Lace

& Wood Creations
111 W Main St

Macon
*Creative Yarns
www.creativeyarns.net
Watkinsville
The Yarn House
theyarnhouse.net

HAWAII
Maui
Binky's
3600 Lower Honoapiilani Rd

IDAHO
Idaho Falls
*The Yarn Connection
415 Park Ave

Glyndon

*Woolstock Yarn Shop
www.woolstock.com

Silver Spring
WoolWinders
www.woolwinders.com

Bloomington
*In A Yarn Basket
www.inayarnbasket.com

*The Fine Needle

Fairmount

MASSACHUSETTS

*Knit n Purl

Beverly
Creative Yarns
www.creativeyarnsbeverly.
com

Griffith
Spinnin' Yarns
www.spinninyarns.com
Noblesville

*Always In Stitches

www.alwaysinstitches1.com

Woodstock
*The Whole Nine Yarns
www.thewholenineyarns.com

Columbia
*All About Yarn
8970 Rt 108 Ste G

INDIANA

5480 W 1100 S

Golden
The Recycled Lamb
www.recycledlamb.com

CONNECTICUT

MARYLAND
Braselton
Knit Wits
www.freespiritfelts.com

Hoschton
Yarn junkees
yarnjunkees.com

Fort Collins
The Loopy Ewe
2720 Council Tree Ave.
Ste 255

Wayland
A Hundred Ravens
356 Old Connecticut Path

IOWA
Cedar Rapids
R. Rabbit's Fiber Studio
www.r-rabbitsfiberstudio.
com

KANSAS
Winfield
iYarn
316 West 9th

Snow Hill
www.fineneedle.com

North Attleboro
*Yarn It All
28 N Washington St
Shelburne Falls
Metaphor Yarns
www.metaphoryarns.com
South Grafton

*Suzi's Fiber Cat

www.suzisfibercat.com
Winchester
Another Yarn
www.anotheryarn.com

MICHIGAN
LOUISIANA
Metairie
Blue Ridge Needleart
www.blueridgeneedleart.com

Ada
*Clever Ewe
www.cleverewe.com
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East Tawas
*Tawas Bay Yarn Co., Inc.
www.TawasBayYarn.com
Harrison Township

*City Knits

www.cityknits.com
Lansing

*Rae's Yarn Boutique

MONTANA
Missoula
*Beads, Yarns
& Threads LLC
2100 Stephens Ave Ste 109
St. Ignatius
Black Wolf Ranch
www.blackwolfranch.com

www.raesyarnboutique.com

NEBRASKA

Merrill
*Twisted Warp & Skeins
www.twistedwarp.com

Lincoln
*The Yarn Shop
www.theyarnshoplincoln.
com

Norway
Rainbow Gifts & Yarn
www.rainbowsendalpacas.net
Plymouth
Di Irvine, Inc
www.diirvine.com
Port Huron

*Mary Maxim, Inc.

www.marymaxim.com
Portage

*Stitching Memories
350 Gladys St

MICHIGAN
Rockford
*JT Stitchery & Frame Shop
30 E Bridge
Whitmore Lake
Whitmore Lake
Yarn Company
www.whitmorelakeyarn.net

Minden
Pioneer Yarn Company LLC
pioneeryarn.com

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Columbia
True Blewe Yarns& More
www.bleweyarns.com
Marshall
A Grand Yarn
2102 Cypress Drive

Johnstown
Maggie's Knitting Cottage
346 State Hwy 10A
Larchmont
Etui Fiber Arts LLC
www.etuifiberarts.com
New York

Derry
The Yarn and Fiber Company
www.yarnandfiber.com

Salem
Blind Buck Farm
346 Blind Buck Rd

Henniker
The Fiber Studio, LLC
www.fiberstudio.com

Syracuse
Holiday Yarns
www.holidayyarns.com

Littleton
Yarn Garden
www.yarngardennh.com

NORTH CAROLINA

Newport
*Hodge Podge Handicrafts
59 Belknap Ave

Hazlet
moore yarn
1366 Route 36

MISSOURI

Corning
*Wooly Minded
www.woolyminded.com

*Lion Brand Yarn Studio

Maple Grove
Amazing Threads
www.amazing-threads.com

Ridgeland
The Southern Neede
the southernneedle.com

Clinton
*The Two Ewes
97 Utica Rd

Concord
The Elegant Ewe
www.elegantewe.com

NEW JERSEY

MISSISSIPPI

NEW YORK

NEVADA

MINNESOTA

Saint Paul
3 Kittens Needle Arts
www.3kittensneedlearts.com

Ridgewood
Knitapestry LLC
www.knitapestry.com

Hillsborough
The Yarn Attic
www.theyarnattic.com
Millville
FiberArts Cafe LLC
www.fiberartscafe.com
Mount Holly
*Woolbearers
www.woolbearers.com
Ocean City
The Knitting Niche
1330 Asbury Ave
Ridgefield Park
Llama Llama Ewe
www.Llamallamaewe.com

www.lionbrandyarnstudio.
com

Black Mountain
Black Mountain Yarn Shop
www.blackmountainyarnshop.com

NORTH DAKOTA
Saint Thomas
*River Rouge Market
www.riverrougemarket.com

Midland
Stitching Post
3303 N Midkiff #187
Spring

OHIO
Beavercreek
*Fiberworks
www.fiberworksdayton.com
Big Prairie
*Yarn And Bead Shop
PO Box 1

*Twisted Yarns, Inc.

702 Spring Cypress Rd

UTAH
Cedar City
*The Yarn Bard
www.TheYarnBard.Com
Salt Lake City

Columbus
*Knitters Mercantile
214 Graceland Blvd

*The Wool Cabin

Toledo
Knitting, Beads
& Other Things
www.knitbeads.com

Brandon
Creative Fiber Designs
www.creativefiberdesigns.org

OREGON
Newport
Yarn for All Seasons
www.yarnforallseasons.biz
Riddle
*Etcetera Needlework Shop
120 Main St Box 951

PENNSYLVANIA
Bridgeville
*Kid Ewe Knot
www.KidEweKnot.com
Lancaster
*Oh Susanna
2204 Marietta Ave

www.thewoolcabin.com

VERMONT

North Pomfret
Trafalgar Square Books
www.trafalgarbooks.com/
Norwich
Ellens 1/2 Pint Farm LLC
85 Tucker Hill Rd
Rutland
Green Mountain
Yarn & Fibers
www.greenmountainfibers.
com
West Dover
Ugly Duckling Yarn
114 Route 100

VIRGINIA

Franklin
Silver Threads and
Golden Needles
www.silverthreadsyarn.com/

Langhorne
Yarn Bazaar
www.yarnbazaar.com

Fairfax
*Nature's Yarns, Inc.
www.naturesyarnsinc.com

Hillsborough
Hillsborough Yarn Shop
www.HillsboroughYarn.com

Williamstown
Artisanal Yarns
www.artisanalyarns.com

*Wool Becomes Ewe

Huntersville
*Knit One Stitch Too
www.knitonestitchtoo.com

Yardley
Echo Valley Fiber at DTC
Ranch
www.EchoValleyFiber.com

Mount Airy
What's Needlin' Ewe
www,whatsneedlinewe.com
Statesville
Foothill Fiberarts
www.foothillfiberarts.com
Winston-Salem
Yarn Attic
www.yarnattic.com

TENNESSEE

Monterey
www.woolbecomesewe.com
Vienna

*Uniquities

421-D Church St NE
Woodbridge
Yarn Cloud
www.yarncloud.com

Clarksville
Yarn Asylum
www.yarnasylum.com

WASHINGTON

Rogersville
*Sunny Side Yarns
www.sunnysideyarns.com

Allyn
*Allyn Knit Shop
& Spinning Supply
PO Box 1373

TEXAS
Dallas
*Holley's Yarn Shoppe
www.holleysyarn.com
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Bothell
Mad Cow Yarn
www.madcowyarn.com
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Maple Valley
Johnsons Home
& Garden/Quintessence
www.johnsonshg.com

WYOMING

Roslyn
Yarn Folk
www.yarnfolk.com

Laramie
*Cowgirl Yarn
www.cowgirlyarn.com

Seattle
*The Fiber Gallery
8212 Greenwood Ave N

Sheridan
*The Fiber House
www.thefiberhouse.com

WISCONSIN

CANADA

Brookfield
*Cream City Yarn
www.creamcityyarn.com

Ontario
Heaven Is Handmade
250 Christina St N Unit D

Jackson
Handknitting.com
www.handknitting.com
(or order online at www.TKGA.com)

Name______________________________________________________
TKGA Member #____________________________________________
Address____________________________________________________
City ______________________________________________________
State _________________________ ZIP+4_______________________
Phone _____________________________________________________
Fax _______________________________________________________
Email_________________________@ ___________________________
Completing this form serves Management notice that you
agree to be contacted by mail, phone, fax and/or email.

Sturgeon Bay

*Spin

108 S Madison Ave

CURRENT MEMBERS
AS OF 01/05/15

Please send me the following issues at $15 each; $18 Canada.
Limited quantities available.
Issue

Qty _____ X $ _____ = $ _____________________________
2007 February – April
2007 May – July
2007 August – October
07/08 November – January
2008 February – April
2008 May – July
2008 August – October
08/09 November – January
2009 February – April
2009 May – July
2009 August – October
09/10 November – January
2010 February – April
2010 May – July
2010 Anniversary Issue
10/11 November – January

2011 February – April
2011 May – July
2011 August – October
11/12 November – January
2012 February – April
2012 May – July
2012 August – October
12/13 November – January
2013 February – April
2013 May – July
2013 August – October
13/14 November – January
2014 February – April
2014 May – July
2014 August – October
14/15 November – January

Available only to TKGA members.
TKGA Pin
TKGA Key Chain
Eco-friendly TKGA Tote Bag

Qty _____ X $ 7 ea. = $___________
Qty _____ X $ 10 ea. = $___________
Qty _____ X $ 25 ea. = $___________

GRAND TOTAL $ __________________________________________

Payment due at time of order.
Checks payable to: TKGA
To pay by credit card, please visit www.TKGA.com and Sign In (located
in the upper right corner). TKGA currently accepts the following credit
cards: American Express, Discover, MasterCard and VISA. TKGA is
unable to accept credit cards by phone, fax, email or mail.
If you do not remember your Username or Password, use the Reset
Your Password on the TKGA web site by entering the email address
associated with your member record. Please contact the TKGA office
at 740-452-4541 if you have any questions or have trouble logging in.
We appreciate your support of The Knitting Guild Association.
Mail or fax completed form with payment to:
TKGA • 1100-H Brandywine Blvd
Zanesville OH USA 43701-7303
Fax: 740-452-2552
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n Abbreviations
beg.................................................... begin (ning)
bet........................................................... between
BO............................................................ bind off
CC............................................. contrasting color
CO............................................................. cast on
ch.................................................................. chain
cm.................................................. centimeter (s)
cn...................................................... cable needle
cont........................................................ continue
dec...................................... decrease (s) (d) (ing)
dpn.................................. double-pointed needle
EOR............................................ every other row

n Pattern Basics
While working any pattern in this publication,
when several sizes are given, the first set of instructions refers to the smallest size, with remaining
sizes in parentheses, unless otherwise noted.
There are several basic techniques often used in
knitting patterns. They are listed below for easy
reference.
Long Tail Cast On – Provides a firm, yet elastic
cast on edge. Step 1: Measure out a length approximately four times longer than the width of the
finished piece. Make a slip knot. Step 2: Wrap the
working yarn around index finger and the yarn
tail over the thumb. Hold both yarn ends with
last three fingers. Step 3: Insert needle under yarn
in front of thumb and over and behind yarn on
index finger and down through loop on thumb.

n References
BACKSTITCH BIND OFF
Stanley, Montse, Knitter’s Handbook, Reader’s
Digest, Pleasantville, NY 1992, pgs 89-90.
BUTTONHOLES
Vance, Carolyn, “On Your Way to the Masters,
Cast On, May – July 2008, pgs 64-65.
Wiseman, Nancie, The Knitter’s Book of
Finishing Techniques, Martingale & Company,
Woodinville, WA, 2002, pgs 111-126.
CROCHET EDGE
Editors of Vogue Knitting Magazine, Vogue
Knitting, Pantheon Books, NY, NY, 1989, pgs
210-211.
Stanley, Montse, Reader’s Digest Knitter’s
Handbook, Pleasantville, NY, 1993, pg 262.
Wiseman, Nancie, The Knitter’s Book of
Finishing Techniques, Martingale & Company,
Woodinville, WA, 2002, pgs 106-107.
DECREASE BIND OFF
Stanley, Montse, Knitter’s Handbook, Reader’s
Digest, Pleasantville, NY, 1992, pgs 85-86.
EYELET (YO) BUTTONHOLES
Wiseman, Nancie, The Knitter’s Book of
Finishing Techniques, Martingale & Company,
Woodinville, WA, 2002, pg 118.
GRAFTING RIBBING
Buss, Katarina, Big Book of Knitting, Sterling
Publishing Co, Inc., NY, NY 1999.
HORIZONTAL BUTTONHOLES
Wiseman, Nancie, The Knitter’s Book of
Finishing Techniques, Martingale & Company,
Woodinville, WA, 2002, pg 114.

est........................................................ established
g.................................................................... gram
inc...................................... increase (s) (d) (ing)
k..................................................................... knit
k2tog..................knit 2 stitches as if there were 1
kwise....................................................... knitwise
LH.......................................................... left-hand
lp.................................................................... loop
MB................................................... make bobble
MC...................................................... main color
M1........................ make one (see Pattern Basics)
mm................................................. millimeter (s)
oz................................................................. ounce
p..................................................................... purl
pat............................................................. pattern

pm.................................................... place marker
psso................................. pass slipped stitch over
pu...............................................................pick up
pwise....................................................... purlwise
RH....................................................... right-hand
rem....................................................... remaining
rep............................................................... repeat
rev.............................................................. reverse
Rev St st...................... Reverse Stockinette stitch
rnd........................................................ round (s)
RS.......................................................... right side
sk.................................................................... skip
skp.................................. Slip 1 knitwise, k1, pass
the slipped stitch over
sl...................................................................... slip

ssk.................. slip, slip, knit (see Pattern Basics)
ssp................. slip, slip, purl (see Pattern Basics)
sp.................................................................. space
st (s)...................................................... stitch (es)
St st.......................................... Stockinette stitch
tbl........................................... through back loop
tog........................................................... together
WS....................................................... wrong side
WY...................................................... waste yarn
wyib.......................................... with yarn in back
wyif......................................... with yarn in front
yb.......................................................... yarn back
yd (s)........................................................ yard (s)
yf..................................................... yarn forward
yo............................................................ yarnover

Step 4: Remove thumb from loop and tighten
loop on needle. Repeat Steps 2-4. There are video
tutorials available online to help walk you through
these pattern basics. Visit www.TKGA.com/
CastOn_About.

walk you through these pattern basics. Visit www.
TKGA.com/CastOn_About.

front loop to twist the stitch. M1L: Insert the left
needle from the front to the back under the strand
between the stitches. Knit the stitch through the
back loop to twist the stitch. There are video
tutorials available online to help walk you through
these pattern basics. Visit www.TKGA.com/
CastOn_About.

Bind Off – Work first stitch, work second stitch,
slip first stitch over second stitch. There are video
tutorials available online to help walk you through
these pattern basics. Visit www.TKGA.com/
CastOn_About.
Bind Off in Pattern – As you bind off, work the
stitches as called for in the pattern. There are
video tutorials available online to help walk you
through these pattern basics. Visit www.TKGA.
com/CastOn_About.
K2tog – Right slanting decrease. Insert needle into
the second stitch on the left hand needle and into
the first stitch. Knit them together as if one stitch.
There are video tutorials available online to help

HORIZONTAL TO VERTICAL SEAMS
Editors of Vogue Knitting, Vogue Knitting,
Pantheon Books, NY, NY, 1989, pg 100.
Holladay, Arenda, “On Your Way to the
Masters”, Cast On, Feb – April 2008, pgs
64-65.
Wiseman, Nancie, The Knitter’s Book of
Finishing Techniques, Martingale & Company,
Woodinville, WA, 2002, pgs 64-65.
INVISIBLE HORIZONTAL SEAMS
Editors of Vogue Knitting Magazine, Vogue
Knitting, Pantheon Books, NY, NY, 1989, pg 100.
Holladay, Arenda, “On Your Way to the
Masters”, Cast On, Feb – April 2008, pgs
64-65.
Stanley, Montse, Reader’s Digest Knitter’s
Handbook, Pleasantville, NY, 1993, pg 249.
Wiseman, Nancie, The Knitter’s Book of
Finishing Techniques, Martingale & Company,
Woodinville, WA, 2002, pg 70.
JOGLESS JOIN
Editors of Vogue Knitting Magazine, The Best
of Vogue Knitting Magazine, Sixth and Spring
Books, NY, NY, 2007, pgs 98-99.
techknitting.blogspot.com/2007/01/jogless
stripes.html
Holladay, Arenda, “Frustration is the Real
Mother of Invention” Cast On Magazine,
February-April 2010, pgs 31-33.
KITCHENER STITCH
Editors of Vogue Knitting Magazine, Vogue
Knitting, Pantheon Books, NY, NY, 1989, pgs
102-104.
Hiatt, June Hemmons, The Principles of Knitting,
Simon & Schuster, NY, NY, 1988, pgs 371-378.
Stanley, Montse, Reader’s Digest Knitter’s
Handbook, Pleasantville, NY, 1993, pgs
241-244.
Wiseman, Nancie, The Knitter’s Book of
Finishing Techniques, Martingale & Company,
Woodinville, WA, 2002, pgs 78-80.

SSK – Left slanting decrease. Slip the first stitch
knitwise, slip the second stitch knitwise. Insert the
needle through the back of the stitches as if one
stitch. There are video tutorials available online to
help walk you through these pattern basics. Visit
www.TKGA.com/CastOn_About.
Bar Increase – Creates a “purl bump” to the left
of the increase. Knit the stitch but do not remove
it from the needle. Knit into the back of the loop.
Transfer both stitches to the right needle.
M1 – Increase made from the horizontal bar
between stitches. It can be open (similar to a yarn
over [YO]), slant to the right or to the left. Open
M1: Knit into the strand between the stitch you
just knit and the next stitch. M1R: Insert the left
needle from the back to front under the strand
between the stitches. Knit the stitch through the

MATTRESS STITCH
Editors of Vogue Knitting Magazine, Vogue
Knitting, Pantheon Books, NY, NY, 1989, pg 99.
Hiatt, June Hemmons, The Principles of Knitting,
Simon & Schuster, NY, NY, 1988, pg 366.
Holladay, Arenda, “On Your Way to the
Masters,” Cast On, August – October 2007, pgs
67-69.
Stanley, Montse, Reader’s Digest Knitter’s
Handbook, Pleasantville, NY, 1993, pgs
248-249.
Szabo, Janet K., The “I Hate to Finish Sweaters”
Guide to Finishing, Janet K. Szabo, Kalispel, MT,
2000, pgs 16-20.
Wiseman, Nancie, The Knitter’s Book of
Finishing Techniques, Martingale & Company,
Woodinville, WA, 2002, pgs 63-64.
OVERCAST STITCH
Editors of Vogue Knitting Magazine, Vogue
Knitting, Pantheon Books, NY, NY, 1989, pg 101.
Hiatt, June Hemmons, The Principles of Knitting,
Simon & Schuster, NY, NY, 1988, pg 364.
Stanley, Montse, Reader’s Digest Knitter’s
Handbook, Pleasantville, NY, 1993, pg 253.
PICKING UP STITCHES
Editors of Vogue Knitting Magazine, Vogue
Knitting, Pantheon Books, NY, NY, 1989, pgs
107-108.
Hiatt, June Hemmons, The Principles of Knitting,
Simon & Schuster, NY, NY, 1988, pgs 184-189.
Holladay, Arenda, “On Your Way to the
Masters”, Cast On, Winter 02 – 03, pgs 12-14.
Stanley, Montse, Reader’s Digest Knitter’s
Handbook, Pleasantville, NY, 1993, pgs
186-191.
PROVISIONAL CAST ON
Editors of Vogue Knitting Magazine, Vogue
Knitting, Pantheon Books, NY, NY, 1989, pgs
28-29.
Sease, Cap, Cast On, Bind Off, Martingale,
Bothell, WA, 2012, pgs 86-91.
Stanley, Montse, Knitter’s Handbook, Reader’s
Digest, Pleasantville, NY, 1993, pgs 76-78.
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Lifted Increases – Increase made using the leg
of the stitch in the row below. Lifted increases
slant to the right or left. Right Slanting: Insert the
needle into the top of the loop of the stitch below.
Knit this loop. Left Slanting: Knit the stitch. Since
you have knit the stitch, you don’t use the top of
the loop just below the stitch you just knit, but
the one below that. Insert the left needle into that
loop. Insert the right needle into the back of the
loop on the left needle and knit it. (If you knit into
the front of the loop you will twist the increase.)
There are video tutorials available online to help
walk you through these pattern basics. Visit www.
TKGA.com/CastOn_About.

SHORT ROWS
Editors of Vogue Knitting Magazine, Vogue
Knitting, Pantheon Books, NY, NY, 1989, pg 186.
Stanley, Montse, Reader’s Digest Knitter’s
Handbook, Pleasantville, NY, The Reader’s
Digest Association, 2001, pgs 101-106.
Wiseman, Nancie, The Knitter’s Book of
Finishing Techniques, Martingale & Company,
Woodinville, WA, 2002, pgs 72-74.
SINGLE CROCHET
Wiseman, Nancie, The Knitter’s Book of
Finishing Techniques, Martingale & Company,
Woodinville, WA, 2002, pgs 106-107.
TUBULAR CAST ON
Stanley, Montse, Reader’s Digest Knitter’s
Handbook, Pleasantville, NY, The Reader’s
Digest Association, 2001, pgs 78-80, 87-88.
Wiseman, Nancie, The Knitter’s Book of
Finishing Techniques, Martingale & Company,
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Join
T H E FA M I LY

THE KNITTING GUILD ASSOCIATION

TKGA, with over 10,000 members, is the largest knitting association in America and a starting point for
knitters searching for new ideas, products, markets, patterns and fellow knitters who share the excitement of knitting.
TKGA membership includes: Subscription to Cast On Magazine, “Members Only” education, Master Knitting Program,
Conferences/Knit & Crochet Shows, Members’ Only areas of www.TKGA.com, Local Guild resources,
Correspondence Courses and much more. (To give gift memberships, go online or attach details with this form.)

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Send your completed form with payment to: The Knitting Guild Association • 1100-H Brandywine Blvd • Zanesville OH USA 43701-7303
Ph: 740-452-4541 • Fax: 740-452-2552 • TKGA@TKGA.com • www.TKGA.com
• Please Print Legibly. Retain a copy of form for your records. TKGA will send your Member confirmation, online passwords, etc.
•M
 embership commences on date application is received. Annual Membership includes member rates at TKGA events, plus: four issues of Cast On
magazine; passwords to access the Members’ Only online areas; eligibility to enroll in TKGA Master Knitting Program, Correspondence Courses and more.
Retail and corporate members are listed in Cast On as part of their benefits.
I, ___________________________________________________ , hereby apply for membership in TKGA and enclose my membership dues.

1. CONTACT INFORMATION (please print)

3. MEMBERSHIP DUES (Corporate Memberships include a listing in Cast On magazine)

If renewing, list your previous TKGA Member ID#_________________________

One-year Membership (12 months)

Individual Name ___________________________________________________

New! Digital

r $25 (USA)

Company Name ___________________________________________________

Individual

r $35 (USA)

r $42 (Canada/Mexico) r $50 (Other/non-USA)

Teacher/Designer

r $35 (USA)

r $42 (Canada/Mexico) r $50 (Other/non-USA)

Corporate Retailer

r $59 (USA) r $66 (Canada/Mexico) r $74 (Other/non-USA)

Mailing Address ___________________________________________________
City______________________________________________________________
State/Prov _____________ ZIP+4 _____________ Country________________
Phone (
Fax (

) ______________________________________________________
) ________________________________________________________

Email ____________________________________________________________

Corporate Other (Manufacturer, Wholesaler/Distributor, Publisher) r $105
New! Guild

r $25 (USA)

Two-year Membership (24 months)
Individual

r $59 (USA) r $73 (Canada/Mexico)

r $89 (Other/non-USA)

Teacher/Designer

r $59 (USA) r $73 (Canada/Mexico)

r $89 (Other/non-USA)

Corporate Retailer

r $106 (USA) r $120 (Canada/Mexico) r $136 (Other/non-USA)

Corporate Other (Manufacturer, Wholesaler/Distributor, Publisher) r $200

Website__________________________________________________________
TKGA Management reserves the right to contact applicant via any of the means above.

I am a member of this local TKGA Club/Guild: (if applicable)

4. PAYMENT
r Check (Make check payable to TKGA)

_________________________________________________________________

2. PERMISSIONS
(I give permission to TKGA to publish in print and online, including in Cast On magazine, as follows:)

Publish the following:
r Website r Name r Company Name r Address r Email r Do Not Publish
I give permission for contact by e-mail from the following*:
r From TKGA and Cast On only
r From TKGA-sponsored events (e.g., Knit & Crochet Shows & TKGA Conferences)
r From third party organizations with knitting-related interests
r Do not want email communication (do not list my email in my member record)
Signature__________________________________________________
* If you have agreed to email communication from TKGA, please add the following
email domains to your email “safe list” now: Offinger.com and TKGA.com.
This will help to ensure that you receive all communications from TKGA (i.e.,
TKGA@TKGA.com, KnitandCrochetShow@KnitandCrochetShow.com and all
individual staff communications whose emails contain their name and end
with @Offinger.com).

To pay by credit card, please visit www.TKGA.com and Sign In (located in
the upper right corner). TKGA currently accepts the following credit cards:
American Express, Discover, MasterCard and VISA. TKGA is unable to accept
credit cards by phone, fax, email or mail.
If you do not remember your Username or Password, use the Reset Your
Password on the TKGA web site by entering the email address associated with
your member record. Please contact the TKGA office at 740-452-4541 if you
have any questions or have trouble logging in. We appreciate your support of
The Knitting Guild Association.

5. SEND YOUR COMPLETED FORM WITH PAYMENT TO THE
ADDRESS ABOVE. To join online, visit www.TKGA.com.
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Recd __________ Ck# ___________ Amt $ ___________ ACKD ___________

www.lornaslaces.net/string.html

